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1 Propositional attitude ascriptions (the term is Russell's) are expressions like “A belie-

ves that p”, “A knows that p”, “A thinks that p”, “A perceives that p”, “A fears that

p”, and so on. (Here and in the following, “A” is the name of an agent and “p” is an

abbreviation of a sentence.)

2 An example: “`the sun is shining' says that the sun is shining”.

7

INTRODUCTION

1. TOPICS TO BE DISCUSSED

In the essays collected here we have tried to shed some light on the follow-
ing topics from the philosophy of mind:

(1) Aristotle's account of “reflective awareness”, the phenomenon which
occurs when we “perceive” (as Aristotle put it) that we perceive that some-
thing is the case. (Chapter 1.)

(2) Wittgenstein's early views on mental representation. (Chapters 2-4.)
(2a) Wittgenstein's “language of thought” theory, according to which the

“empirical” self, subject or soul is a collection of sentence-like entities.
(Chapters 2 and 4.)

(2b) Wittgenstein's analysis of propositional attitude ascriptions1, accord-
ing to which such ascriptions are similar to ascriptions of senses to senten-
ces2, but do not have the Unsinnigkeit of the latter: they are ordinary truth-
functional sentences of the language instead. (Chapters 2 and 3.)

(2c) Wittgenstein's claim that the “metaphysical” or “transcendental”
self, subject or soul (as distinct from the “psychological” or “empirical” self,
subject or soul) does not represent and does not do anything else either.
(Chapter 4.)

(3) Lévy-Bruhl's “logical relativism”, i.e., the thesis that people from
different cultures may adhere to different “logics”, may have their own
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3 Schilling 1975, p. 294.

4 This formulation is due to Kosman 1975, p. 499.

5 Kosman 1975, Osborne 1983.

6 Kosman 1975, p. 500.

7 Hamlyn 1968, pp. 121-123.

idiosyncratic standards of “rationality”, and may live in different “cognizable
worlds”. (Chapter 5.)

We have added a short technical paper (Chapter 6) in which two logical
systems are studied which are similar to the systems from Chapter 5. Like
the latter ones, they are paraconsistent – inconsistency-tolerating – systems
of modal logic.

2. WHY THESE TOPICS?

The subjects we have mentioned are interesting and important and have ac-
cordingly received a great deal of attention in the past. However, all previ-
ous discussions of them are unsatisfactory in one way or another.

First, the texts of the philosophers raise several exegetical problems
which have never been solved.

(1) Aristotle's discussion of reflective awareness in De anima III.2 is
generally acknowledged to be “very difficult”.3 First, it is not entirely clear
which phenomenon Aristotle is discussing. It has usually been asserted that
his remarks are concerned with reflective awareness, “the awareness on our
parts that we are, when seeing or hearing, for example, seeing or hearing”.4

However, this interpretation has recently been called into question.5 Second-
ly, Aristotle's arguments concerning his topic (whatever it is) are “neither
straightforward nor clear”.6 At least one commentator has concluded that
“there seems no way of making the argument coherent”.7 Thirdly, there
seems to be a glaring conflict between De anima III.2 and De somno II.
Nobody has been able to reconcile the two accounts. Eminent Aristotelians
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8 See Chapter 1 for precise references.

9 Urmson 1956, p. 133.

10 Including myself: I defended this interpretation in my (fortunately unpublished)

1985b, although I had already rejected it in my 1985a.

like Aquinas and Brentano took the easiest way out and simply ignored one
of the two passages. (They did not ignore the same one, though.) Others
have tried to reconcile them but failed. The remaining commentators have
tried to conceal their lack of understanding behind vagueness.8

(2) Wittgenstein made some notoriously unclear remarks about mental
representation in his early writings. These remarks have even been judged
to be of “almost impenetrable obscurity”.9 However, the following seems
certain. Wittgenstein saw the “empirical self, soul or subject” as a collection
of thoughts which have the same structure as sentences. When making a
propositional attitude ascription such as “A thinks that p”, we assert that one
of the thoughts belonging to A's “empirical self” says that p (i.e., expresses
the proposition that p). Because a thought is similar to a sentence, the latter
part of this assertion (thought t says that p) is similar to a statement of the
form “sentence `p' says that p”.

It is at this point that the problems begin. For according to Wittgenstein,
“`p' says that p” is unsinnig. One cannot say that “p” says that p; this can
only be shown. “`p' says that p” is a would-be sentence. It is not well-form-
ed in the language in which “p” is stated (“the only language there is”) and
does not have a truth-value. Does the same apply to “A thinks that p”? Most
commentators have assumed so.10 But the resulting view is counterintuitive;
and it would be rather surprising that Wittgenstein did not explicitly mention
such a striking consequence of his views, if it did indeed follow from them.
As a result, this interpretation is not really plausible. A theory which would
explain why “A thinks that p” is similar to “`p' says that p” but which would
not imply that propositional attitude ascriptions are unsinnig would be more
attractive, but no one has come up with such a theory thus far. The main
stumbling-block is Wittgenstein's principle of truth-functionality, which
states that the truth-values of all sentences are completely determined by the
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11 Stegmüller 1968, p. 195.

truth-values of the “elementary sentences” which describe the world. It is
hard to see how this thesis could apply to propositional attitude ascriptions.

The topic with which Chapter 4 is concerned (the “metaphysical” sub-
ject) has never been properly understood either. The catalogue of conflicting
interpretations at the beginning of this chapter shows that it has only caused
a great deal of confusion.

(3) Aristotle and Wittgenstein have a reputation for unclarity. As is to
be expected, Lévy-Bruhl's writings pose fewer problems of a purely
exegetical nature. Nevertheless, it is not altogether obvious what he may
have meant by saying that “other people follow different logics”, and it may
be doubted whether everyone interprets this thesis in the same way.

Secondly, most previous expositions of the topics we have mentioned are
unsatisfactory because they are vague and informal.

(1) Most commentaries on Aristotle consist of paraphrases and quota-
tions instead of lucid explanations.

(2) Stegmüller once described a certain commentary on Wittgenstein's
Tractatus as “eine Ansammlung von sehr undeutlichen Sätzen, die ihrerseits
erst expliziert werden müßten”, and this observation may be generalized to
most writings on that work.11

(3) Lévy-Bruhl's theory has never been formulated in a truly precise way
either.

Thirdly, it is seldom pointed out that the theories which we have mentioned
are as interesting and important today as when they were first proposed.
(The biographical fact that both Wittgenstein and Lévy-Bruhl repudiated
their own early views later on in their lives cannot, of course, be seen as a
refutation of these views, nor does it make them less interesting.)

(1) Aristotle's theory was adopted by Brentano and many philosophers
and psychologists in his wake, but the fallacy he warned against is still often
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12 Stalnaker 1991, p. 430. Stalnaker explains the belief box model as follows (p. 431):

When we say that x explicitly believes that P, we say (on the storage model) that x

stores some sentence that says that P. So a sentence of the form “x believes that P”

makes an existential claim about x's beliefs: that there exists a sentence in x's belief

box that says that P.

When “belief box” is replaced by “empirical self”, and “belief” by “thought”, we

obtain the Wittgensteinian theory which has been described at the beginning of the

present Section. The theory which is proposed in Chapters 2-4 corresponds, to be

more precise, to a belief box model with a “coarse-grained conception of content” in

the sense of Stalnaker (p. 432).

13 See, e.g., Lokhorst 1988.

being made today: many people (e.g., Richard Dawkins, Keith Gunderson
and Rudy Rucker, to mention but a few) claim that unlimited self-conscious-
ness is out of reach for finite beings because it necessarily involves an infi-
nite regress of mental phenomena.

(2) It is not often recognized that Wittgenstein held a “language of
thought” theory of the type which is so popular today. His analysis of
propositional attitude ascriptions is, in fact, the same as the “sentence stor-
age model” (or “belief box model”) of such ascriptions, which Stalnaker has
recently described as “perhaps common enough to be called the received
view” today.12

It has not been widely noticed either that Wittgenstein's truth-functional
theory of propositional attitude ascriptions amounts to a (“semantic”)
supervenience theory of the sort which is receiving so much attention now-
adays.13

(3) Lévy-Bruhl's thesis of “logical relativism” has, of course, not been
forgotten; there is still much controversy about it today.

The just-mentioned three circumstances have made us decide to study the
above three topics afresh. We think we have been able to make some prog-
ress. We have solved the previously unsolved exegetical problems we have
mentioned; we have expressed our ideas in the most precise way which is
humanly possible (and perhaps non-humanly as well), namely in the form
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14 On the other hand, we have, in a sense, also done less than has just been announced,

since not all chapters contain formalizations of the theories they are concerned with.

Chapters 3 and 4 are less formal than the others because they are extensions of Chap-

ter 2 and presuppose the formal account put forward there. Chapter 5 does not,

strictly speaking, present a formalization of Lévy-Bruhl's thesis. It rather gives an

infinite number of illustrations of the phenomena adumbrated by Lévy-Bruhl.

of formal axiomatic theories; and we have continually applied the ancient
philosophical texts to modern discussions in the philosophy of mind (and
sometimes even in the field of artificial intelligence).

Actually, we have done more than just elucidating the topics we have
mentioned. Aristotle's remarks on reflective awareness cannot be understood
in isolation from the rest of his psychological views, so we have discussed
and formalized the latter too, at least in so far as this was necessary. Simi-
larly, Wittgenstein's views on mental representation cannot be understood in
isolation from his basic ontological and semantic doctrines, so we have pres-
ented formal reconstructions of these doctrines too.14

3. OUR APPROACH TO OUR SUBJECTS

Our studies differ from most previous commentaries in that we have contin-
ually tried to transform the insights of the philosophers we have been study-
ing into formal axiomatic theories. The results are up to all standards of
clarity and exactness which are common in the field of modern mathematical
logic. We have taken this trouble for several reasons.

First, formalization is good for one's mental discipline. It is all too easy
to make logical blunders and to be unaware of one's tacit assumptions as
long as one sticks to the messy apparatus of ordinary language. We will
repeatedly have occasion to point this out in the following chapters.

Secondly, formalization leads to a degree of objectivity which cannot be
achieved in any other way. All informal theories ultimately require more or
less einfühlendes Verstehen (empathetic “understanding”) on the part of the
reader. This makes it difficult to compare different theories, to check them
against the textual evidence, to apply them to fields for which they were not
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15 Hans Freudenthal's (1960) LINCOS (language for cosmic intercourse) might be even

more “objective” than the language of logic. If we had wanted to send Aristotle's,

Wittgenstein's and Lévy-Bruhl's theories to the stars we would have used it, but logic

is more widely known on Earth.

16 As I have argued in Lokhorst 1989, it is impossible to formalize Hegelian dialectics.

Even the inconsistency-tolerating systems from Chapters 5 and 6 cannot be used for

this task.

originally intended, to determine whether they are consistent, and so on. In
short, one does not usually arrive at theories which are able to stand on their
own feet. Formalization can never have these defects: it always leads to
theories whose consequences anyone can calculate for himself.

Thirdly, formalization makes one's theories accessible to a vast audience.
The language of formal logic is the lingua franca of disciplines as diverse
as mathematics, computer science, linguistics and philosophy. It is conceiv-
able that workers from these disciplines may still profit from the insights our
philosophers had once these have been reformulated in a language which
they can understand. This is more than a theoretical possibility: both Chapter
1 and Chapter 5 contain some references to logical systems which are used
in the design of “artificially intelligent” expert systems. If we had expressed
our theories in, say, Dutch or Swahili – or even in some artificial language
like Volapük or Solrésol – we would never have spotted the connection.15

In short, when one wants to blow the dust off ancient theories and tries
to polish them up until they shine again with the same splendour which they
had when they were first proposed, formalization is the best way to go.
Formalization is not always possible, to be sure: some theories are so hope-
lessly “illogical” that one does not even know where to start.16 But whenever
it does look possible, one should certainly try it out. Even Lévy-Bruhl's the-
ory – which may look like the very antithesis of logic at first sight – turns
out to become clearer upon logical analysis.

The logical approach to philosophical texts is, in fact, the same as the
scientific approach towards nature. Scientists try to devise simple theories
which account for the facts, which make definite predictions, and which may
therefore be refuted on the basis of further empirical data. In the same way,
we try to devise simple theories which account for the statements of the
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17 Nevertheless, the philosophers whom we will discuss sometimes held views which

are really closer to our formalizations than their informal writings would suggest. In

Chapter 2, we will reconstruct Wittgenstein's situation ontology as a Boolean algebra

of parts and wholes. Wittgenstein seems to have had the same idea himself, even

though he did not explicitly say so. (See the Appendix to Chapter 2.)

18 Urquhart 1991.

philosophers, which have easily calculable consequences, and which may
therefore be falsified by textual evidence we have not considered. We do not
have to assume that the philosophers themselves were fully aware of these
theories, just as we do not have to assume that nature – or the Author of the
Book of Nature, if any – knows the laws which it obeys. (This takes care of
the accusation of anachronism which may possibly be levelled against our
analyses.)17

The formal approach to philosophical texts has another benefit: it gives
us an insight into the strengths and weaknesses of the theories which have
so far been developed within the field of philosophical logic. As soon as one
starts using these theories, their capacities and shortcomings emerge – with
the result that one may decide to improve on them in specific ways. The
following chapters contain numerous examples of this phenomenon.

Thus, philosophy is not the only discipline which profits from the appli-
cation of logic to philosophy: this activity is stimulating for logic as well.
This phenomenon is familiar enough from mathematics, which too has often
benefitted from efforts to apply it. Both philosophy and logic suffer when
they ignore each other, and it should not be thought that logic suffers less:
as Urquhart has recently noted, “the contemporary scene in philosophical
logic often looks like a procession of monkeys holding each others' tails”.18

Urquhart took his inspiration from Russell's writings in order to break out
of the circle. We have studied thinkers who are even farther removed from
logic to reach the same goal.
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19 Hintikka 1962; Lenzen 1980 is a more recent introduction to this area.

20 See Stalnaker 1991 for a more explicit discussion of these concepts.

4. PREVIEW OF THE LOGICAL SYSTEMS

Which kind of logical systems are we going to use? Which branch of logic
is particularly relevant to the philosophy of mind? The philosophical theories
we will examine below are either stated in terms of propositional attitude
ascriptions or theories about such ascriptions, so it should come as no sur-
prise that we will mainly be concerned with the logic of propositional atti-
tude ascriptions. Even within this restricted domain of logic, many ap-
proaches exist today. Our analyses are in the tradition of the “modal”
approach to the propositional attitudes which started with Hintikka's Logic

and Belief, now exactly thirty years ago.19

Hintikka noted that certain propositional attitude ascriptions have the
same logical properties as certain modal sentences. For example, modal
logicians have generally assumed that if it is necessary that p and q is a
logical consequence of p, then it is also necessary that q. If “it is necessary
that” is replaced by “A believes that”, we obtain a plausible principle for
belief sentences – provided, that is, that A is fully rational (“logically
omniscient”) or, alternatively, that we are using a concept of fully rational
belief. Other expressions which are used to indicate this concept are “impli-
cit belief” or “commitment to believe”.20 If a rational agent believes that p

and q follows logically from p, then this agent will also believe that q; an
agent who does not explicitly have the latter belief is, in any case, implicitly
committed to it.

There are many principles apart from the just-mentioned one that might
conceivably be added to both systems of modality and belief; for example,

“if (p and q), then both p and q”, where “ ” stands either for “it is

necessary that” or “A believes that”. The cases of modality and belief might,
of course, also diverge at certain points; furthermore, it might turn out that
some principles are acceptable for one of the propositional attitudes (e.g.,
rational thinking), but not for others (e.g., perceiving). Principles involving
quantification are particularly controversial in all cases. To give but one
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21 To adapt an expression of Fodor's paraphrased by Churchland 1986, p. 467.

22 See, for example, Bacon's formalization of Berkeley's theory of perception (Bacon

1979), and Hintikka's discussion of sense data theories (Hintikka 1969).

23 Precise definitions of “normal” and “classical” systems are to be found in Chellas
(continued...)

example: is “if ∀x Px, then ∀x Px”, where “∀” stands for “for all”, and

“P” for any predicate, generally acceptable or is it not? (It is not.)
No matter which principles one might find acceptable, Hintikka's modal

view of propositional attitude ascriptions made it at any rate possible to
think much more clearly about the issues. This was particularly due to the
fact that the standard “possible worlds” semantic analysis of modal logic
could now be applied to these ascriptions. As a result, they could now be
examined from a point of view which had not been available before. Prin-
ciples like the just-mentioned quantificational one turned out to correspond
with definite semantic conditions, whose plausibility or implausibility could
be examined in their own right; the standard technical instruments of modal
logic could be used to axiomatize notions of validity; effects of various
model-theoretic assumptions could be calculated through; it became possible
to check whether theories stated in terms of propositional attitude ascriptions
are consistent, and so on. In short, “a whole dimension of systematicity was,
as it were, imported for free”.21

Some theories in the philosophy of mind are expressible in terms of
nothing but propositional attitude ascriptions, and all of a sudden these the-
ories became amenable to formal study too. Interesting areas of the philos-
ophy of mind could now be given a mathematical appearance with compara-
tively little effort.22 It is theories of the latter type which are studied in the
following essays. We will sometimes focus our attention on the question
whether certain principles are acceptable (for example, in Chapter 1), where-
as we will follow the semantic route at other times (for example, in Chapter
2).

Although our general approach follows the long and venerable tradition
which has just been sketched, the particular systems we propose are new.
The first chapter presents several systems which are not only “non-normal”,
but also allow quantification over agents (the agents being sensory organs).23
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23(...continued)
1980.

24 Chapter 6 is, strictly speaking, not concerned with doxastic logic (the logic of belief),

but in view of what has been said above, it is easy to apply it to this area.

The second chapter introduces non-normal systems in which there is no
distinction between names and predicates (predicates are names too) and in
which there are countably infinite disjunctions and conjunctions. Chapter 5
illustrates Lévy-Bruhl's ideas by means of infinitely many non-classical
multi-modal systems. Chapter 6 discusses two related non-classical modal
systems.

The systems in Chapters 5 and 6 probably represent the most drastic
departures from Hintikka's approach.24 In these chapters, we relativize the
basic assumption of rationality (“logical omniscience”) which is built into
Hintikka's conception. What is a rational agent? To what does one commit
oneself when one believes that p? It all depends on the logical standards one
applies. Hintikka considered just one logic, classical logic, but many alterna-
tives to it have been proposed during the last hundred years. We have ac-
cordingly found it desirable to study alternative types of rational belief. In
Chapters 5 and 6, we discuss systems which are based on so-called “para-
consistent” or “inconsistency-tolerating” logics. Since the chapters presup-
pose some familiarity with such systems, let us briefly describe them here.

Many theories we encounter both in our daily lives and in our theoreti-
cal work are inconsistent. Various kinds of collections of data about the real
world are manifestly inconsistent, Frege's set theory is inconsistent in a less
conspicuous way, and Hegel even wrote several books in praise of inconsist-
ency. (I do not know whether he was consistent himself.) Classical logic
makes us helpless in the face of inconsistent theories, because it licenses us
to infer any sentence “q” whatever from a set of premises of the form {“p”,
“not p”}. We are not so helpless in practice (we may, for example, decide
to ignore one of the premises), and it would be desirable if “expert systems”
reasoning about the world were able to handle inconsistencies in some sen-
sible way too. Many logicians have therefore tried to devise “paraconsistent”
systems which are free from the just-mentioned rule.
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25 See Da Costa and Marconi 1987 for a fairly recent survey of paraconsistent logic; see

also Lokhorst 1989.

There are countless ways in which one may proceed in order to render
(some or all) inconsistencies harmless (without giving up all logical prin-
ciples). For example, one may introduce a third truth-value (standing for
being both true and false), and revise the truth-tables for the connectives in
an appropriate way. This is the strategy which has been followed in the
systems discussed in Chapter 6. Alternatively, one may retain bivalence but
alter the truth-conditions for negation; this is the approach adopted in the Da
Costa systems examined in Chapter 5. The basic idea on which these sys-
tems are based is that although “not p” should certainly be true if “p” is
false, it may as well be true as false if “p” is true. The truth-conditions for
all other connectives remain the same. It is clear that this has the conse-
quence that it may be the case that both “p” and “not p” are true whereas
some other sentence “q” is nevertheless false. In other words, contradictions
no longer lead to triviality (provability of all sentences in the language).
Apart from the two approaches which have just been sketched, there are
many more possibilities.25

The just-mentioned alternatives to classical logic do not contain modal
or propositional attitude operators. When we add such operators and specify
their truth-conditions, several questions arise. Some of them are of a techni-
cal nature. For example, what is the modal status of provable (valid) contra-
dictions in the new modal systems? How should one axiomatize the new
notions of validity? Chapter 6 presents some examples of answers to such
questions.

On the other hand, there are new philosophical applications in sight. For
example, a logic which does not have the theorem “if A believes (p and not
p), then A believes that q” may conceivably be used to study the beliefs of
agents who are inconsistent but yet do not believe everything. Such a system
would describe the beliefs of an agent who is not ideally rational according
to classical logic, but according to the paraconsistent logic under consider-
ation; or to put it differently, it would capture an alternative, non-classical
notion of “implicit” belief or “commitment to believe”. In Chapter 5, we
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26 See, e.g., Fagin and Halpern 1988, Wansing 1990.

study systems in which there is an infinite number of such alternative oper-
ators occurring side by side. The systems represent situations in which
believers of many logical denominations try to describe each others' beliefs
as sympathetically as possible. Each agent A describes each agent B's beliefs
“in B's own terms”: if B believes that p, and q follows from p according to
A's logic but not according to B's, then the belief that q is not imputed to B.
Nor is it being said that B has a commitment to believe that q; he has not
committed himself to the latter belief by his own lights. (Are intuitionists
committed to believe that p or not p whenever they believe that p implies
p? Not according to themselves.) By showing that it is logically possible to
put oneself in someone else's “logical shoes” (no matter how different the
other agent's logic might be), we are, as it were, taking the sting out of
logical relativism: the situations the logical relativists have in mind are
describable within logic itself.

The worlds which are used in the semantic study of “deviant belief” are
no longer logically possible according to classical logic: they are “impos-
sible” or “imaginary” instead (at least according to classical logic). However,
they are still possible according to the alternative logics we are considering.
It is possible to deviate even more from the Hintikka tradition: one may
introduce thoroughly anomalous worlds in which the truth-values of sen-
tences are no longer determined by the truth-values of their subsentences.
When one does so, notions of belief may be studied which are no longer
idealized in any way. Systems in which this is possible have received some
attention of late.26

We have had no need to stray so far from the well-trodden path since
we have only been interested in idealized propositional attitudes. Chapter 1
is concerned with “perfect perception”, Chapters 2 to 4 with rational
thinking, Chapters 5 with perfect adherence to different logics, and Chapter
6 with systems which are interpretable as antinomic logics of rational belief.
Thus, the criticism which has most frequently been made of Hintikka's
approach, namely that it is unduly idealized, does not affect our enterprises
in the least: it is precisely this idealization which makes it ideally suited to
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our purposes. Or to put it the other way round: we have taken care to select
topics which demand just this kind of idealization.

May this suffice as a warming-up. The proof of the pudding is in the
eating: let us quickly proceed with the real work.
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1

ARISTOTLE ON
“PERCEIVING THAT WE SEE AND HEAR”:
A STUDY IN THE LOGIC OF PERCEPTION

ABSTRACT. In the De anima III.2 and the De somno II, Aristotle gives two intriguing – but

apparently conflicting – descriptions of “reflective awareness”, the phenomenon which occurs

when we “perceive” that we perceive. In this paper, we show (1) that it is possible to reconcile

both accounts with one another; (2) that the resulting theory is still interesting from a modern

point of view; (3) that this theory can be axiomatized as a certain provably consistent system

of perceptual logic. In sum, Aristotle's theory is less muddle-headed than many modern com-

mentators suppose.

In chapter III.2 of Aristotle's De anima (DA 425b12 ff.), we encounter the
following intriguing remarks about the phenomenon that “we perceive that
we see and hear”:

(a) Since we perceive that we see and hear [aisthanometha hoti horōmen kai

akouomen], it must either be by sight [tēi opsei] that one perceives that one

sees or by another sense [heterai].

(b) But in that case there will be the same sense for sight and for the colour

which is the subject for sight. So that either there will be two senses for the

same or the sense itself will be the one for itself.

(c) Again, if the sense [aisthēsis] concerned with sight were indeed different

from sight, either there will be an infinite regress, or [again] there will be

some sense which is concerned with itself.

(d) So that we had best admit this of the first in the series [tēs prōtēs].

(e) But this presents a difficulty: for if (i) to perceive by sight is to see [tēi

opsei aisthanesthai estin horan], and (ii) if one is to see colour or that which

possesses colour, then (iii) if one is to see that which sees, then (iv) that

which sees primarily [to horōn] will have colour.
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1 Translation by Hamlyn (1968), with some minor stylistic changes. All translations we

have consulted amount to the same, with the exception of the translation by J.A.

Smith in Barnes 1984, vol. 1, p. 677. He reads (a) as “Since it is through sense that

we are aware that we are seeing or perceiving ...”, and so on. We think this is a

rather ad hoc translation of aisthanometha. But it is a good interpretation, which we

will defend ourselves in Section 1 below.

2 Ross 1949, p. 141; Ross 1961, p. 35. The DA discussion is a reaction to Plato's Char-

mides (167-169), but Plato discusses the topic in less detail.

3 Notably by Kosman (1975) and Osborne (1983).

(f) It is clear, then, that to perceive by sight is not a single thing; for even when

it is not the case that we see, it is by sight that we judge both darkness and

light, though not in the same way.

(g) Moreover, even that which sees [to horōn] is in a way coloured; for each

sense organ [aisthētērion] is receptive of the object of perception without its

matter.1

The above passage is intriguing for many reasons. First, what exactly is the
phenomenon Aristotle is talking about? Most commentators think that the
passage is concerned with some sort of “reflective awareness” or “perceptual
self-consciousness”; Ross, for example, has described it as “one of the
earliest discussions, in any author, of the difficulties involved in self-con-
sciousness”.2 However, this “standard” interpretation has recently come
under attack.3

Secondly, it is not entirely clear what Aristotle wanted to say about the
phenomenon he was considering (whatever it was). The DA passage gives
the impression that Aristotle wanted to make the point that reflective aware-
ness of seeing is provided by the sense of sight itself. It is, however, doubt-
ful whether this interpretation is correct, for Aristotle seems to be denying
this in the following passage from the De somno (DS 455a13 ff.):

Each sense [aisthēsis] possesses something which is special [idion] and something

which is common [koinon]. Special to sight, for example, is to see, special to hearing

is to hear, and similarly for each of the others. But there is also a common power

[koinē dunamis] which accompanies them all, in virtue of which one perceives that

one sees or hears. For it is not by sight, after all, that one sees that one sees; nor is

it by taste or by sight or by both that one judges, and is capable of judging, that
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4 Translation by Kahn (1966, p. 59), with some minor stylistic changes.

sweet things are different from white ones; but it is by some part which is common

to all the sense organs [tini koinōi moriōi tōn aisthētēriōn hapantōn].4

It is too easy to say that Aristotle changed his mind in the course of time;
it is better to try to come up with a theory which reconciles both passages
with one another.

Thirdly, Aristotle's suggestion in the DA passage that unlimited reflective
awareness (total self-consciousness) does not necessarily involve an infinite
regress of mental phenomena (if this is indeed what he wanted to suggest)
is exciting in itself, for even today many people – ranging from biologists
to mathematicians, as we will see – still suppose that it necessarily involves
such a regress. As a result, it is either claimed that we cannot be totally self-
conscious (our finiteness is the bottle-neck), or that we are infinite (since we
are self-conscious to an unlimited extent). Aristotle's remarks point to a third
possibility.

A considerable number of commentaries have already been written on
the DA and DS passages we have quoted. The debate started in the fourth
century (Themistius), continued in the middle ages (Aquinas), saw a revival
in the nineteenth century (Brentano and others), and has never stopped since.
Yet no commentator has ever given an interpretation which is satisfactory
in all respects. In this paper, we will present an exegesis which (i) reconciles
the DA and DS accounts with one another, (ii) gives a logical reconstruction
of the arguments in both works, (iii) explains where previous commentators
went astray, and (iv) shows how Aristotle's insights may be applied to pres-
ent-day discussions.

We will present our exegetical proposals in a rather unusual way: in the
course of our discussion we will gradually develop a formal axiomatic the-
ory which captures the points we want to make. We think that this is both
instructive in itself and leads to a much greater clarity than can be achieved
when one is using ordinary language. Thus, the present paper is intended as
a first step towards an axiomatization of an interesting part of Aristotelian
psychology.
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5 Kosman 1975, p. 503.

6 Kahn 1966, pp. 70 ff.

1. WHAT WAS ARISTOTLE TALKING ABOUT?

Let us first try to determine which subject Aristotle was talking about. As
we have indicated, the DA and DS passages have traditionally been regarded
as discussions about the phenomenon of “reflective awareness”. This phe-
nomenon occurs in situations like the following. Suppose that you see that
the moon is shining. Then you may realize that this is what you are doing
– seeing that the moon is shining. This is “reflective awareness”. The same
phenomenon may occur in connection with the activity of the other senses.
When you are hearing that the wind is blowing, you may be aware of the
fact that you are hearing this, and so on. As Kosman amusingly points out,

Such reflective awareness is not restricted to philosophers or psychologists. Tourists

and pilgrims, for example, are often as aware of the fact that they are witnessing the

goal of their peregrinations – the fact that they are, for example, seeing Philadelphia

– as they are of the actual object of their vision – that is, Philadelphia. Expressions

of the form, “See Philadelphia and die”, lead us to value, so to speak, having the

experience more than the experience, that is having seen Philadelphia more than

seeing Philadelphia, and thus in the middle of the experience to become more aware

of the fact that we are seeing Philadelphia than of the Philadelphia we are seeing.

This is called being self-conscious.5

Kosman regards it as “strange” that Aristotle said that we “perceive” that we
see and hear. As a result, he doubts whether Aristotle was really talking
about reflective awareness at all. We think there is little reason for such
doubt. Aristotle said that we “perceive” that we see because the Greek lan-
guage of his time did not have special terms for general concepts like “con-
sciousness”, “awareness” and “introspection”.6 So he had no choice but to
use a perceptual verb in a wide sense when wanting to describe reflective
awareness. Given his limited vocabulary, he expressed himself as clearly as
he could. Perceptual expressions are still used in the same way today. For
example, Thomason's system of perceptual logic similarly contains the ax-
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7 Thomason 1973. Bacon also considers the axiom. He says that it “seems innocuous,

but might conceivably be refuted by psychological experiments” (Bacon 1979, p.

280). We will see that there are indeed such experiments.

8 Brentano (1924, book 2, chapter 2, § 10) and Berger (1989) are two examples of

philosophers who have mistakenly attributed this view to Aristotle.

9 De insomniis 460b28 ff., 461b22 ff. Cf. Sorabji 1974, p. 71 note 20, and Van der

Eijk 1991, introduction, section A2.

10 Nicomachean ethics 1170a28 ff. as translated by W.D. Ross in Barnes 1984, vol. 2,

p. 1849.

11 De sensu 448a26 ff. as translated by J.I. Beare in Barnes 1984, vol. 1, p. 711.

iom “if you see that p, then you see that you see that p”.7 This at least
shows that not everyone regards such expressions as odd.

Contrary to what many commentators have asserted,8 Aristotle certainly
did not unconditionally accept the claim that we perceive that we see when-
ever we see: in the De insomniis, dreams are unequivocally described as
effects of perceptual phenomena (sensations) which were not noticed when
awake.9 Nevertheless, Aristotle did not just propose the claim for the sake
of the argument: he was much too sympathetic to it for this to be the case,
and certainly took it seriously. This is not only borne out by the DA and DS

passages, but also by the following passages from the Nicomachean ethics

and the De sensu:

... and if he who sees perceives that he sees, and he who hears, that he hears, and he

who walks, that he walks, and in the case of all other activities similary there is

something which perceives that we are active, so that if we perceive, we perceive

that we perceive, and if we think, that we think; and if to perceive that we perceive

or think is to perceive that we exist (for existence was defined as perceiving or

thinking); and if ...10

For if it is impossible that a person should, while perceiving himself or anything else

in continuous time, be at any instant unaware of his own existence, and if there is

in the time-continuum a time so small as to be absolutely imperceptible, then it is

clear that that a person would, during such time, by unaware of his own existence,

as well as of his seeing and perceiving.11
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12 We use the terms “potential” and “actual” perception in the sense of Thomason 1973,

p. 263.

13 Weiskrantz 1986.

14 Brentano 1924, book 2, chapter 2; Chisholm 1981, ch. 7; Berger 1989; Natsoulas

1988, 1989. The latter three articles contain many more references.

Both passages are non-committal, but clearly show that Aristotle was not
averse to the thesis that we are reflectively aware. We suggest that he
regarded the thesis as an idealization. It does not describe actual perceivers,
but idealized ones, who are never drowsy, overwhelmed by too many sen-
sory impressions, and so on: it fails to apply to actual persons in so far as
these fall short of being such idealized agents. Or to put it differently: the
thesis applies to potential rather than actual perception.12 This interpretation
seems to be in good agreement with the textual data.

Is it true that we are potentially able to perceive that we see whenever
we see? Recent psychological experiments suggest that even this weak claim
is false. Patients suffering from the so-called “blind sight” syndrome are cer-
tainly able to see: they are able to point to sources of light, and so on. But
they definitely do not perceive that they see, not even “potentially” in any
interesting sense of this word. They think they are blind, and do not believe
anyone who tells them that they are not.13 The difference between such
patients and “normal” people is, in all likelihood, only a matter of degree.
We must conclude that Aristotle was overidealizing rather than idealizing at
the beginning of the DA passage.

It goes without saying that Brentano and his followers – e.g., Husserl
and Chisholm – made an even greater mistake when claiming (inspired by
Aristotle) that we are actually aware of all our sensations.14 They seem to
have thought that “introspection” provides us with a full view of our mental
lives. The blind sight experiments show that it does not. The “inner eye” is
not all-seeing, but rather myopic instead.

Although Aristotle's basic premise is empirically false, this does not
make his argument less interesting from a purely logical or conceptual point
of view. The reference to an “infinite regress” at (c) of the DA passage
shows that Aristotle thought that there are no limits to (potential) reflective
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15 See the previous note for references.

16 Ryle 1949, chapter VI, section 2.

17 Dawkins 1976, p. 63.

awareness. Just as we may perceive that we see, we may perceive that we
perceive that we see, and so on. According to Aristotle, all this perceptual
knowledge is provided by sensory organs. Yet we do not have to assume
that there are infinitely many perceptual organs in order to account for it: for
as he pointed out at (c)-(d), we may simply postulate an instance which “is
concerned with itself”. Thus, unlimited reflective awareness is not out of
reach for agents having only a finite number of sense organs.

As is well-known, the latter idea was adopted by Brentano, became a
cornerstone of early phenomenology and has never left the philosophical
scene since.15 Brentano applied Aristotle's idea to sensations instead of sen-
ses; but this may not be too great a modification after all, since aisthēsis

may stand for both concepts. Combining the Aristotelian idea of circular
representation with his own idea that each sensation is an object of some
sensation, he concluded that all sensations are objects of themselves. All
sensations are en parergoi “concerned with themselves” whichever other
objects they might have; they are, as Ryle has mockingly put it, “self-inti-
mating” or “self-luminous”.16

Aristotle's idea seems to have made little impact outside phenomenologi-
cal circles. Even today, it is still frequently being claimed that finite beings
cannot represent themselves completely, because this would lead to an infi-
nite regress of representational entities. This misconception is wide-spread;
one even encounters it in such unlikely places as The selfish gene by the
biologist Richard Dawkins.17 Whereas Dawkins mentions the idea only in
passing (as if it were self-evident), others have drawn far-reaching con-
clusions from it. The philosopher Keith Gunderson, for example, has argued
that it may be used to explain our reluctance to accept physicalist mind-body
theories: he argues that our finiteness prevents us from seeing ourselves as
entities which wholly belong to the physical world. We are, so to say, too
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18 Gunderson 1975.

19 Gunderson 1975, p. 129, note 33.

20 Rucker 1984, p. 51. He took his inspiration from Royce 1912, Appendix: The one,

the many and the infinite (pp. 504-507).

small to see ourselves for what we are.18 The situation would have been
different if we had been infinite:

Robert Nozick suggested that my conclusion would hold only if the mind were finite

[…]. A number of us including myself found this a very interesting suggestion,

though none of us seemed wholly to understand it.19

Mathematician Rudy Rucker (basing himself on the writings of Josiah
Royce) has drawn the opposite conclusion from the same fallacious line of
thought. According to him, we can be totally self-conscious and are there-
fore infinite:

Attempts to analyze the phenomenon of consciousness and self-awareness rationally

appear to lead to infinite regresses. This seems to indicate that consciousness is es-

sentially infinite.20

The DA passage may still be used as an antidote against such mysticism.

2. THE APPARENT CONFLICT BETWEEN THE DE ANIMA

AND THE DE SOMNO

Although it is easy to get a general idea of what Aristotle was talking about,
it is difficult to understand the texts in detail. To begin with, there seems to
be a conflict between the DA and DS passages. It sounds rather contradictory
to say, on the one hand, that we perceive by sight that we are seeing, while
simultaneously asserting on the other hand that “it is not by sight that one
sees that one is seeing … but by a part common to all the sense-organs”.

Previous commentators have reacted in various ways to the apparent
conflict. Some simply ignored one of both passages. This was Aquinas'
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21 Aquinas, commentary on the De anima, § 586 (in Foster and Humphries 1951);

Aquinas, Summa theologica, quæstio 78, articulus 4, ad 2; ibid., quæstio 87, articulus

4, objectio 3 and ad 3.

22 Brentano 1924, book 2, ch. 2, § 10, note on pp. 185-186.

23 Block 1964.

24 Sorabji 1974, p. 72.

25 Charlton 1981, p. 109.

26 Kahn 1966, pp. 56-57.

response, for example. Although he wrote a fine commentary on the DA

passage, he did not mention it in the Summa theologica and preferred the DS

view without giving any justification for his choice.21 Brentano reacted in a
similar way. He accepted the DS view at first, but later switched to the DA

theory without explaining his change of mind.22 One commentator, Block,
has argued that there is a genuine discrepancy: according to him, Aristotle
simply changed his views in the course of time.23 This suggestion has not
been accepted by anyone.

The general opinion among the commentators is that there is no real
conflict between the passages. But it is seldom indicated how the apparent
conflict is to be explained away. One usually gets vague remarks like Sorab-
ji's:

The DS – supplementing, but not, I think, contradicting the DA – says that we are

aware of our own seeing through the central sense faculty.24

This is, of course, totally uninformative. Charlton likewise says that “there
is no real conflict” without making himself clear.25 Kahn has the following
verdict:

On this as on many other points, the most accurate analysis is that given long ago

by Rodier (1900, II, p. 266): “ce n'est pas, en effet, en tant que sens spécial et diffe-

rencié que le sens de la vue nous donne la conscience de la vision; c'est en tant qu'il

participe aux caractères communs de toute sensibilité”.26

This may be true, but does not say much.
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27 Neuhäuser 1878, pp. 63-64.

28 Aquinas, commentary on the De anima, § 586 (in Foster and Humphries 1951).

29 Modrak 1987, p. 201.

Two commentators have made more substantial suggestions. Firstly,
Neuhäuser has argued that tēs prōtēs (the first part) at (d) refers to the organ
which the senses have in common.27 This would imply that the DA says
exactly the same as the DS. We do not think that this interpretation can be
justified on the basis of (c)-(d). As was already recognized by Aquinas,28

Aristotle was definitely referring to the first member of some (infinite) series
of parts of the sensory system. This first element might in fact be identical
with the common organ, but it might just as well be some other part of the
sensory system, e.g., to horōn (“that which sees”) of (e). As was to be ex-
pected, Neuhäuser's interpretation has been rejected by all subsequent com-
mentators. Secondly, Modrak has suggested that:

Aristotle may … have in mind different cases in the two works. In the DA he is con-

sidering reflective awareness from the perspective of an isolated sense modality;

however, in higher animals such as ourselves, more than one sense is active at any

given moment. When more than one sense is active, the objective of reflective a-

wareness would be a perception resulting from the convergence of several senses and

hence would fall under the common sense as in the DS.29

This makes sense in itself. However, there is no evidence whatsoever that
Aristotle had different cases in mind in the two works. He seems to have
been thinking of all cases of reflective awareness in both passages. So we
have to find another solution.

3. A SOLUTION

We think that the solution is quite simple: all that is needed is some close
reading. At (a) of the DA passage Aristotle presents the following claim:
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(A1) If one sees that p, then one perceives (by some part of the sen-
sory system) that one sees that p.

At (d) he reaches the conclusion:

(A2) If one sees that p, then one does not hear, smell, feel or taste that
one sees that p. Rather, one perceives by sight that one sees that
p.

On the other hand, the DS claims that:

(A3) If one sees that p, then one does not see that one sees that p;
rather, one perceives this by a part which is common to all sense
organs.

Now suppose that the following principle holds:

(1) If one perceives by sight that p, then one sees that p.

If we accept (1), (A1)-(A3) have the following absurd consequence (by
propositional logic):

(2) One does not see that p.

In other words, seeing is impossible. On the other hand, if (1) is invalid,
then there is no problem. The question is therefore: did Aristotle accept (1)
or did he not? The answer is clear: he emphatically rejected it in both the
DA and the DS passages.

Let us examine the DA first. At (e), an imaginary opponent proposes the
following principle:

(3) To perceive by sight (tēi opsei aisthanesthai) is to see (horan).
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30 Cf. Kahn 1966, pp. 50-70.

This principle evidently implies (1). The opponent points out that (A2) and
(3) entail that “that which sees is coloured”. He regards this as a reductio

ad absurdum of (A2). Aristotle does not accept it as such because he thinks
that “that which sees” is indeed coloured: he says so at (g). Nevertheless, he
does not accept the opponent's argument, for he regards (1) as unacceptable.
According to him, there are clear cases of perceiving by sight which are not
cases of seeing. For example, you cannot see that it is dark (you do not see
anything when it is dark), but can perceive this by sight. So not all percep-
tion by sight involves seeing. (1) and hence (3) are to be rejected. As (f)
says, seeing is just one form of perceiving by sight: “to perceive by sight is
not a single thing”. Reflective awareness of seeing is apparently similar to
perceiving that it is dark: it is perception by sight which is not seeing (by
sight).

There is one objection which may be raised against the above interpreta-
tion: subsentence (iii) of sentence (e) looks like a recapitulation of the main
DA conclusion. So it seems that we should have formulated it as “if we see
that p, then we see that we see that p” after all. However, this reading of
(iii) of (e) is mistaken. It is not a recapitulation of the DA conclusion, but
a consequence of it given the opponent's unacceptable premise (3). Thus, the
imaginary opponent is a sly fellow: he ascribes a claim to Aristotle which
does not follow from Aristotle's remarks unless we accept his own erroneous
assumption.

Now, how is it possible to perceive by sight that p without seeing by

sight that p? What is the difference between both kinds of perceiving? Here
the DS passage comes in. Since it is rather sketchy, we expand it to the fol-
lowing more systematic account, for which there is much additional textual
evidence.30

1. The sensory apparatus consists of five special senses: the organ of
sight, the organ of hearing, and so on. Each special sense consist of two
basic parts: a common part, i.e., a part which belongs to all other special
senses as well (this is to koinon morion tōn aisthētēriōn hapantōn which is
referred to in the DS passage), and a special part (idion morion), i.e., a part
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31 Our main reason for regarding the common part as a sense in its own right is that

this makes it easier to specify the informal reading of the formula t*Ap below.
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FIGURE 1. The sensory apparatus.

which belongs to no other special sense. The common part may be regarded
as a sense in its own right, even though it does not have a special part; we
call it “the common sense”.31

Figure 1 illustrates the points
we have just made. The large
pentagram represents the sensory
apparatus as a whole. The small tri-
angular regions a, b, c, d, and e
represent the special parts of the
special senses. The pentagonal re-
gion k in the middle is the common
part of the senses. One of the spe-
cial senses, the one consisting of a
and k, has been shaded; the other special senses are representable by means
of similar quadrilaterals. Notice that there are no parts which belong to
several special senses but not to the common part.

The corresponding anatomical picture is as follows. The common part
of the sense organs is identical with the heart. The special part of a sense
organ consists of that organ “minus” the heart, i.e., it is the “sum total”
(mereological union, sum or supremum) of the peripheral parts of the organ.
The special part of sight, for example, consists of the eyes and perhaps some
of the blood vessels with which they are connected to the heart, the special
part of hearing is identical with the ears, and so on. Thus, the special sense
organs have a considerable spatial extension. They are spread out between
the surface of the body and the heart. If any of them were confined to the
periphery there would be no koinon morion tōn aisthētēriōn hapantōn.

2. The perceptual activities of the five special parts are described by five
special perceptual verbs, one for each part. The perceptual activity of the
special part of sight (the eyes) is called “seeing”, that of the special part of
hearing (the ears) “hearing”, and so on. Thus, “to see that p” = “to perceive
by the special part of sight that p”, and similarly for “to hear” and so on.
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32 See Block 1964.

33 Cf. Bäumker 1877, Slakey 1961, Sorabji 1974.

34 It is, strictly speaking, not entirely correct to say that the eyes see; nor should one use

terms like to horōn. We perceive by means of our eyes, and whenever we do so, we

are the perceiving entities. We may assume that Aristotle personified the parts of the

sensory apparatus only for the sake of brevity, and we do so for the same reason.

35 It should be noted that Aristotle never applied the term in exactly this way.

The “part which sees” (to horōn) which is referred to in the DA passage is
identical with the special part of sight.

The claim that seeing is an activity of the special part of sight (i.e., the
eyes) may seem surprising. This claim has, indeed, given rise to some con-
troversy in the nineteenth century.32 Modern scholars no longer doubt, how-
ever, that Aristotle regarded seeing as a peripheral process.33 It is the eyes,
or even more specifically, the eye-jelly (hē korē), which are responsible for
all seeing. This does not imply that the proper functioning of the central
organ is not a necessary condition for seeing to take place; it only implies
that it is not a sufficient condition. Nor does it imply that the eyes do not
keep the heart informed of what they see. But even when they do so (which
is not always the case, as the theory of dreaming in the De insomniis tells
us), the common part does not see what the eyes see: it can only perceive

what they see.34

The common part has no special part and there is no special verb to
describe its perceptual activity either. This does not mean that it does not
have its own distinctive perceptual functions. There would be no reason to
assume that the senses overlap if their common part did not make its own
contribution. The DS contains an example of an idia aisthēsis of the com-
mon part, a perceptual activity which can only be ascribed to it:35 it is the
only basic part which can perceive that sweet things are different from white
ones. The special parts of the sense organs cannot make such “typically
intermodal” perceptual judgments.

3. How are perceptual ascriptions to senses related to perceptual ascrip-
tions to their basic parts? We think the only reasonable view is the following
one. First, perceptual ascriptions are expansive: if a is a part of b and the
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36 The term “expansive” comes from Goodman 1951, p. 49.

agent perceives by a that p, then he perceives by b that p.36 So if an agent
perceives by either the common or the special part of sight that p, then he
perceives by sight that p; and if his sense of sight perceives that p, then he

perceives that p. Second, all perception is grounded in perception by basic
parts: one cannot perceive that p unless at least one of one's senses perceives
that p, and a sense cannot perceive that p unless at least one of its basic
parts perceives that p. In other words, there is no “extrasensory perception”
or “emergence”.

Similar remarks apply to the special perceptual verbs. For example, to
see = to see by sight = to perceive by the special part of sight. Notice that
the sense of sight is the only sense with which one can see, since there is no
other sense which has to horōn as one of its parts. Seeing is a special func-
tion not only of to horōn, but of sight (opsis) as well.

The assumption that perceptual predicates are expansive implies that all
perceptual activity of the common part is koinē aisthēsis, i.e., perception
which is shared by all sense organs. As soon as the common part perceives
that p, all sense organs perceive that p. As a consequence, the DS passage
is not entirely correct. It states that it is impossible to perceive by taste or
sight that sweet things are different from white ones. But this is not true: all
perceptual activity of the common part, including its idia aisthēsis (if we are
allowed to use this term in this non-Aristotelian way), is koinē aisthēsis, so
the organs of taste and sight – and hearing as well! – perceive that sweet
things are different from white things whenever the common part perceives
this. The DS passage would have been expressed more fortunately if it had
asserted that one cannot taste or see that sweet things are different from
white ones, or equivalently, that one cannot perceive this by the special parts
of taste and sight.
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37 Notice that the Nicomachean ethics and De sensu passages which have been quoted

in Section 1 similarly say that we perceive that we see, and not that we see that we

see.
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FIGURE 2. Perceiving by sight.

4. The above explains how it is
possible to perceive by sight that p

without seeing (by sight) that p: the
common part may be the only basic
part of sight which is doing the
perceiving. As Figure 2 illustrates,
there are no less than three ways in
which one may perceive by sight:
(a) the koinon morion k may be the
only perceptually active part, (b)
special part h (to horōn) may be the only active part, or (c) both parts may
be active. There is no seeing unless “the part which sees” is involved; so (a)
represents a situation in which one perceives by sight but does not see.

The DS asserts that perception of seeing is perception of type (a): it is
perception by sight which is not seeing because it is exclusively provided by
the common part. As Aristotle said, it is not the idion morion of sight which
is responsible for our perceiving that we see; it is not by exercising the
special function of sight (viz., seeing) that we perceive that we see; “we do
not see by sight that we see”. We could also say that it is not by sight qua

sight that we perceive that we see, or “that it is not as a special and distinct
sense that vision gives us awareness of vision”, to recall Rodier's remark
which has been quoted above. Nevertheless, we do perceive by sight that we
see. For we do so by “a part which is common to all the organs of sense”,
and hence belongs to sight too; because perceptual ascriptions are expansive,
its perception of seeing counts as perceiving by sight. It is by sight qua

containing the common part that we perceive that we see.37

It is clear that the above implies that there is no conflict between the DA

and DS accounts. In fact, (A3) entails (A2) because perceiving by the com-
mon part of sight is perceiving by sight simpliciter. (2) does not follow;
seeing is possible after all.
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38 Osborne 1983, p. 402.

39 Lokhorst 1982.

This, then, is our solution to the problem of reconciling the DA and DS

passages. Our interpretation shows that the DA and DS passages form one
continuous story in which the common part is gradually singled out as the
locus of reflective awareness. The DS does not contradict the DA: it merely
extends the latter account to the intrasensory level. It supplements the DA

account, which is exactly what Sorabji said: but he did not make clear what
he meant, whereas we hope to have done so.

There is one commentator who has come close to the above interpreta-
tion. (Rodier may have come close too, but was not sufficiently explicit.)
Osborne has made a remark about the DA passage which shows that she was
aware of the fact that Aristotle distinguishes between seeing and perceiving
by sight:

There were three options canvassed: that we perceive that we see (a) by a sense other

than sight (heterai); (b) by the same sense, that is opsei, but not in the same way,

that is not by seeing, horan; (c) by the same sense, and in the same way – in fact

that we see that we see.38

It is clear that we think that option (b) expresses Aristotle's view best. Os-
borne herself calls the paragraph “inconclusive”. She argues neither for nor
against option (b), and in fact seems to forget her own suggestion as she
goes along.

We want to make two final remarks.
First, the senses are often said to be “parts” of the “sensory soul” (hē

aisthētikē psuchē). This suggests that the sensory soul is somehow related
to the perceptual activity of the sensory apparatus as a whole. If this is
correct, the sensory psyche is not confined to the heart (let alone a point
without extension): it covers the whole region between the heart and the
distal parts of the sensory system. Interestingly enough, Aristotle's contem-
porary Diocles of Carystus ascribed a similar diffuse location to the
psyche.39
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40 The most significant difference between Aristotle's theory and modern ones is that

that it is no longer assumed that any part which belongs to several special sense

organs belongs to all sense organs (cf. Point 1 of the present Section). There may be

a specifically visual-auditory integrating centre which does not belong to the organ

of smell, and so on.

41 “... his very difficult analysis of self-awareness ...” (Schiller 1975, p. 294, on DA

III.2).

42 Kosman 1975, pp. 500-504; Hamlyn 1968, pp. 121-123.

Secondly, the above theory is not as antiquated as it may seem. Replace
“blood vessels” by “nerves” and “heart” by “cerebral association areas”
(“tertiary cortex”), and one obtains a theory which is as acceptable to a
modern physician as it was to his distinguished colleagues from ancient
Athens.40 Thus, Aristotle's remarks on reflective awareness cannot be dis-
missed by saying that they are based on outdated physiology.

4. ANALYSIS OF THE ARGUMENTS: BASIC PRINCIPLES

So far, we have only stated Aristotle's basic theses. We have not yet ana-
lyzed his arguments and determined whether they are correct. Commentators
have generally found them “very difficult” to understand.41 For example,
Kosman wrote that the DA arguments are “neither straightforward nor clear”.
Hamlyn accused Aristotle of considering “impossible circumstances” at (b)
of the DA passage, and concluded that “the solution to the problem which
Aristotle is attacking is impossible”. Hamlyn regarded the argument at (c)
as “better”, but Kosman found it “puzzling” too. As regards (e)-(g), Hamlyn
came to the conclusion that “there seems no way of making the argument
coherent”.42

We shall show that all three arguments become understandable and per-
fectly unproblematic if the following principles are assumed.

1. Perception is transparent:

(Tr) For all basic parts x and y: if one perceives by x that one perceiv-
es by y that p, then one perceives by x that p.
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43 Kosman 1975, pp. 514 ff.

Many commentators have realized that the argument at (b) of the DA pass-
age presupposes some such principle of transparency. Nobody has realized
that this principle plays a vital role in the argument at (c) too. Nor has any-
one realized that it sheds a great deal of light on the DS passage: we shall
use it to explain why it is in the context of a theory a sleep (of all places)
that Aristotle introduced (A3).

Despite its indispensability, there is a problem with (Tr): it looks im-
plausible and ad hoc. Why should one assume that one sees that the wind
is blowing if one sees that one hears that the wind is blowing? The latter
circumstance certainly does not arise very often, and Hamlyn even regarded
all circumstances of this type as “impossible”. Kosman has tried to defend
the principle of transparency by pointing out that Moore and Sartre similarly
regarded sensations as “diaphanous”.43 But it is doubtful whether they were
really having the same principle in mind. For this reason, it would be better
if we were able to derive (Tr) from some more plausible principles. Fortu-
nately, it is not difficult to find such principles.

First, we assume that perception is veridical (infallible):

(Ver) For all basic parts x: if one perceives by x that p, then p.

It is a well-known fact that Aristotle accepted this principle; for example,
DA 428a11 asserts that “sensations are always true”. This is one of the
respects in which aisthēsis differs from phantasia, which may be false
(ibid.).

Secondly, we assume that perception is closed under simple consequen-

ce: each basic part perceives the consequences of what it perceives.

(RM) If q is a consequence of p (according to the theory of perception),
then basic part a perceives that q whenever it perceives that p.

(RM) is a strong rule, and it is certainly inappropriate if one is interested in
actual perception. But we are not interested in this kind of perception: as we
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44 See, e.g., Hintikka 1969, Thomason 1973, Clark 1976, Bacon 1979.

have said before (Section 2), we are interested in potential, idealized percep-
tion. (RM) seems acceptable enough if one wants to capture this notion of
perception. For this reason, modern perceptual logicians (who are usually
interested in similarly idealized notions of perceiving) invariably adopt it
too.44

It is clear that (Ver) and (RM) jointly imply (Tr). This may dispel some
of the mystery with which the latter principle has always been surrounded
in previous commentaries.

2. The special part of sight is the only special part which can determine
whether the predicate “is coloured” applies. “Is coloured” is a “characteristi-
cally visual predicate” which expresses the “characteristically visual proper-
ty” of being coloured.

(C1) The special part of sight is the only special part which can per-
ceive that something is coloured.

In other words, one can see that something is coloured; the eyes may con-
ceivably inform the common part of this fact; but there is no part which
does not belong to sight which can perceive this. One cannot hear or smell
that, e.g., rainbows are coloured. (C1) should not be strengthened to “the
special part of sight is the only basic part which can perceive that something
is coloured”, because we want to leave open the possibility that the common
part perceives everything which is perceived at all. (Cf. Section 8 below.)

(C1) is obviously related to Aristotle's claim that colour is the “proper
object” (idion aisthēton) of sight (DA II.6-7). However, Aristotle used the
term “object of perception” in a very broad sense. He did not only apply it
to properties or qualities of physical objects, but also to those objects them-
selves. For example, DA II.6 mentions colours and flavours as the proper
objects of sight and taste, whereas coloured things and bodies in which
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45 Cf. Schiller 1975, 287-289.

46 It is nowadays customary to regard the objects of perception as facts (assuming that

perception is veridical, as we have done). When I see that the cursor on my screen

is blinking, I perceive the fact that the cursor is blinking. It is this fact which is the

object of my perception. (It is a proper object of sight, since I cannot hear or feel

whether it is the case.) Aristotle never used the term “object of perception” in this

way. Cursors and blinking are examples of proper objects of sight, the fact that a

particular cursor is blinking is not. Bacon's assertion that Aristotle was a trope theor-

ist avant la lettre is accordingly rather suspect. (Bacon 1988; he ascribes this view

to Küng 1963 too.) Trope theorists view existent tropes (atomic facts such as the fact

that Coriscus is white) as the basic objects of veridical perception; they regard indi-

viduals (such as Coriscus) and properties (such as being white) as abstractions. This

view is not to be found in Aristotle. He regarded individuals and properties as the

basic objects of perception.

flavours reside play the same role in DA II.7 and II.10.45 So rainbows may
be said to be proper objects of sight as well.46

Is there any predicate which is characteristic for the common part in the
sense of (C1)? Yes, there are many, and the DS passage mentions one of
them: the common part is the only basic part which can ascertain whether
the predicate “is sweet but not white” applies. Being sweet but not white is
a proper object of the common part, and a complex physical object like a
sweet black Brazilian cigar in its full gustatory-olfactory-visual splendour
presumably is one too.

The proper objects of the common part should not be confused with the
so-called “common sensibles” (koina aisthēta). This notion is reserved for
aisthēta which are perceivable by more than one special part (DA III.1). No
object of perception is both a proper object of the common part and a com-
mon sensible.

Nor should the term aisthēton (“object of perception” or “percept”) be
confused with the term aisthētikon (“entity which perceives” or “percipi-
ent”). The latter term refers to any entity which is perceptually active. If
some basic part perceives something, then that part, the sense(s) to which it
belongs, and the person to whom it belongs are aisthētika (by the expan-
siveness of perception).

3. All things which are seen have a certain property in common:
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47 We do not assume that there are six basic parts because we will have to consider

arbitrarily large sensory systems below.

(C2) One can only see coloured things.

The latter assumption may look strange. However, it is suggested by sub-
sentence (ii) of sentence (e) of the DA passage. From a modern point of
view, “emits or reflects light” is a better example of a predicate which
applies to all things which are seen. (All things which are perceived by the
common part have a property in common too: the property of being a sen-
sible object.)

4. Aristotle certainly accepted the following assumption:

(Ekh) The common and special parts of sight exist.

5. On the other hand, we have to assume that he regarded the following
two principles as unacceptable:

(*C) It is impossible to see that something is coloured.

(*Inf) For any finite number n: it is not the case that there are n basic
parts. I.e., the sensory system has an infinite number of basic
parts.

(*C) and (*Inf) will be used as the bottom lines of reductio ad absurdum

arguments. If it can be shown that some principle entails either (*C) or
(*Inf), then it should be rejected.47

6. Finally, we have to adopt some simple logical principles. This is
inevitable: all kinds of rational argumentation presuppose some logic.
Aristotle did not specify his logical principles, but we will do so since we
want to be as explicit as possible.

It goes without saying that our basic logic should be as weak as pos-
sible. Therefore we will use (i) classical propositional logic; (ii) the quan-
tificational principles of monadic free logic (without identity); and (iii) a
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48 For this reason, most modern accounts of the logic of perception are based on free

logic; see, e.g., Hintikka 1969, Thomason 1973, Clark 1976, Bacon 1979.

49 Thomason discusses the Coriscus examples in more detail (Thomason 1973, pp. 276-

277).

very weak theory of identity. The choice of (i) needs no defense; we have
already used it in the previous Section. (ii) is more questionable. We could
also have used classical monadic predicate logic (arguably the most natural
modern reformulation of syllogistic logic), but using the more expressive
language and weaker quantificational theory of free logic leads to greater
formal elegance.48 In any case, we do not want to consider predicates of
degree higher than one (except identity). It would be all too anachronistic
to ascribe the modern view of relations to Aristotle. (iii) is justified because
Aristotle clearly realized that identity is a rather weak concept in perceptual
contexts. In the Coriscus examples of De sophisticis elenchis 179a25 ff., he
pointed out that the following expressions are not at all logically equivalent:

(1) c is identical with b and a perceives that b is approaching;
(2) there is someone who is identical with c and whom a perceives

as approaching (a perceives of c that he is approaching);
(3) a perceives that c is approaching.

(3) might be false even if (1) and (2) are true because a might fail to identi-
fy the person who is approaching as c. It might be the case that you see that
someone is coming towards you; this person might in fact be identical with
Coriscus; but you might fail to recognize him as Coriscus, because he is, for
example, still too far away or wearing a mask.49 Neither (1) nor (2) entails
(3) in the systems we will present.

The principles which we have mentioned in this Section enable us to
reconstruct Aristotle's arguments as clear and correct logical arguments, as
we will now show.
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50 Hintikka (1969), Thomason (1973) and Bacon (1979) have argued that perceptual

contexts require a distinction between two “modes of individuation”, perceptual and

physical, and that the difference between them should be captured by means of two
(continued...)

5. A FORMAL LANGUAGE

The above informal principles are awkward to work with, especially since
we will have to deal with statements which contain large numbers of nested
perceptual expressions. So let us formalize. This is desirable in any case.
Using a symbolic language leads to a much greater clarity of expression than
any natural language can provide. It makes it easy for the readers to deter-
mine the exact content of our proposals: they can calculate their consequen-
ces for themselves and do not have to rely on some kind of einfühlendes

Verstehen (empathetic “understanding”).
In order to keep matters simple, we assume that there is only one agent.

The alphabet of our formal language consists of:

(1) A denumerable set VAR of individual variables;
(2) A denumerable set CONST of individual constants;
(3) A denumerable set PRED of monadic predicates;

(4) Two special individual constants `k', `h' ∈ CONST;

(5) A special monadic predicate `C' ∈ PRED;

(6) The logical symbols `¬', `∧', `∀', `=', `E', `A';
(7) The parentheses `(' and `)'.

The logical signs `∨', `↔', `∃', `⊥', and ` ' are defined as usual. `⊥' stands

for a preselected contradiction; ` ' is an abbreviation of `¬ ⊥'. We read `k',

`h', `C' and `E' as follows:

k: “the common part (koinon morion) of the agent's sense organs”;
h: “the agent's special part of sight” (“that which sees”, “to horōn”);
C: “is coloured (chrōmatos)”;
E: “exists” (“is a genuinely existent thing”).50
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50(...continued)
corresponding existence predicates and two sorts of quantification. (This proposal is criti-

cized in Clark 1976.) We want to keep matters simple and will not make this finer dis-

crimination. Our existence predicate may be read as “exists physically or visually or

auditively or ... or tactually, or in any other way”.

We use `x', `y' and `z' as metavariables on VAR, `a', `b' and `c' as metava-

riables on CONST, `s', `t' and `u' as metavariables on VAR ∪ CONST, and

`P' as a metavariable on PRED, all of them possibly with subscripts. The set
WFF of well-formed formulas (wffs) is the smallest set such that:

(1) Pt ∈ WFF, s=t ∈ WFF, Et ∈ WFF;

(2) if p, q ∈ WFF, then ¬ p, (p ∧ q), ∀x p, tAp ∈ WFF.

We use p and q as metavariables on WFF. Informal readings of some se-
lected formulas:

tAp: “t is a basic part of the agent's sensory system and the agent per-
ceives (aisthanetai) by means of t that p” (or more concisely, “t

is a basic part and t perceives that p”).
kAp: “the agent's common part perceives that p”.
hAp: “the agent's special part of sight perceives that p”, “the agent's

organ of sight sees that p”, “the agent sees that p” – cf. Section
3.

∃x xAp: “the agent perceives that p”.

Finally, we define:

(1) pi := ⊥; pi := pn+1 ∨ pi;

(2) t0…t1Ap := p; tn+1…t1Ap := tn+1Atn…t1Ap;

(3) t*Ap := kap ∨ tAp;

(4) sOt := ∃x (x=t ∧ sAEx);

(5) s*Ot := ∃x (x=t ∧ s*AEx);
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51 Because we encounter non-basic parts of the perceptual system (such as the sense of

sight) only as the subjects of perceptual ascriptions, this “contextual definition” is

sufficient for our purposes. If we had wanted to be completely explicit, we would

have used mereological tools and would have defined t* as the mereological sum of

k and t. (On mereology, see Eberle 1970.)

52 Similar proposals for defining the direct object construction (“perceiving of”) in terms

of the propositional attitude construction (“perceiving that”) have been made by

Hintikka (1969, p. 166, formula (15)) and Bacon (1979, p. 294, § 63, formula (22)).

Thomason's (1973, pp. 274 ff.) approach is related but different; we could have used

it as well. (Aristotle's own writings about perception are not sufficiently explicit to

enable us to make a choice.)

(6) Bt := t=k ∨ t=h ∨ tA .

We read these expressions as follows.

t*Ap: “t is one of the agent's basic parts, and the agent perceives by
means of the smallest sense to which t belongs that p”;51

k*Ap: “the agent perceives by means of the common part that p”;
h*Ap: “the agent perceives by sight (tēi opsei) that p”;
sOt: “the agent's basic part s perceives t”;52

s*Ot: “the smallest sense to which s belongs perceives t”;
Bt: “t is one of the agent's basic parts”.

We presuppose the usual definitions of free and bound occurrences of vari-
ables. (N.B.: the first occurrence of x in xAp is free.) A sentence is a for-
mula without free individual variables. We write p[t/x] for the result ob-
tained from p by replacing all free occurrences of x in p by t (relettering
bound variables if necessary to avoid binding a free variable in p).

6. FOUR SYSTEMS OF PERCEPTUAL LOGIC

We define a logical system 0 (basic Aristotelian logic of perception) in the

language as follows.
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53 Our treatment of quantification is the same as Garson's (1978, 1984). His account

may be seen as a simplified and generalized version of Thomason's Q3, on which the

perceptual logics of Thomason 1973 and Bacon 1979 are based.

DEFINITION. 0 is the smallest set of wffs which is closed under the follow-
ing axiom schemata and rules.

(PT) p, if p is a propositional tautology;

(∀1) ∀x p → (Et → p[t/x]);

(=1) t=t;

(=2) s=t → ((s=u ↔ t=u) ∧ (u=s ↔ u=t) ∧ (Ps ↔ Pt) ∧
(sAp ↔ tAp));

(Ver) ∀x (xAp → p);

(C1) ∀x∀y (xACy → (x=k ∨ x=h));

(C2) ∀x (hOx → Cx);

(Ekh) Ek ∧ Eh;

(MP) p → q, p / q;

(∀2) p → (Et → q) / p → ∀x q, provided that t does not occur in

p → ∀x q;

(RM) p → q / tAp → tAq.

All these axioms and rules are straightforward translations of their informal

counterparts in Section 4 above. (PT), (MP), (∀1) and (∀2) jointly constitute
monadic free logic, MFL. (=1) and (=2) embody the “very weak concept of
identity” which we have introduced in Section 4, whereas (Ver), (RM), (C1),
(C2) and (Ekh) are the specifically perceptual principles we have discussed
there.53

Notice that E is an intensional, referentially opaque predicate: s=t does

not imply Es ↔ Et. The defined predicate O, on the other hand, is exten-

sional or referentially transparent (as it should be): s=t → (uOs ↔ uOt) is
a theorem by (=2).
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54 Chellas 1991, note 6. He thanks Noyes Leech for drawing his attention to this legal

maxim.

55 Hamlyn 1968, pp. 121-122.

56 It does not make a difference whether one adopts (A1) or ∀x (xAp → ∃y y*AxAp).

We may prove the following theorems. 0 p means that p is a theorem

of 0, i.e., that p follows from the axioms by means of a finite number of
applications of the rules.

(Tr) 0 ∀x∀y (xAyAp → xAp), by (Ver) and (RM).

This is the principle of transparency from Section 4. (Tr) is formally ident-
ical to axiom Q from the logic of agency. It there captures the legal maxim
Qui facit per alium facit per se.54 We may analogously say: [sensus] qui per-

cipit per alium [sensum] percipit per se.
Hamlyn writes that Aristotle “seems to assume that if I perceive by

sense Y that I see X, I must therefore perceive X by Y”.55 This weaker prin-
ciple of transparency (which he incorrectly instantiates to “if I see that I am
tasting a strawberry, then I see a strawberry” instead of “if I perceive by
sight that I am tasting a strawberry, then I perceive a strawberry by sight”)
is also derivable:

(Tr′) 0 ∀x∀y (x*AyAp → x*Ap), by (Tr) and MFL.

(Tr′) follows from (Tr) and MFL, but the converse is not true. As we shall

see, we really need the stronger (Tr) to make sense of the first two DA argu-
ments.

The DA and DS axioms from Section 3 may be expressed as follows.

(A1) ∀x (xAp → ∃y yAxAp);56

(A2) ∀x∀y (xAyAp → (x=k ∨ x=y));

(A3) ∀x∀y (xAyAp → x=k).
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DEFINITION. 1 is the smallest extension of 0 which is closed under (A1).

Similarly, 2 := 1 + (A2), and 3 := 1 + (A3).

We write i p for derivability in i (where 0 ≤ i ≤ 3). It is clear that 1 p ⇒

2 p ⇒ 3 p. The difference between the three theories is that the locus of
reflective awareness gradually comes into sharper focus, as the following
theorems may make clearer:

(T1) 2 ∀x (xAp → x*AxAp), by (A1), (A2) and MFL.

(T2) 3 ∀x (xAp → kAxAp), by (A1), (A3) and MFL.

A formula like (A1) instantiates to hAp → ∃x xAhAp. In accordance with the
pronunciation rules of the preceding section, this is read as “if one sees that
p, then one perceives that one sees that p”. (Ekh) is absolutely indispensable

to derive this conclusion; it cannot be replaced by a weaker axiom such as

∃x x=k ∧ ∃x x=h.

7. RECONSTRUCTION OF THE DE ANIMA ARGUMENTS

The first two DA arguments are not arguments for (A2), but arguments
against (*):

(*) ¬ ∃x x*AxAp.

In other words, reflective awareness of the perceptual activity of a basic part
is not provided by the smallest sense to which that part belongs: it is pro-
vided by some part outside that sense (and hence by some other sense). For
example, one cannot perceive by sight that one sees, but only by some part
which does not belong to sight. It is important to realize that a reductio ad

absurdum of (*) is not a proof of (A2). Aristotle apparently thought that we
either have to accept (A2) or (*).
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7.1. The first argument

The argument at (b) goes as follows. Suppose that we add (*) to 1 and call

the resulting system 1*; 1* p means that p is derivable in 1*. We may then
prove:

(1) 1* hACt → ∃x xAhACt, by (Ekh) and (A1);

(2) 1* (Es ∧ sAhACt) → sACt, by (Ekh) and (Tr);

(3) 1* (Es ∧ Et ∧ sACt) → (s=k ∨ s=h), by (C1);

(4) 1* (Es ∧ Et ∧ sAhACt) → (kAhACt ∨ hAhACt), by (2), (3) and (=2);

(5) 1* (kAhACt ∨ hAhACt) → ∃x x*AxACt, by (Ekh) and (∀1);

(6) 1* (Es ∧ Et) → ¬ sAhACt, by (4)-(5) and (*);

(7) 1* Et → ¬ ∃x xAhACt, by (6) and (∀2);

(8) 1* Et → ¬ hACt, by (1) and (7);

(9) 1* ¬ ∃x hACx, by (8) and (∀2).

In other words, one cannot see that something is coloured. This conclusion
is identical with the unacceptable (*C) from Section 4, so we reject (*).

7.2. The second argument

Suppose that the agent's sensory apparatus has at most n basic parts. We can
express this by means of the following axiom:

(∃n) ∃y1, …, yn ∀x (Bx → x=yi ).

We call the resulting system 1*n and write 1*n for derivability in 1*n. We
can now prove that one cannot perceive anything.
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(1) 1*n (Et1 ∧ t1Ap) → ∃x2, …, xn+1 (x2At1Ap ∧…∧ xn+1…x2At1Ap),

by n applications of (A1).

(2) 1*n (Et1 ∧…∧ Etn+1 ∧ t1Ap ∧…∧ tn+1…t1Ap) →

(Et1 ∧…∧ Etn+1 ∧ t1Ap ∧…∧ tn+1…t1Ap ∧ ti=tj ),

by (∃n). Not all ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ n+1, can be different: there has to be some first

i ≤ n+1 such that there is some j < i such that ti=tj.

(3) 1*n (Et1 ∧…∧ Eti ∧ ti…tj+1Atj…t1Ap ∧ ti=tj ) → tjAtj…t1Ap,

by one application of (=2) and i–(j+1) applications of (Tr). tjAtj…t1Ap

implies tj*Atj*Atj-1…t1Ap by (RM), which reminds us of Aristotle's remark
at (c) that “some [sense] is concerned with itself”.

(4) 1*n (Et1 ∧…∧ Etj ) → ¬ tjAtj…t1Ap, by (*).

(5) 1*n ¬ (Et1 ∧…∧ Etn+1 ∧ t1Ap ∧…∧ tn+1…t1Ap),

by (2)-(4) and propositional logic.

(6) 1*n (Et1 ∧ t1Ap) → ¬ ∃x2, …, xn+1 (x2At1Ap ∧…∧ xn+1…x2At1Ap),

by (5) and (∀2).

(7) 1*n Et1 → ¬ t1Ap, by (1) and (6).

(8) 1*n ¬ ∃x xAp, by (7) and (∀2).

In other words, perception is impossible. This conclusion is unacceptable
because it implies (*C) from Section 4. So we either have to reject the
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57 Hamlyn 1968, p. 122.

58 The proof we have presented bears some similarity to the argument in Sanford 1975.

His proof is not directly applicable to the present case, however, since it is only

concerned with extensional logic. Despite its promising title, Stekla 1970 sheds no

light at all on Aristotelian infinite regress arguments.

assumption that the sensory system contains only a finite number of basic
parts, or (*). Rejecting the former assumption means that the sensory system
is essentially infinite. In contrast to Royce and Rucker, Aristotle did not take
this possibility seriously, as we have already seen when rejecting (*Inf) in
Section 4 above. So it is (*) which is once again to be rejected.

Assuming that we have to choose between (*) and (A2), the above two

arguments establish (A2): 2 is preferable to 1*. Reflective awareness of the
activity of a basic part is provided by (some part of) the (smallest) sense to
which that part belongs.

Notice that Hamlyn's claim that the argument at (c) is “better” than the
one at (b) is nonsensical.57 Both arguments are equally correct.58

7.3. The third argument

The argument at (e)-(g) proceeds as follows. An imaginary opponent pro-

poses adding (**) to 2:

(**) ∀x (x*Ap → xAp).

We call the resulting system 2* and write 2* for derivability in 2*. The

opponent points out that we may now prove that “that which sees” (to ho-

rōn, i.e., the special part of sight) is coloured. The latter claim is correct –
but the argument does not depend on (**)! One can prove that to horōn is
coloured even when one does not accept (**). This is in agreement with
Aristotle's own opinions: he rejected (**), but nevertheless asserted that to

horōn is coloured.
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59 We cannot yet prove that the latter formula is not derivable, but we will be able to

prove this by using the techniques which are presented in Section 9 below.

(1) 2* hAp → h*AhAp, by (A2) and (Ekh);

(2) 2* h*AhAp → hAhAp, by (**) and (Ekh);

(3) 2* hAhAp → hAEh, by (Ekh) and (RM);

(4) 2* hAp → hAEh, by (1)-(3), or by (Ekh) and (RM);

(5) 2* hAEh → (Eh ∧ h=h ∧ hAEh), by (Ver) or (Ekh), and (=1);

(6) 2* (Eh ∧ h=h ∧ hAEh) → ∃x (x=h ∧ hAEx), by (∀1);

(7) 2* ∃x (x=h ∧ hAEx) → ∃x (x=h ∧ Cx), by (C2);

(8) 2* ∃x (x=h ∧ Cx) → Ch, by (=2);

(9) 2* hAp → Ch, by (4)-(8).

The first three steps are redundant, so we do not need (**).
Aristotle endorses (9) at (g). Thus, to horōn shares a property with all

things which it sees, namely the property of being coloured. As Aristotle
puts it in DA II.5 and elsewhere, each special part has the same “shape” or
“form” as the things which it perceives.

Aristotle rejects (**) at (f): not all perceiving by sight is seeing. The
counterexample he gives is rather unclear, but he seems to mean that you
cannot see that something is not coloured (dark) but can perceive this by

sight. This is provable in our systems: ∀x (¬ Cx → ¬ hOx) is a conse-

quence of (C2), whereas ∀x (¬ Cx → ¬ h*Ox) is not derivable.59 It might

be the case that ∃x (¬Cx ∧ kOx). Whatever the exact nature of Aristotle's
counterexample, the point which he wants to make is clear: there are cases
of perceiving by sight which do not involve seeing, so (**) is unacceptable.

It is a surprising fact that we are able to reconstruct the third DA argu-
ment. It looks invalid at first sight because it seems to rest on a confusion
between the propositional attitude construction and the direct object con-
struction. This has been pointed out by Hamlyn:
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60 Hamlyn 1968, p. 122.

61 As a result, (b) of Figure 2 no longer represents a possible situation.

This argument is … irrelevant in any case, since his concern should be with seeing

that one sees, and he should show that this involves seeing the thing which sees; this

he fails to do.60

Hamlyn himself came to the conclusion that “there seems no way of making
the argument coherent”. Our reconstruction shows that it is, in fact, rather
simple – although it should be kept in mind that it crucially depends on the
possibly controversial (Ekh) and (RM) and the particular account of quan-
tification and definition of the direct object construction which we have
adopted.

(**) has a curious consequence which is not derivable without it (i.e.,

which is not derivable in 2 ): it implies that one sees that “that which sees”
is coloured, provided that one sees at all.

(10) 2* hAhAp → hACh, by (9) and (RM);

(11) 2* hAp → hACh, by (1), (2) and (10).

8. RECONSTRUCTION OF THE DE SOMNO PASSAGE

Aristotle does not present any argument for (A3) in the DS passage, but it
is clear what makes it so attractive it to him. To begin with, we note that it
implies:

(T3) 3 ∃x xAp → kAp, by (A1), (A3), (Tr), and MFL.61

This agrees with De sensu 449a8: “there is one part of the soul with which
it perceives everything, although it perceives different things with different
parts”. The common part is responsible for “intersensory integration”. (T3)
is an idealization of the same sort as axiom (A1), on which it depends: it
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62 The term “absolute entity” comes from Beth 1959, pp. 9-12. Beth gave many

examples of absolute entities, but did not notice the psychological application we are

giving.

only characterizes “potential” or “fully alert” perception, not the kind of
inattentive perception which is referred to in the theory of dreaming.

(T3) has the following consequence:

(T4) 3 ¬ kA → ¬ ∃x xA .

In other words, if the common part does not perceive, no basic part (and
hence no sense organ whatever) perceives. If it ceases functioning, there is
no perception at all. It is the sine qua non of perception. As Aristotle says
in the DS passage, the common part is the koinē dunamis (“common
power”) underlying all perception. Or as he says elsewhere (e.g., in De in-

somniis 461a6), it is the archē tēs aisthēseōs, the basis of all perception. It
is clear that (T4) is attractive in the context of a theory of sleep: it allows
us to identify the common part as the “sleep centre”, the part whose inac-
tivity causes a total shutdown of the whole perceptual apparatus. This ex-
plains why it is precisely in the De somno that Aristotle introduces (A3). No
commentator has been able to explain this fact before.

(A3) turns the common part into a perceptual counterpart of “absolute
entities” like the primum mobile (Physics VIII.5, Metaphysics XII.7) and the
summum bonum (Nicomachean ethics I.2).62 Everything which is moved is
ultimately moved by the prime mover, and everything which is desired for
the sake of something is ultimately desired for the sake of the final good.
Similarly, everything which is perceived (including the aisthētika them-
selves) is perceived by the common part.
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63 We do not yet have the right to use the notion of truth, but we will acquire this right

soon enough (namely in the next Section).
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FIGURE 3. The common part as an absolute entity.

This point may be made clearer by means of some illustrations. Suppose

that a is an existent thing which is seen, i.e., that Ea ∧ hAEa is true.63 In

this case, we have kAhAEa ∧ kAEa ∧ kAkAEa ∧ ¬hAhAEa ∧ ¬hAkAEa by

the axioms and rules of 3, so the situation may be represented as in Figure
3(a), in which a broken arrow from x to a indicates that x perceives a and
a solid arrow from x to y indicates that x perceives that y perceives a. A
picture of a situation in which something is desired for the sake of the final
good would look exactly similar. (Except that it should be drawn by nothing
but broken arrows; the relation “is desired for the sake of” is extensional,
just like O.) The case of movement is slightly different because the prime
mover does not move itself, so the circular arrow at the top should be
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64 The number of points lying between a and the absolute entity k might, of course, be

greater than one in the case of desire and movement. It might conceivably even be

infinite (the relevant relations might, for example, be dense). However, Aristotle

would protest against the latter suggestion: it is precisely because of his horror

infiniti that he introduced his various absolute entities.

65 DA 427a9 ff. and 431a20 ff. See the discussion of these passages in Modrak 1981,

pp. 417-419. The diagram which Modrak presents on p. 418 is identifiable as part

hkg of Figure 3(b). Modrak notes (note 29, pp. 417-418) that Alexander Aphrodisien-

sis drew the common part as the centre of a circle at which radii (standing for the

faculties) terminate.

66 “Ut aranea in aranei centro”, Schuyl 1662, “Ad lectorem” (there is no pagination).

omitted; but it is analogous in all other respects.64 (The divine mind of Meta-

physics XII.9 represents the opposite case: it only thinks about itself, so its
thinking is representable by an isolated circular arrow.)

When there are five special parts which all perceive something (and
exist in the same way as to horōn and the common part do), the situation
becomes as depicted in Figure 3(b). The entity at the top represents the com-
mon part, the second layer the special parts, and the bottom layer some
entities which are perceived by the latter. g is the special part of geusis,
taste. The common part perceives everything which is perceived by any
basic part, including that part itself. The diagram reminds us of Aristotle's
description of the common part as a point belonging to several lines.65 It also
reminds us of Florentius Schuyl's description of the psyche as “a spider
sitting in the middle of its web”.66

The correspondence between these various cases is pleasing. Unfortu-
nately, (A3) also has a less welcome consequence: it implies that all senses
(but not, of course, their basic parts) have the same aisthēta:

(T5) 3 ∀x ∀y (x*Ap ↔ y*Ap), by (T3).

This is an inevitable consequence of the assumptions that (1) the senses
share a common part which perceives everything which they perceive indi-
vidually and that (2) perceiving by this common part counts as perceiving
by the senses themselves.
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67 The term “dissective” comes from Goodman 1951, p. 48.

68 “Iff” is short for “if and only if”.

It is easy to define a “dissective” (instead of “expansive”) notion of per-
ception to which (T5) does not apply, e.g., t @p := t Ap, t*@p :=

kAp ∧ tAp.67 However, it is clear that 0 t*@p → t @p. So this is precisely

the notion of perception which Aristotle rejects at (f) of the DA passage. The
DA and DS passages cannot be reconciled if it is assumed that they are for-
mulated in terms of this concept.

9. CONSISTENCY OF THE INTERPRETATION

The above theory is adequate in the sense that it enables us to present for-
mal counterparts of many Aristotelian claims and arguments. However, this
is nothing to be proud of: for if our theory were inconsistent, we would not
only be able to derive all his conclusions, but all their negations as well.
Writers on Aristotle's psychology are seldom worried by such considerations.
We are, however, able to prove that our explanatory theory is consistent.

DEFINITION. i (0 ≤ i ≤ 3) is consistent iff68 it is not the case that i p. (I.e.,

i is consistent iff not every formula is derivable.)

DEFINITION. A type 0 model is a sequence

M = <W, I, R, E, A, C, k, h, V>,

where:

• W is a non-empty set (of “perceivable worlds” or “perceptual alterna-
tives”).

• I is a non-empty set (of “individuals”).

• R ⊆ I × W × W. Riwv means that v is a perceptual alternative of i at
w.
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• E is a function from W into the power set of the set of functions from
W into I. Ew is the set of “things” or “substances” which exist at w.

• A and C are functions from W into the power set of I. A is the property
of being a perceptually active basic part (basic aisthētikon). C is the
property of being coloured.

• k and h are functions from W into I. k is the common part of the senses
and h is the special part of sight.

• The following conditions hold for all w ∈ W, d, e ∈ Ew:

[Ver] if dw ∈ Aw then Rdwww;

[C1] if dw ∈ Aw {kw, hw} then for some v ∈ W, Rdwwv and ev ∉ Cv;

[C2] if hw ∈ Aw and for all v ∈ W, if Rhwwv then dv ∈ Ev, then

dw ∈ Cw;

[Ekh] k ∈ Ew and h ∈ Ew.
• V is a function which assigns a function from W into I (i.e., an “indi-

vidual concept”) to each term t ∈ VAR ∪ CONST and a function from

W into the power set of I (i.e., a “property”) to each predicate P ∈
PRED. In addition, V satisfies the following conditions: V(k)=k,
V(h)=h, and V(C)=C.

DEFINITION. Type 1, type 2 and type 3 models are type 0 models which sat-
isfy the additional conditions [A1], [A1] and [A2], [A1] and [A3], re-

spectively, for all w ∈ W, d, e, f ∈ Ew:

[A1] • If dw ∈ Aw then for some g ∈ Ew: gw ∈ Aw and for all v ∈ W,

if Rgwwv then dv ∈ Av; furthermore,

• if dw ∈ Aw, Rdwwv, ev ∈ Av, Revvu, and fw ∈ Aw, then Rfwwu.

[A2] If ew ∈ Aw {kw, dw} then there is some v ∈ W such that Rewwv
and dv ∉ Av.

[A3] If ew ∈ Aw {kw} then there is some v ∈ W such that Rewwv and

dv ∉ Av.

DEFINITION. We define M w p (p is true at w in M) as follows:

• M w Et iff V(t) ∈ Ew;
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69 Thus, we quantify over individual concepts; as noted above, our treatment of

quantification is the same as Garson's (1978, 1984).

• M w Pt iff Vw(t) ∈ Vw(P);

• M w ¬ p iff M / w p;

• M w p ∧ q iff M w p and M w q;

• M w ∀x p iff for all d ∈ Ew, M(d/x) w p, where M(d/x) is the model

which is identical to M except that its function V assigns d to x;69

• M w s=t iff Vw(s) = Vw(t);

• M w tAp iff Vw(t) ∈ Aw and for all v ∈ W, if RVw(t)wv then M v p.

DEFINITION. i p (p is valid in all type i models) iff for all type i models M,

for all w ∈ W (where W belongs to M), M w p. (As always, 0 ≤ i ≤ 3.)

THEOREM 1. For all i, 0 ≤ i ≤ 3: if i p then i p.

Proof: by calculation.

THEOREM 2. / 0 (A1). / 1 (A2). / 2 (A3). / 3 (*) and / 3 (**). 0, 1, 2 and 3

are therefore consistent.

Proof: It is easy to construct falsifying models in each case. This implies by
Theorem 1 that the indicated formulas are not derivable in the respective
systems, which are therefore consistent.

Is it possible to axiomatize the notion of validity which has been defined

above? Yes, it is. We only have to add the following axiom to all systems

i, 0 ≤ i ≤ 3:

(A4) (tAp ∧ tAq) → tA(p ∧ q).

(A4) says that each basic aisthētikon integrates its own percepts: there is
intrasensory integration in addition to the intersensory integration which we
have met in (T3) above. This agrees with the texts: cf. DA 426b8 ff. and De
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70 Cf. Gabbay 1976, part I, on C-2; Chellas 1980, exercise 3.15 and part III, on EMC;

Garson 1978 and 1984 on QS.

71 Bacon 1988 contains examples of alternative modellings; on trope-theoretical models,

see also Bacon 1989.

sensu VII. (A4) reflects the fact that there is only one alternativeness relation
R in our models.

THEOREM 3. For all i, 0 ≤ i ≤ 3: i p iff p is derivable in i + (A4).

Proof: as usual.70

The above models are no more than technical tools for checking the consist-
ency of our explanatory calculi. They may not reflect Aristotle's ontological
views. It may be possible to devise models which are closer to Aristotle's
own views (e.g., models in which both individuals and properties are basic,
or models in which tropes are basic, if one wants to regard Aristotle as a
trope-theorist), but we will not try to present such models here.71

10. CONCLUSION

The goals we have set ourselves have been reached: we have reconciled the
DA and DS accounts and given a logical analysis of the arguments they con-
tain. All arguments have turned out to make good logical sense, even when
they seemed suspect at first sight. We have formulated our interpretation in
a clear and objective way, with the result that its consistency can be
checked. Finally, we have pointed out some applications of his insights.
(Recall the refutation of Dawkins, Gunderson and Rucker in Section 2.)

One might complain that the logical reconstruction we have offered is
unduly anachronistic, but we think that this complaint would not be justified.

First, the formal systems we have presented are no more than straight-
forward translations of Aristotle's principles into a symbolic language. It is
no more anachronistic to translate them into a formal language than into,
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72 On the question whether Aristotle was a functionalist, see, e.g., Modrak 1987 and

Shields 1991.

73 Anderson, Pellionisz and Rosenfeld 1990, pp. 1-13.

74 Fagin and Halpern 1988.

say, American English, Cantonese or Volapük. The models from Section 9
are admittedly more anachronistic, but we do not ascribe them to Aristotle;
they are no more than technical instruments which we have used to examine
his views.

Secondly, modern interpretations of ancient theories are inevitably ana-
chronistic. They are always stated in terms which we can understand. For
this reason, the most anachronistic reformulations of ancient theories are
often the most illuminating and exciting ones. Aristotle's theory that the
psyche is the “form” or “shape” of the body had completely disappeared
from the philosophical scene until it was realized in the 1970s that it may
be regarded as a kind of proto-functionalism.72 Similarly, the De memoria

looked like a collection of vague metaphors until the connectionists redis-
covered it in the 1980s and saw that it anticipated some of their own most
cherished insights.73 Our commentary had a more modest goal than these
sweeping reinterpretations. Nevertheless, it shows that some of Aristotle's
insights may be regarded as contributions to the logical study of proposi-
tional attitude ascriptions. A proof such as the one in Section 7.2 is directly
applicable to some of the multimodal doxastic logics which have recently
been proposed in the journal Artificial Intelligence.74 If we had not translated
the Stagyrite's insights into the language of symbolic logic – the lingua

franca of disciplines as wide apart as mathematics, computer science, lin-
guistics and philosophy – we would never have spotted the connection.

Thirdly, the logical approach leads to more insight than any informal
one because it forces us to think harder. We cannot afford to be sloppy; we
can fool neither the reader nor ourselves. That this has a beneficial effect has
repeatedly been demonstrated in the above. No commentator has been able
to derive the principle of transparency from more plausible assumptions
before; no one has recognized that it is vital to understand the second DA

argument and the DS passage; no one has been able to explain why (A3)
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75 Some interesting additional remarks which justify our approach to Aristotle's theories

are to be found in Code 1976, p. 182.

76 The kath' hauta / kata sumbebēkos distinction seems to be a suitable next target.

77 The author is indebted to G. Berger, H.-N. Castañeda, M.J.L. Degenaar, P.J. van der

Eijk, M.C. Nussbaum, J. Sperna Weiland and J.B.M. van Rijen for useful comments

on previous versions of the present paper.

makes its first appearance in the DS; and no one has ever made sense of the
third DA argument. Instead, sober commentators like Hamlyn dismissed
most of the arguments as muddle-headed nonsense, whereas most of the
others tried to convey an impression of understanding by being nebulous.

Finally, Aristotle himself would certainly have been delighted if he had
foreseen that some parts of his psychology would one day be scrutinized
with logical tools – especially if he had known that they would turn out to
be correct in the process.

For the above reasons we think that the logical approach to Aristotle's
psychology has much to recommend itself. It is not a perversion of what he
said, but only makes his statements more interesting. At the same time, it
shows that the tools which have been devised by contemporary logicians
may profitably be employed in the area of philosophy.75

It is clear that there is still a lot of work which needs be to done along
the above lines.76 The present paper is just a pioneering effort. Despite two
millennia of close reading, the study of the Philosopher's writings has not
yet neared its completion: it may, in fact, be standing on the brink of an
exciting new era.77
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ONTOLOGY, SEMANTICS, AND PHILOSOPHY
OF MIND IN WITTGENSTEIN'S TRACTATUS:

A FORMAL RECONSTRUCTION

First published in Erkenntnis 29 (1988), 35-75. © 1988 by Kluwer Academic Pub-

lishers. Reprinted with a few amendments.

ABSTRACT. This paper presents a formal explication of Wittgenstein's early views on ontol-

ogy, the syntax and semantics of an ideal logical language, and the propositional attitudes. It

is shown that Wittgenstein gave a “language of thought” analysis of propositional attitude

ascriptions, and that his ontological views imply that such ascriptions are truth-functions of

(and supervenient upon) elementary sentences. Finally, an axiomatization of a quantified

doxastic modal logic corresponding to Tractarian semantics is given.

Historically, Wittgenstein's Tractatus is primarily a forerunner of Tarski's
and Carnap's later contributions to semantics. However, the latter do not
faithfully reflect Wittgenstein's ideas: for example, Wittgenstein's idea that
predicates are names of properties is absent from Tarski's work, while Car-
nap's “state-descriptions” are certainly different from descriptions of states
of affairs in the Tractarian sense (cf. Section III below). Therefore the ques-
tion arises: is it possible to develop a semantical system which is both faith-
ful to the Tractatus and as precise as Tarski's and Carnap's contributions?
This is the question which we shall try to answer in the present paper. The
effort will be rewarding: not only will it turn out that it is indeed possible

to give a formal reconstruction, it will moreover appear that such a recon-
struction has various features which are still interesting today. Thus, it not
only yields a truth-functional analysis of quantification, modalities and prop-
ositional attitude ascriptions, it also shows that the Tractatus contains a quite
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1 Exceptions are Lokhorst (1985a, 1985b), the precursors of the present paper.

modern language of thought theory and even a variant of the currently popu-
lar doctrine of psychophysical supervenience.

Our formal reconstruction of the Tractatus is not the first one to appear.
As early as 1966, Stegmüller – condemning the average interpretation of the
Tractatus as nothing but “a bunch of very unclear statements, which should
first be explicated themselves” – gave a formalization of the picture theory;
shortly after, Suszko (1968), Wolniewicz (1968) and Mudersbach (1968)
began to formalize Tractarian ontology. The formal approach has been taken
up by perhaps a dozen philosophers since then. However, none of the previ-
ous contributions is wholly successful. First, none of them gives a compre-
hensive formalization of both object ontology and situation ontology and

semantics; as a result, the interrelations between such subjects as the inde-
pendence of states of affairs, the describability of the world by elementary
sentences and the principle of truth-functionality have remained unclear.
Secondly, Wittgenstein's remarks on propositional attitude ascriptions have
never been discussed in formal terms before1, let alone his claim that they
are truth-functional or the question whether they are definable in terms of
elementary sentences. Finally, all previous reconstructions are rather inel-
egant. The present reconstruction certainly avoids the first two defects; we
hope it avoids the third too.

The plan of the paper is as follows. Because of the primacy of the ontol-
ogical in the Tractatus, we start with this subject in Section I. Section II
discusses the syntax and Section III the semantics of sentences and pictures;
the propositional attitudes are treated separately in Section IV. Section V
presents the logical system the preceding results lead up to. Finally, the
moral will be drawn in Section VI. Comparisons with earlier formalizations
will continually be made as we go along.
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2 Here and in the following, “TLP” stands for the Tractatus (Wittgenstein 1971). “NB”

stands for the second edition of the Notebooks, including the appendices (Wittgen-

stein 1979). We shall occasionally provide our own translations.

I. THE ONTOLOGY OF THE TRACTATUS

I.1. Objects and states of affairs

For Wittgenstein, “objects” (Gegenstände) are the basic building-blocks of
the world. They are the “substance of the world” (TLP2 2.021 ff.); all pos-
sible worlds have the same substance (TLP 2.022, 2.023, 2.024). The num-
ber of objects cannot be determined a priori; “it is a matter of physics to
find out” (NB p. 127). However, Wittgenstein assumes the existence of at
least one object (TLP 2.0211-2.0212, 2.026, 4.2211); on the other hand, he

never refers to more than ℵ0 objects (TLP 4.1272; NB p. 127). Denoting the

set of objects (Gegenstände) by “G”, we therefore stipulate:

DEFINITION 1. G is a set such that 1 ≤ Card(G) ≤ ℵ0 .

It is important to realize that the category of “objects” is a very general one.
Relations and properties, if there are such things, are objects too: “Auch
Relationen und Eigenschaften etc. sind Gegenstände” (NB 16.6.15); “`Ob-
jects' also include relations; ... `thing' and relation are on the same level”
(Lee 1980: 120). (This is Wittgenstein's so-called “realism” about relations
and properties.) It cannot be settled a priori what kinds of objects there are;
this can only be found out by empirical investigation, not by logic. There-
fore we shall not explicitly distinguish between different kinds of objects
and treat them all on a par.

The next step in the Tractarian composition of the world is constituted
by “states of affairs” (Sachverhalte). States of affairs are concatenations of
objects (TLP 2.03; cf. TLP 2.01, 2.0272, 3.21). Wittgenstein seems to have
been uncertain as regards the maximum complexity a state of affairs may
have. At first, he seems to have accepted only finite concatenations of
objects: “The infinitely complex state of affairs seems to be a monstrosity!”
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3 At this point, various “forms” may be introduced. In view of TLP 2.0141, the Form

des Gegenstandes is: FG(g) = {<i, g0 ... gn >: n ≥ i and g = gi }. A similar definition

has been given by Mudersbach (1978). By Definition 3, clause (3), FG(g) ≠ ∅
(continued...)

(NB 23.5.15). Later on, however, he seems to have abandoned his repug-
nance to infinitely complex states of affairs (TLP 4.2211). We adopt the
earlier view for the sake of simplicity.

In order to define the set of states of affairs SA, we first introduce the
set G* of all finite concatenations of members of G.

DEFINITION 2. G* is the smallest set such that:

(a) if g, g′ ∈ G, then g g′ ∈ G*;

(b) if g ∈ G and s ∈ G*, then g s ∈ G*.

Notice that Card(G*) = ℵ0 , even if Card(G) = 1 ! Therefore Suszko (1968:
24) (following Wolniewicz) made an error in claiming that “if there were
finitely many objects then there would exist only finitely many configur-
ations of them, i.e., finitely many states of affairs”.

G* is, in general, not the set of states of affairs, as might be supposed.
Certain additional restrictions may exclude some concatenations of objects
from being states of affairs. For example, if f is a property and g a particular

(f, g ∈ G), then f g may well be a state of affairs, viz., the situation that g
and f are concatenated, or the situation that g has property f. But in this

case, g f will presumably not be a situation at all. (It might be one if g were

a second-order property.) The same goes for relations. If R ∈ G is an n-ary

relation, then R g0 ... gn is the state of affairs that R, g0 , ..., gn are concat-
enated, the situation that R is exemplified by g0 , ..., gn , or, as Suszko
(1968: 22) expresses it, the R-configuration of g0 , ..., gn . In this case,

g0 R g1 will presumably not be a situation at all.

However, we cannot give an a priori list of conditions an element of G*
must meet if it is to be counted as a “well-formed” state of affairs: we do
not even know, for example, whether there are binary relations or not, for

this is an empirical matter. Therefore we simply stipulate that SA ⊆ G*.3
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3(...continued)
(for any g ∈ G). This is Mudersbach's Axiom 5. The Form des Sachverhaltes is:

FS(g0 ... gn ) = {<i, FG(gi )>: i ≤ n}. Cf. Czermak's (1979) definition of the “structure”

of s. The point which is made in the text is that FG(g) and FS(s) may be proper subsets

of ( × G*) and ( × ( × G*)), respectively (where “ ” denotes the power-set), but

that it cannot be determined in advance which subsets they are. Forms are not a priori.

4 Any Boolean algebra may be regarded as a mereology (theory of parts and wholes).

A mereological view of the Tractatus has also been argued for by Simons (1986).

What is the cardinality of SA? In the first place, SA ≠ ∅. This follows
from the requirement in TLP 2.011 that each object occurs in some situation.

Since G ≠ ∅, SA cannot be empty either.
However, we can do better than this by taking TLP 4.463 into account:

here mention is made of “infinite logical space”. As logical space is gener-
ated by SA (Section I.3), SA must be infinite too. Therefore we stipulate:

DEFINITION 3. SA ⊆ G* is a set such that:

(a) for each g ∈ G there is at least one s ∈ SA such that s =

g0 ... gn and g = gi for some i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, and

(b) Card(SA) = ℵ0 .

Clause (b) is important in connection with propositional attitude ascriptions:
it implies that these are, in general, not definable in terms of elementary
sentences (see note 27 below).

I.2. Situations, facts and worlds

The essential clue to understand Tractarian situation ontology has been pro-
vided by Suszko (1968): Tractarian situations are the elements of a complete
atomic Boolean algebra. We shall adopt this suggestion, but turn Suszko's
algebra “upside down” (i.e., consider its dual) as this leads to a more natural
conception of possible worlds. The latter now become the “mereological
sums” (suprema) of the possible situations they contain as “parts”.4 Given
SA, an algebra of situations SS is therefore defined as follows:
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5 It is no anachronism to discuss the Tractatus in terms of modern “possible worlds”:

the latter notion was introduced in twentieth-century philosophy by Carnap (1956:

91), who took it in his turn directly from the Tractatus.

6 The relation between the terms “world” and “reality” (die Wirklichkeit) is hard to

understand. Czermak (1979) suggests interpreting “reality” as the partition

< {s ∈ SA: s w0 }, {s ∈ SA: s w0 } > (cf. TLP 2.06, 4.0621); but “reality” may

sometimes mean “logical space” or “the world” as well.

DEFINITION 4. SS = <S, , , –, 1, 0 > is a complete atomic Boolean algebra

such that SA ⊆ S.

• S, the universe of SS, is Wittgenstein's “logical space” (logischer

Raum). The elements of S are called “situations” (Sachlagen) or
“possible situations”.

• “ ” stands for “supremum” (least upper bound). “Totality” (Ge-

samtheit) is comprehensible if it is read as “supremum” up to
TLP 3 and as “set” from then on.

• “ ” stands for “infimum” (greatest lower bound), while “–”
stands for “complement”.

• 1 is the impossible situation, 0 the necessary situation. These are
the two improper (uneigentliche) situations.

• A situation s “exists” (besteht) in a situation s′ iff s s′. Syn-

onyms: “s is the case (ist der Fall) at s′”, “s is contained (ist

enthalten) in s′”.

• A dual atom of S is called a “possible world” (mögliche Welt,
NB 19.9.16; cf. TLP 2.022) or “world” (Welt, TLP passim) for
short. The set of dual atoms will be denoted by “W”.5

• Some (arbitrary) element w0 ∈ W is “the” world, the “actual

world” (die wirkliche Welt, TLP 2.022), “our world” (unsere

Welt, TLP 6.1233), “the world in which we live” (die Welt worin

wir leben, NB p. 127).6

• A situation “exists” or “is the case” simpliciter iff it exists (is the
case) in w0 .
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7 However, “fact” is sometimes used in the sense of “concatenation” (see note 11); in

this case the term may refer to a non-existent situation. In “Komplex und Tatsache”

(ca. 1931; repr. in Wittgenstein 1964) the requirement that facts exist is explicitly

dropped.

• A “fact” (Tatsache) is a situation which is the case.7

Using the above informal paraphrases of our technical terms, some features
of Tractarian situation ontology can already be given a precise interpretation.

For example, it is an elementary thesis of Boolean algebra that w0 = {s ∈
S: s w0 }; translation in informal terms yields “Die Welt ist die Gesamt-
heit der Tatsachen”, i.e., TLP 1.1. More or less the same is stated in TLP 1
and 1.11-1.2, (which shows that the beginning of the Tractatus is rather
repetitive, as Menger (1980) already pointed out in his plea for a formal
analysis of the work).

I.3. Complete sets of states of affairs

An complete set of situations is a set which contains, for every situation,
either this situation or its complement, but not both, and no other elements.
We require that SS satisfies the following additional conditions:

CONDITION 1. For every complete set of states of affairs K: K ≠ 1.

CONDITION 2. If w, w′ ∈ W and w ≠ w′, then there is at least one s ∈ SA
such that s w and s w′.

Condition 1 states that all states of affairs are independent in the sense of
Boolean algebra. This seems to be a good explication of the Tractarian thesis
that the states of affairs are independent (unabhängig, TLP 2.061): it enables
us to prove such passages as TLP 2.062 and 4.27, which have baffled many
commentators. Consider 2.062 as an example (we shall discuss 4.27 in a
moment). Here it is said that the existence of a state of affairs cannot be
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8 Griffin (1965), ch. 5. Emendation of TLP 2.04 is needed anyway, because it cannot

be brought into line with TLP 2.06 and 2.063 otherwise. The emended version may

be compared with TLP 2.05 and 4.26-4.28.

9 Proof: by Condition 2 it cannot be the case that there are two different w, w′ ∈ W

such that K w and K w′ (where K is a complete set of states of affairs).

Therefore K ∈ W or K = 1; hence K ∈ W by Condition 1. That Condition 3

implies Conditions 1 and 2 is obvious.

inferred from the existence of another state of affairs. This is easily prov-

able: assume one could do the latter, i.e., that s s′ for some s, s′ ∈ SA.

Then {-s, s′} = 1, which contradicts Condition 1; hence the assumption is
false, Q.E.D. As we shall see, all Tractarian remarks on the independence
of elementary sentences may also be proved using Condition 1.

At this point, Condition 2 cannot yet be very well justified. However,
it yields one nearly Tractarian thesis: “Die Gesamtheit der bestehenden
Sachverhalte bestimmt die Welt”; this is TLP 2.04 upon emendation along
the lines indicated by Griffin8. Moreover, there is indirect reason to accept
Condition 2: as we shall see in Section III.5, it has the consequence that
each possible world is completely describable by elementary sentences,
which is certainly a prominent thesis of the Tractatus.

By Boolean algebra, the conjunction of Conditions 1 and 2 is equivalent
to:

CONDITION 3. For every complete set of states of affairs K: K ∈ W.9

It follows from Condition 3 that SA is a set of generators of SS. Therefore,

SS may briefly be characterized as a complete atomic Boolean algebra inde-

pendently generated by SA. It follows that Card(W) = 2Card(SA) = , while

Card(S) = 2Card(W), as has also been concluded by Suszko (1968: 21). The
Tractatus explicitly mentions the finite analogue of the first property of SS:
n states of affairs generate 2n worlds (TLP 4.27). It does not mention the
second property.
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I.4. Summary

Recapitulating this section, we say that a Tractarian ontological system is

a quadruple Σ = <G, SA, SS, w0 > satisfying Definitions 1-4 and Condition
3.

II. SYNTAX OF SENTENCES, THOUGHTS AND PICTURES

II.1. Syntax of sentences

The building-blocks of sentences (Sätze) are names (Namen: TLP 3.202,
3.26, 4.0311, 4.22, 5.55). The category of names is a very general one. For
example, no explicit distinction is made between names of individuals (par-
ticulars) and predicates: predicates are simply names too, viz., names of
properties and relations. As NB 31.5.15 says: “[Two] names are necessary
for an assertion that this thing possesses that property”. Therefore we shall
not explicitly distinguish between, say, “proper” names (designating individ-
uals) and predicates, but treat them on the same footing (cf. Section I.1). As
there is a bijection from N to some G (Definition 15b), the cardinality of N
satisfies the same restrictions as that of G. Thus (cf. Definition 1):

DEFINITION 5. N is a set such that 1 ≤ Card(N) ≤ ℵ0 .

Just as states of affairs are concatenations of objects, so elementary senten-
ces (Elementarsätze) are concatenations of names (TLP 4.22; cf. TLP 3.14,
3.21, 4.221). Designating the set of elementary sentences by “EL” (for
“elementary language”), we accordingly have (cf. Definitions 2, 3):

DEFINITION 6. N* is the smallest set such that:

(a) if a, a′ ∈ N then a a′ ∈ N*;

(b) if a ∈ N and p ∈ N*, then a p ∈ N*.

DEFINITION 7. EL ⊆ N* is a set such that:
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10 Various “syntactical forms” may be defined in the same way as the ontological forms

of note 3. The Form des Bildelementes FB of an element e ∈ E is wholly analogous

to FG, and the Form der Abbildung FA of an element b ∈ EB is wholly analogous

to FS. Similarly to FG(g), FB(e) ≠ ∅ by def. 7a; but for the rest, FB and FA are no

more a priori than FG and FS are. The Form der Darstellung or Form des Zusam-

menhangs is the same as the abbildende Beziehung, which is defined in Section III.2.

(a) For each a ∈ N there is a p = a0 ... an ∈ EL such that a = ai for

some i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, and

(b) Card(EL) = ℵ0 .

The above definitions do not uniquely specify one set of elementary sen-
tences; rather, they specify the broad conditions any such set must comply
with. Because the structure of language reflects the structure of reality,
syntax cannot be fully specified a priori. As TLP 5.55 says: “Since ... we
are unable to give the number of names with different meanings, we are also
unable to give the composition of elementary sentences”.

Suppose, for example, that there are both individuals (particulars) and
properties. Then we may distinguish between “proper” names (names of
objects of the former kind) and predicates (names of objects of the latter
kind); but in this case presumably not all concatenations of names will be
well-formed elementary sentences, for not each concatenation will corre-
spond to a similarly structured state of affairs. For example, if F is a predi-

cate and a a proper name (F, a ∈ N), then F a may well be an elementary

sentence, but a F will presumably be as ill-formed as the situation g f from
Section I.1. (This is not to say that predicates cannot be predicated in turn:

we may have G F (G, F ∈ N), where G is a second-order predicate.) Thus,
the syntax of elementary sentences parallels the structure of states of affairs.
Syntactical form mirrors ontological form.10 As the latter is not a priori

determinable, the former is not either.
According to the Tractatus, all sentences are built from the elementary

sentences by means of the operation of joint negation N (TLP 5.5-5.51, 5.52,
6.001). Much fuss has been made over this operator, especially in connection
with the Tractarian account of quantification; a good discussion is Soames
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(1983). Our solution will be simpler than Soames's in that we shall allow
arbitrary countable sets of sentences as arguments for joint negation. Un-
fortunately, this does not agree well with TLP 5.32, where it is asserted that
“All truth-functions are results of the successive application to elementary
sentences of a finite number of truth-operations” (where “truth-operation”
means “connective”: see our discussion of TLP 5.54 in Section IV.1 below).
However, our solution not only makes it possible to define quantification in
terms of joint negation, it also enables us to express the independence of the
elementary sentences and the principle of truth-functionality within our
language (see Sections III.4-III.6). So let us ignore TLP 5.32 and run the
risk of making the Tractatus more interesting than it actually is!

In order to formulate the just-mentioned principles, we additionally need
one other operator which is not expressis verbis to be found in the Tracta-

tus: the unary modal connective (for “it is necessary that”).
Thus, given some set EL, the language L is defined as follows:

DEFINITION 8. L is the smallest set such that:

(a) EL ⊆ L,

(b) if P ⊆ L, then NP ∈ L, provided 1 ≤ Card(P) ≤ ℵ0 ,

(c) if p ∈ L, then p ∈ L, and

(d) If p ∈ L, then (x)px ∈ L, where px is like p except that at least

one occurrence of some name occurring in p has been replaced
by x.

Negation, countable conjunction, the connective (for “it is possible that”)

and the universal quantifier (x) may be defined as follows (therefore the last
clause is in fact superfluous):

• ¬ p = N{p}.

• P = N{¬ p: p ∈ P}.

• p = ¬ ¬ p.

• (x)px = {p[a/x]: a ∈ N}, where p[a/x] is like px except that all

free occurrences of x in px have been replaced by a.
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Notice that variables may range over objects, properties, second-order prop-
erties, etc.; we cannot settle a priori what they range over since language
depends on ontology. Therefore, we do not know a priori of what order
Tractarian logic is; we only know that its order must be smaller than
Card(N). (It does not have to be 2, as Skyrms (1981) supposes.)

This completes the description of the construction of the ideal logical
language L out of EL. It will be seen that L does not contain an identity-
sign, which is as it should be, for this is explicitly forbidden in TLP 5.53-
5.5352 (see Section III.1).

II.2. Syntax of thoughts

Thoughts (Gedanken) are similar to sentences: “Thinking is a kind of lan-
guage. ... A thought is a kind of sentence” (NB 12.9.1916; cf. TLP 4). Anal-
ogously to sentences, thoughts are constructed from “psychical constituents
that have the same sort of relation to reality as words” (NB p. 130). De-
noting the set of thought-elements (“mental names”) by TE and the set of
elementary thoughts by ET, we therefore stipulate that (cf. Definitions 5-7):

DEFINITION 9. TE is a set such that Card(TE) ≤ ℵ0 .

DEFINITION 10. TE* is the smallest set such that:

(a) if e, e′ ∈ TE then e e′ ∈ TE*;

(b) if e ∈ TE and t ∈ TE*, then e t ∈ TE*.

DEFINITION 11. ET ⊆ TE* is a set such that:

(a) For each e ∈ TE there is a t = e0 ... en ∈ ET such that e = ei for

some i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, and

(b) Card(ET) = ℵ0 .

Given ET, the set of thoughts (“language of thought”) T is constructed as
follows (cf. Definition 8):
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DEFINITION 12. T is the smallest set such that:

(a) ET ⊆ T,

(b) if T ⊆ T, then NT ∈ T, provided 1 ≤ Card(T) ≤ ℵ0 ,

(c) if t ∈ T, then t ∈ T, and

(d) if t ∈ T, then (y)ty ∈ T, where ty is like t except that at least one

occurrence of some thought-element occurring in t has been
replaced by y.

We shall return to thoughts in Sections IV.2 ff.

II.3. Syntax of pictures

As the Tractatus leaves us completely in the dark with regard to the struc-
ture of pictures in general, we shall consider no other pictures than sentences
and thoughts. The sets E, EB and B of pictorial elements (Bildelemente,
TLP 2.1514), elementary pictures (Elementarbilder, a term not to be found
in the Tractatus), and pictures (Bilder), respectively, are therefore defined
as follows:

DEFINITION 13. E, EB and B are sets such that E = N ∪ TE, EB = EL ∪
ET, and B = L ∪ T.

II.4. Summary

Recapitulating this section, we say that a Tractarian pictorial system is a 9-

tuple Π = <E, TE, N, EB, ET, EL, B, T, L > satisfying Definitions 5-13
above.
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III. PICTORIAL AND LINGUISTIC REPRESENTATION

III.1. Basic picture theory

DEFINITION 14. A Tractarian interpretation for a pictorial system Π =
<E, TE, N, EB, ET, EL, B, T, L > as described in Section II.4 is a pair

I = <Σ, δ > such that:

(a) Σ = <G, SA, SS, w0 > is a Tractarian ontological system as
described in Section I.4;

(b) δ: E → G is a function such that δ N is a bijection; and

(c) B ⊆ S.

The above provides the basis of the picture theory. δ(e) is the denotation

(Bedeutung, “meaning” in NB) of e. When g = δ(e), we say that e denotes

or stands for (steht für, bedeutet, vertritt) g (TLP 3.203-3.221, 3.323, 4.0311,
4.0312). In this case, g is the object corresponding to or correlated with the
pictorial element e (der dem Bildelement entsprechende, zugeordnete Gegen-

stand: cf. TLP 2.13, 2.1514, 5.526). δ is not a function of the Sachlage s
under consideration: Tractarian names are rigid designators (cf. Cocchiarella
1984, Soames 1983).

In clause (b), “δ N is a bijection” means that every object g ∈ G has
precisely one name. This follows from:

(i) δ N is a surjection, i.e., for every g ∈ G there is at least one

a ∈ N such that g = δ(a); otherwise there would be unnamed
objects and hence indescribable situations, which contradicts TLP
4.26 (see Section III.5).

(ii) δ N is an injection, i.e., for every g ∈ G there is at most one

a ∈ N such that g = δ(a). This is Wittgenstein's famous identity-
theory, clearly expressed in TLP 5.53: “Identity of object I
express by identity of sign, and not by using a sign for identity.
Difference of objects I express by difference of signs.” (See TLP
5.53-5.5352.)
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11 Actually, TLP 2.141 says that every picture is a fact (this is repeated in 2.14 for sen-

tences). However, requiring every picture to be an existing situation would seem

unduly stringent. In our opinion, 2.14 and 2.141 primarily draw attention to the simi-

larity of structure between states of affairs and elementary pictures: both are concat-

enations (of objects and pictorial elements, respectively). These passages do not ex-

pressly mean to say that every picture exists as part of w0 . We could require the

latter, but as nothing seems to be gained by this we take Tatsache here as mögliche

Tatsache (cf. note 7).

12 In order to clarify matters further we might introduce a function π mapping situ-

ations-as-situations onto situations-as-pictures, and a function π′ mapping situations-

as-pictures into situations-as-situations (cf. Favrholdt 1964). π is not an injection, for

different situations may be the same from the pictorial point of view: “`A' is the same

sign as `A'” (TLP 3.203).

Clause (c) expresses the Tractarian thesis that every picture is a situation.11

Some situations may be regarded from two different points of view: they
may be regarded as situations in their own right (in which case they will
appear as, e.g., concatenations of objects), or they may be regarded as pic-
tures (in which case they will appear as, e.g., concatenations of pictorial
elements). There is no conflict between these two perspectives; the identifi-
cation of pictures with situations is inconsequential from a semantical point
of view.12

III.2. Senses

On the basis of δ a function σ: B → S is defined as follows:

DEFINITION 15. σ: B → S is a function such that:

(a) If e = e0 ... en ∈ EB, then σ(e) = δ(e0 ) ... δ(en ),

(b) σ(NP) = {–σ(b): b ∈ P} (where P ⊆ B), and

(c) σ( b) = 0 if σ(b) = 0, σ( b) = 1 otherwise (where b ∈ B).

σ(b) is the sense (Sinn) of b (“Das Bild stellt eine mögliche Sachlage im

logischen Raume ... dar”, TLP 2.202; cf. 2.11, 2.221). When s = σ(b), we
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say that s is “represented” (dargestellt, abgebildet) by b, that b “shows”
(zeigt) s, and that “b says (that) s is the case” (b sagt, daß s der Fall ist). As
TLP 4.022 says: “The sentence shows how things stand if it is true. And it

says that they do so stand”. σ itself may be called the “pictorial relation-

ship” (abbildende, darstellende Beziehung, TLP 2.1513-4).
Clause (a) is a succinct formulation of the picture theory for elementary

pictures (cf. TLP 2.15, 3.1432, 4.0311, 4.21). As TLP 2.1514 says, in the

case of elementary pictures, “the abbildende Beziehung [σ] consists of the

correlations [Zuordnungen] of the picture's elements with objects”. Suppos-
ing that e0 = R is a n-ary predicate and g0 = R a n-ary relation, we see that

if gi = δ(ei ) for i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, then the R-configuration of e1 , ..., en represents

the R-configuration of g1 , ..., gn . Or to put it differently, let R′ =

{<ei , ..., ei+n > ∈ Nn: R ei ... ei+n ∈ EB} and R′ = {<gi , ..., gi+1 > ∈ Gn:

R gi ... gi+1 ∈ SA}: then the “fact” that ei , ..., ei+n stand in the relation R′
says that gi , ..., gi+1 stand in the relation R′ – which is exactly what the
notorious TLP 3.1432 affirms. In conjunction with Definition 14b, Definition
15a implies that there is a 1-1 correspondence between elementary sentences

and states of affairs (i.e., σ EL → SA is a bijection).
Clause (b) is equivalent to the following two claims taken together:

(i) σ(¬ b) = –σ(b), and

(ii) σ( P) = {σ(b): b ∈ P}.

Both formulae are in a general way justified by TLP 5.2341: “The sense of
a truth-function of p is a function of the sense of p”. More specifically, (i)
is justified by TLP 5.2341 (“Negation reverses the sense of the sentence”)

and by TLP 4.0621 (“The sentences p and ¬ p have opposite sense”); it also

explains why p and ¬ ¬ p have the same sense (TLP 4.0621). Justification

for (ii) is harder to find; the Tractatus is silent on the semantics of conjunc-

tions. However, NB 5.6.15 asserts that “p ∧ ¬ p is that thing ... that p and

¬ p have in common”. According to our formalization, the sense of P is,
indeed, the greatest common part (infimum) of the senses of the elements
of P, which seems an acceptable way to give this assertion its due. It will
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13 For this reason S5 is sometimes, rather confusingly, called an “extensional” modal

logic, e.g. by Perzanowski (1985). We shall see that truth-functionality and exten-

sionality must be sharply distinguished (Section III.6).

be noted that if p ∉ EL, then σ(p) is not a new element of S (if σ(p) = s,
s already belonged to S), which is precisely what is asserted in TLP 3.42.

Because the senses of contradictions and tautologies are improper situ-

ations (for σ(p ∧ ¬ p) = σ(p) –σ(p) = 1, while σ(p ∨ ¬ p) = σ(p) –σ(p)
= 0), they are improper pictures themselves (cf. TLP 4.462) and they may
even be called “senseless” (sinnlos, TLP 4.461). But as TLP 4.4611 empha-
sizes, contradictions and tautologies are not “nonsensical” (unsinnig): this is
a term reserved for pseudosentences, i.e., for sentence-like entities which do
not belong to L at all. For example, the metalinguistic assertions of “the lad-
der-language” in which the Tractatus discusses object language are unsinnig

– which implies that the whole Tractatus is unsinnig (a conclusion which is,
indeed, drawn in TLP 6.54).

Clause (c) introduces an S5-like semantical analysis of modal sentences.
We adopt Von Wright's (1982) analysis, which singles out S5 as the correct
formalization of the notion of modality in the Tractatus. Von Wright's analy-
sis is not without its critics; for example, Perzanowski (1985) regards several
other modal logics as more suitable for this role. However, a strong point in
favour of S5 is that its semantics make clear (as the semantics of other
modal logics do not) why modal sentences do not violate the principle that
the world is completely describable by elementary sentences (Section III.5).
As a consequence these sentences do not violate the principle of truth-func-
tionality either (Section III.6).13 In view of the important role of both prin-
ciples in the Tractatus, S5 seems to be the modal logic which agrees best
with the Tractatus.

III.3. Truth

A function TV : B × S → {T, F} assigning a truth-value T (true) or F (false)

to b at s is defined as follows:
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DEFINITION 16. TV(b, s) = T if σ(b) s; TV(b, s) = F otherwise.

A picture b is said to be true (simpliciter) iff it is true at w0 . Thus, a picture
is true iff its sense exists, or in other words, it is true iff it says that s is the
case and s is indeed the case (cf. definitions of “exists”, “is the case” and
“says that” in Section I.2 and Section III.2). A picture is said to be valid (in

the interpretation under consideration) iff TV(b, s) = T for all s ∈ S (in this
interpretation).

Definition 16 is an extension of TLP 4.25 to pictures and situations in
general: “If the elementary sentence is true the [corresponding] state of
affairs exists; if the elementary sentence is false the [corresponding] state of
affairs does not exist” (cf. TLP 4.21). It is evident that there is a 1-1 corre-

spondence between senses and partitions <{s ∈ S: TV(b, s} = T}, {s ∈ S:

TV(b, s) ≠ T}> of logical space S, which is in eminent agreement with TLP
2.11, 2.201, 4.1 and also explains TLP 4.024: “To understand a sentence

means to know what is the case if it is true”. (For knowing σ(p) amounts to
knowing the corresponding partition.) Specifying the (actual) truth-value of
a sentence serves to narrow down the range (Spielraum) the “logical place”
(logischer Ort) of w0 may occupy (TLP 4.463, 5.5262). This function is not
fulfilled by tautologies and contradictions. As these determine the partitions

<S, ∅> and <∅, S>, respectively, the former leave the whole subset W of
logical space S open to the world, while the latter leave no point for it at all
(TLP 4.46-4.4611).

Some observations (provable by elementary Boolean algebra):

(a) TV(e0 ... en , s) = T iff g0 ... gn s, where gi = δ(ei ) for all i,

0 ≤ i ≤ n (see TLP 4.21). It is evident that this truth-condition is
hardly “related to the Tarski-type truth-definition for atomic sen-
tences” (the latter claim has been made by J. and M.B. Hintikka
1983: 158).

(b) TV(¬ b, w) = T iff TV(b, w) = F. This holds for worlds, but not

for all situations: we have TV(b, s) = T for all b iff s = 1, while

we may have TV(b, s) = TV(¬ b, s) = F if s ∉ W.
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(c) TV( P, s) = T iff TV(b, s) = T for all b ∈ P, and similarly for
universally quantified sentences (or thoughts).

(d) b is valid iff σ(b) = 0.

(e) b is valid if b is valid; otherwise ¬ b is valid.

III.4. The independence of elementary sentences

The independence of states of affairs is reflected in the independence of
elementary sentences. Let us call a set of sentences “independent” (unab-

hängig) if the situations described by these sentences are independent, and
let a “state-description” be a complete set of elementary sentences, i.e., a set
which contains for every elementary sentence either this sentence or its
negation, but not both, and no other elements (Carnap 1956: 9). By defini-

tion of σ the independence of EL may be given the following expression,
which is immediately provable by Condition 1 on SS (Section I.3):

THEOREM 1. For every state-description SD, SD is valid.

Thus, all members of any state-description are compossible, just as all mem-
bers of any complete set of states of affairs are compossible.

With Theorem 1, all Tractarian assertions on the independence of ele-
mentary sentences may be proved. For example, TLP 4.211 says that ele-
mentary sentences do not contradict each other (cf. TLP 6.3751). Indeed,

suppose that σ(p) = –σ(q) for some p, q ∈ EL. Then σ(p) σ(q) = 1, which
contradicts Theorem 1. Similarly, TLP 5.134 says that elementary sentences
cannot be deduced from each other (cf. TLP 2.062, already discussed in

Section I.3). Indeed, suppose p follows from q (p, q ∈ EL). Then σ(p)

σ(q), for as TLP 5.122 states, “If p follows from q, the sense of `p' is con-

tained in the sense of `q'” (cf. definition of “is contained in” in Section I.2).

It follows that σ(p) –σ(q) = 1, which contradicts Theorem 1.
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III.5. The complete describability of the world

by elementary sentences

TLP 4.26 asserts:

If all true elementary sentences are given, the result is a complete description of the

world. The world is completely described by giving all elementary sentences, and

adding which of them are true and which false.

In our formal reconstruction, this follows immediately from Condition 2 on

SS (Section I.3) and Definitions 15 and 16 of σ and TV:

THEOREM 2. If w ≠ w′ then there is at least one p ∈ EL such that

TV(p, w) = T while TV(p, w′) = F.

Because two worlds cannot contain precisely the same states of affairs, they
cannot agree on all elementary sentences (cf. the discussion of TLP 2.04 in
Section I.3); if two worlds differ, there is at least one elementary sentence
describing the difference.

Theorems 1 and 2 are in conjunction equivalent to:

THEOREM 3. σ( SD) ∈ W for every state-description SD,

which may also be directly derived from Condition 3 on SS (Section I.3).
There is a 1-1 correspondence between worlds, the state-descriptions de-
scribing them, and the states of affairs existing in them: each state-descrip-
tion describes precisely one world, and each world is completely described
by one state-description. (Therefore state-descriptions are in fact world-de-
scriptions.) Non-elementary sentences such as quantified sentences are super-
fluous as far as the description of the world is concerned. This also applies
to modal sentences: because their truth-value is the same in all possible
worlds, they do not contribute to the description of any one world in particu-
lar.
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14 Proof. “⇒”: suppose σ( SD ⊃ p) = 0. Then σ(p) σ( SD). As σ( SD) ∈ W by

Theorem 3, therefore -σ(p) σ( SD); accordingly ¬ p ∉ SD, whence p ∈ SD,

Q.E.D. “⇐”: if p ∈ SD, then obviously σ(p) {σ(p): p ∈ SD}, whence

σ( SD ⊃ p) = 0, Q.E.D.

15 Proof of (a) is easy. (b)-(e) are most easily proved by realizing that SD ⊃ p is valid

iff p is true at σ( SD) (for p is true at σ( SD) iff σ(p) σ( SD) iff σ( SD ⊃ p) =

0), and then using observations (b)-(e) on truth from Section III.3.

Theorem 3 has an interesting consequence: for any interpretation and

any p ∈ EL, SD ⊃ p is valid iff p ∈ SD.14 Notice that this is a definition

of validity for elementary sentences which does not depend on the interpre-

tation. However, the set of all valid sentences p ∈ L is recursively definable
in terms of the set of all valid elementary sentences, for we have:

THEOREM 4. For any interpretation and any state-description SD:

(a) For any p ∈ EL: SD ⊃ p is valid iff p ∈ SD.

(b) For any p ∈ L: SD ⊃ ¬ p is valid iff SD ⊃ p is not.

(c) For any P ⊆ L: SD ⊃ P is valid iff SD ⊃ p is valid for all

p ∈ P.

(d) For any p ∈ L: p is valid iff SD ⊃ p is valid for all SD.

(e) p is valid if p is valid; otherwise ¬ p is valid.15

Therefore the above provides a recursive definition of validity for all sen-

tences p ∈ L which is independent from interpretations. It follows that:

THEOREM 5. Exactly the same sentences p ∈ L are valid in all interpreta-
tions.

III.6. The principle of truth-functionality

The Tractarian principle of truth-functionality is weaker than might be
expected. According to present-day definitions, a sentence cannot be truth-
functional (i.e., a sentence cannot contain only truth-functional connectives)
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16 The set of subsentences of a sentence is defined as Sub(p) = {p} if p ∈ EL,

Sub(NP) = {NP} ∪ {Sub(p): p ∈ P} and Sub( p) = { p} ∪ Sub(p).

unless its truth-value is some function of the truth-values of the subsentences

it contains and of the way it is built up from these; the truth-values of other
sentences do not count (see, e.g., Humberstone 1986).16

The Tractarian formulation of truth-functionality seems more liberal:
“The sentence is a truth-function of the elementary sentences. (The elemen-
tary sentence is a truth-function of itself.) The elementary sentences are the
truth-arguments of sentences” (TLP 5-5.01). It does not seem to be required
here that only the truth-values of the elementary subsentences of a sentence
matter as to its truth-value; the latter truth-value may as well be a function
of the truth-values of all elementary sentences.

We shall take the Tractarian principle of truth-functionality to mean the
latter. Thus, this principle asserts that the truth-values of the elementary
sentences jointly determine the truth-values of all sentences; given a state-
description, any sentence may assume only one truth-value. Or to put it

formally: the principle asserts that for all p ∈ L, the relation

{ <SD, TV(p, s)>: SD is a state-description such that TV( SD, s) = T } is

a function; that is, there are no situations s, s′ verifying the same state de-

scriptions while simultaneously TV(p, s) ≠ TV(p, s′) for some p ∈ L. Intu-
itively, the principle of truth-functionality is presupposed by the principle of
the complete describability of the world by elementary sentences: if the
former principle did not hold, two worlds could verify the same elementary
sentences and yet differ as regards the truth-value of some other sentence –
and they would hence not be completely described by elementary sentences.
This intuition is borne out by our explication: Theorem 2 (the completely
describability thesis) implies the principle of truth-functionality (Theorem
6a). Summarizing the above and adding some refinements, we define:

DEFINITION 17. Let ℜ(EL, p) = {<SD, TV(p, s)>: SD is a state-description

such that TV( SD, s) = T}.

(a) p is a truth-function of EL (in an interpretation I) iff ℜ(EL, p) is

a function (in I).
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17 Proof of (a): by Theorem 2, if TV( SD, s) = TV( SD, s′) = T, then s = s′ (and

s, s′ ∈ W, or s = s′ = 1); hence TV(p, s) = TV(p, s′) for any p, Q.E.D. Proof of (b):

it must be shown that ℜ(EL, p) is the same function in all interpretations I, that is,

that TV( SD, s) determines TV(p, s) regardless of I. Proof: by Theorem 4, TV(p, s) =

T just in case SD ⊃ p is valid; as validity does not depend on I by Theorem 5,

TV( SD, s) determines TV(p, s) regardless of I, Q.E.D. (c)-(f) are obvious conse-

quences of (a).

(b) The principle of truth-functionality holds for L iff, for all p ∈ L
and all I, ℜ(EL, p) is a function.

(c) p is a determinate truth-function of EL iff ℜ(EL, p) is the same

function in all I.

(d) p is an indeterminate truth-function of EL iff ℜ(EL, p) is a func-

tion which varies with I.

For the moment, we do not need (d); we shall encounter indeterminate truth-
functions in Section IV.6.

THEOREM 6.
(a) The principle of truth-functionality holds for L.

(b) All sentences p ∈ L are determinate truth-functions of EL (under
Tractarian interpretations of L).

(c) {<TV (EL × {w}), TV (L × {w})>: w ∈ W} is a function.

(d) ( SD ⊃ p) ∨ ( SD ⊃ ¬ p) is valid for all SD and all p ∈ L.

(e) For all SD and all p ∈ L: either SD and p, or SD and ¬ p,
are not compossible.

(f) For any p, EL ∪ {p} is not independent.17

Sentences beginning with a modal operator do not form an exception to the
principle of truth-functionality: their truth-values are constant functions of

the truth-values of the elementary sentences. That is to say, ℜ(EL, p) is

a constant function: for all s ∈ S, TV( p, s) is the same. This also holds for

ℜ(EL, p).
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18 We shall use the Greek character “ϕ” as an abbreviation for a sentence of ordinary

language and rewrite all quotations from Wittgenstein accordingly. This is necessary

in order to prevent confusion with the formal development, where we use “p” as the

name of the sentence p ∈ L, as is usual in formal logic. Thus, it is correct to say that

the name of a sentence p ∈ L is “p”, but it would be absurd to say that the name of

ϕ is “ϕ”. Instead, we must say that the name of “ϕ” is “`ϕ'”. For example, it is

absurd to say that “the sun is shining” (“ϕ”) is the name of (the situation) the sun is

shining (ϕ), but it is correct to say that “`the sun is shining'” (“`ϕ'”) is the name of

“the sun is shining”. To put it crudely, “p” corresponds to “`ϕ'”, p corresponds to

“ϕ”, and σ(p) corresponds to ϕ. Confusion between the names of sentences, sen-

tences, and the senses of sentences would be fatal in the contexts considered here.
(continued...)

As all logicians know (but most commentators of the Tractatus do not),
the principle of truth-functionality must be distinguished from the principle

of extensionality, which says that (p ≡ p′) ⊃ (q ≡ q′) is valid in all interpre-

tations, where q′ is like q except that some occurrence of subsentence p of

q has been replaced by p′. Because of the presence of modal sentences our

Tractarian language is, though truth-functional, definitely not extensional
(see Humberstone (1986) for extensionality without truth-functionality).

IV. PROPOSITIONAL ATTITUDE ASCRIPTIONS

IV.1. Syntax of propositional attitude ascriptions

Wittgenstein begins his discussion of the propositional attitude ascriptions
(henceforth “thought-ascriptions” for short) by stating that “In the general
sentential form a sentence occurs within a sentence only as a basis of truth-
operations” (TLP 5.54). This is generally seen as an affirmation of the thesis
of extensionality (Section III.6), for instance by Black (1964).

However, this interpretation seems dubious. In TLP 5.542 Wittgenstein
goes on to declare that thought-ascriptions are (appearances notwithstanding:
TLP 5.541) no exception to the principle of TLP 5.54, because “A thinks

that ϕ” has the same form as “`ϕ' says ϕ”.18 However, not only is it clear
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18(...continued)
The same distinctions apply to the ordinary-language name of the subject, “A”, and the

formal counterpart of this name, A (although confusion is less serious here). Therefore we

use the Greek character “A” in the former case and the Roman character “A” in the latter

case.

that “`ϕ' says ϕ” is not extensional at all (so this analysis would be pointless
if TLP 5.54 really expressed the principle of extensionality): what is more,

any analysis according to which “ϕ” occurs extensionally in “A thinks that

ϕ” would simply be ludicrous, for thought-ascriptions plainly are not exten-
sional.

Must we then conclude that “A thinks that ϕ” does not contain an occur-

rence of a subordinate sentence “ϕ” at all (as has, for example, been done
by Black 1964 and Fogelin 1976)? This would not sound very convincing

either. Obviously “ϕ” occurs in some sense in the latter sentence (albeit not

in an extensional one), just as it occurs in some sense in “`ϕ' says ϕ”. Both
statements would be impenetrable, structureless wholes otherwise, which
they not only do not seem to be, but also conflicts with the Tractarian view
that no sentence is an unstructured whole: “The sentence is articulated”
(TLP 3.251). Therefore we propose an alternative, more lenient interpretation
of TLP 5.54.

In our view TLP 5.54 says nothing more than that sentences always
occur as sentences within other sentences, and never as anything else. So
sentences never occur in sentences as names of sentences, as names of facts,
as collections of sentential constituents (names), as affixes (TLP 5.02), as
facts, or whatever: subsentences of sentences have the same status as sen-
tences standing on their own. That is to say, semantically they are descrip-

tions of situations, and syntactically they are possible arguments of connect-

ives (bases of truth-operations); this is already clear in the case of, e.g.,
negations, but TLP 5.54 emphatically repeats this principle for all sentences.

Now what should have been demonstrated after TLP 5.541 is that
thought-ascriptions are only an apparent violation of the principle just men-
tioned. However, such a demonstration can only be found in the Notebooks.

There it is clearly stated that in “A thinks that ϕ”, “ϕ” plays the same syn-
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19 This is Wittgenstein's objection to Russell's “theory of judgment”, in which the prop-

ositional attitude ascription “A judges that a and b are similar”, is analysed as

“J{A, a, b, similarity, xFy}”, where “xFy” stands for the form “something and some-

thing have some relation” (Russell 1984: 117). Here we do have a “class of names”

(with one illegitimate name at that: according to Wittgenstein only objects can be

named, forms cannot; cf. NB p. 105). As a result, the contact with situations is lost.

Any class containing the appropriate constituents may be taken as the argument of

a judgment-ascription, without any regard for situations. For example, {this table, the

book, penholders, xFy} would qualify (at least according to Wittgenstein); hence “A

judges that this table penholders the book” would be a well-formed judgment-ascrip-

tion on Russell's account (NB p. 103). Wittgenstein regards this as absurd.

tactical role as it does in “not ϕ” and “it is necessary that ϕ”: in “A thinks

that ϕ”, “`ϕ' cannot be replaced by a proper name” (NB p. 95; cf. NB p.

106), nor will it do “to mention only its [i.e., “ϕ”'s] constituents, or its
constituents and form but not in the proper order” (NB p. 94). Instead, “the
sentence itself must occur in the statement to the effect that it is thought”

(Ibid.). The underlying reason is that in “A thinks that ϕ”, “ϕ” plays the

same semantical role as in “not ϕ” and “it is necessary that ϕ”: it is a de-

scription of a situation, just as in these other cases. And a situation cannot
be described by a name or a Klasse von Namen (TLP 3.144, 3.142).19

As we have said, such a demonstration of the compatibility of thought-
ascriptions with TLP 5.54 is, however, not to be found in the Tractatus.

There it is only remarked that “A thinks that ϕ” is comparable to “`ϕ' says

ϕ” (TLP 5.542). This comparison seems most unfortunate: in the latter sen-

tence “ϕ” does occur as a name (“`ϕ'” is a name of “ϕ”), so this sentence
violates the principle of TLP 5.54 (as we have interpreted it) and can hardly

serve to explain why “A thinks that ϕ” does not violate it. Moreover, “`ϕ'

says ϕ” is a metalinguistic statement and as such unsinnig (Section III.2):

but it is utterly implausible to suppose that “A thinks that ϕ” is unsinnig.
The latter locution seems to be a perfectly proper part of everyday language.
But then what is the function of the comparison in TLP 5.542? In our view
it only serves to clarify the semantical analysis of thought-ascriptions (as we
shall see in the next section). Thus, TLP 5.542 ff. do not bear on TLP 5.54-
5.541 at all, stylistic appearances to the contrary notwithstanding. The Trac-
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20 The operator “DA” stands for the “most general” propositional attitude. If we start

with several propositional attitudes Dn
A , n ≤ ω, then DAp may be defined as DAp =

{Di
Ap: 0 ≤ i ≤ n} (cf. note 30).

21 Syntactically, Definition 18 already prevents “nonsensical” thought-ascriptions from

being well-formed sentences. Since LD is the smallest set satisfying Definitions 8 and

18, it may be proved that DAp ∈ LD implies that p ∈ LD . Thus, it is unmöglich einen

Unsinn zu urteilen (TLP 5.5422), for if the subordinate sentence p of DAp were
(continued...)

tatus contains a gap between 5.541 and 5.542 which must be filled up with
remarks from the Notebooks.

Summing up our discussion thus far: “A thinks that ϕ” is a sentence in

which another sentence, “ϕ”, occurs as the “basis” (the argument) of a

“truth-operator” (connective). The “truth-operator” in question is “A thinks
that ...”, which is comparable to “not ...”, and “it is necessary that ...”. Paral-
lelling this analysis on the syntactic side we introduce the unary connective

DA , which is syntactically analogous to ¬ and , and which may be read as

“A thinks that ...” (A denkt, daß ...; however, any propositional attitude may
be substituted here):

DEFINITION 18. LD is the smallest set such that L ⊆ LD and if p ∈ LD , then

DAp ∈ LD ; TD is the smallest set such that T ⊆ TD and if p ∈ LD , then

DAp ∈ TD ; BD = LD ∪ TD .20

IV.2. Informal semantics of propositional attitude ascriptions

Something about the semantics of thought-ascriptions may already be

gleaned from the above: in “A thinks that ϕ”, “ϕ” is a description of a situ-

ation. Like any sentence, it is a description of the situation which is its
sense; as the Notes on Logic state, “here a sense, not a meaning [Bedeutung]

is concerned” (NB p. 106). This immediately explains why “ϕ” cannot be
“a piece of nonsense” here (as any adequate theory of thought-ascriptions
must do: TLP 5.5422), for situations cannot be described by “pieces of
nonsense”.21
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21(...continued)
unsinnig while DAp itself were not, then we would have a nonsensical p ∈ LD ,

which is impossible (since the nonsensicality of p implies that p ∉ LD : Section III.2).

So the semantical role of the subordinate sentence of a thought-ascrip-
tion is already clear. What about the subject of the ascription (referred to by

“A”) and his or her relation to the sense of “ϕ”, which is “obviously not a
relation in the ordinary sense” (NB p. 95)? It is here that TLP 5.542-5.5421
come in.

It is clear ... that “A believes that ϕ”, “A thinks ϕ”, “A says ϕ” are of the form “`ϕ'

says ϕ”: and this does not involve a correlation of a fact with an object, but rather

the correlation of facts by means of the correlation of their objects. This shows too

that there is no such thing as the soul – the subject, etc., – as it is conceived in the

superficial psychology of the present day. For a composite soul would no longer be

a soul.

In order to understand this passage of “almost impenetrable obscurity”

(Urmson 1956: 133), we first have to understand the statement “`ϕ' says ϕ”.
This is not too difficult. Wittgenstein generally uses the name of a sentence
(i.e., the sentence within quotation-marks) to refer to the sentence (cf. TLP
5.12, 5.123, 5.1241, 5.1311, 5.152, 5.44, 5.512, 5.513), and the sentence
itself to refer to the situation described by the sentence (e.g. in TLP 5.43).

Therefore “`ϕ' says ϕ” is a specification of the situation which is described

by “ϕ”, that is, it is a specification of the sense of “ϕ”. But this specification

is rather uninformative, for in order to describe the sense of “ϕ”, “`ϕ' says

ϕ” uses “ϕ” itself. Therefore “`ϕ' says ϕ” means nothing more than that the

sense of “ϕ” is the sense of “ϕ”: the statement is a correct but not very in-

formative specimen of sense-specification. (An example: let “ϕ” = “The sun
is shining”. Then we have: “`The sun is shining' says the sun is shining”. Of
course it does; but this does not tell us much about the situation the sun is

shining.) The formal rendering of “`ϕ' says ϕ” will be clear, given our defi-

nition of “p says s is the case” as σ(p) = s in Section III.2: this is simply

σ(p) = σ(p), which is, again, correct but rather uninformative.
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Now according to TLP 5.542 “A thinks that ϕ” is analogous to “`ϕ' says

ϕ”. This might be taken to mean that the former sentence is an instance of
sense-specification as well. However, this would make thought-ascriptions
unsinnig, as sense-specifications are metalinguistic assertions not belonging

to the language itself (this also holds for their formal counterparts: σ(p) =

s ∉ L). But as we have already said, it is implausible to suppose that
thought-ascriptions are nonsensical.

The solution to this problem is to assume that TLP 5.542 gives a seman-

tical analysis of thought-ascriptions. Not the thought-ascription itself but its

sense or its truth-condition is in some way analogous to “`ϕ' says ϕ”. That

is to say, “A thinks that ϕ” describes a situation which is in some way simi-
lar to the latter sentence; it is true iff that situation is indeed the case. For-

mally: not DAp, but σ(DAp) is analogous to σ(p) = σ(p) (“p says that σ(p)

is the case”). DAp itself is analogous to (p ≡ p), which says that σ(p) =

σ(p), that is, which describes a situation involving sense-specification. In the

same way as σ( (p ≡ p)) does, the situation σ(DAp) must somehow involve
sense-specification.

If this is correct, “A”, in “A believes that ϕ”, must refer to at least one
picture representing a situation (otherwise there would be nothing to specify
the sense of). This picture cannot be an object: objects are incapable of
representing because they are simple. Only situations have the “logical com-
plexity” which is required to represent (complex) situations (cf. TLP 2.02,
2.021, 3.142, 3.144, 4.032-4.041). So “A” refers to at least one situation, viz.
the representing picture; in TLP 5.542 this situation is called a “fact”, to
which another “fact”, namely the fact (or situation) represented by the for-
mer fact, is correlated. This makes it clear that “A” cannot be a name, for
names always refer to objects. “A” is a “pseudo-name”.

This makes one wonder about the references of pseudo-names. What do
they refer to, in order that they may refer to one or more pictures? The
answer is provided by Russell's writings of the same period. According to
Russell symbols like “A” (“incomplete symbols”, as he calls them) do not
refer to simple objects, but to certain “logical fictions”, namely classes, or
series, or series of classes (Russell 1918: 253). “Persons are fictions” as well
(Russell 1922: xix); the person referred to by “A” is similarly a “series of
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events” or a “class of facts” (Russell 1927: 403, 405). “The names that we
commonly use, like `Socrates', are really abbreviations for descriptions, not
only that, but what they describe are not particulars but complicated systems
of classes or series” (Russell 1918: 200-201). Note that incomplete symbols
are not rigid designators (in contrast to genuine names): the classes of facts
they refer to form time-dependent series. Therefore their references vary
with time (or per situation).

Wittgenstein supplements Russell's view of persons, then, by stating that
some of the situations (“events”, “facts”) constituting a person in a given

situation may have a pictorial character. Ascribing the thought that ϕ to a
person amounts to asserting that among the pictures in question there is at

least one which represents or models the situation ϕ.
Summing up, the above leads to the following analysis of thought-as-

criptions: “A thinks that ϕ” is true (in a situation) iff the class of facts

referred to by “A” (in that situation) contains at least one picture that says

that ϕ. The latter picture may be, of course, be called a “thought” in the

sense of Section II.2. Thus, “A thinks that ϕ” is true iff the subject referred

to by “A” has a thought that says that ϕ. It is of course the latter part of the
truth-condition (the “business part”, as Anscombe (1959: 88) called it) that

is similar to “`ϕ' says that ϕ”; this is where the sense-specification comes

in. Or to put it differently, “A thinks that ϕ” says that A has some thought

that says that ϕ: it is the sense of “A thinks that ϕ” that is similar to “`ϕ'

says that ϕ”. A thought-ascription partially describes a person by means of
specifying the sense of one of his thoughts, where the latter is done by
employing a subordinate sentence having the same sense as that thought.
(Because the sense of the thought is specified by using another picture, the

latter sense-specification is not as uninformative as that in “`ϕ' says ϕ”,

where the same sentence is used to indicate the sense.) “A thinks that ϕ” is
not meta-linguistic itself; but our analysis clearly vindicates Clark's (1976:
81) assertion that “In ascribing thoughts and perceptions we are, very nearly,
saying meta-linguistic things”.

In view of the above the Tractarian account of thought ascription rather
surprisingly turns out to be practically literally identical to that of modern
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22 See, e.g., Field (1978) and Harman (1973). A detailed comparison of Harman's and

Wittgenstein's language of thought theories has been carried out by Berghel (1978).

23 The influence of TLP 5.542 may even be traced back in Wittgenstein's own strikingly

similar remarks about “expecting” in the Philosophische Bemerkungen (ca. 1929).

Ist es nicht so, daß meine Theorie ganz darin ausgedrückt ist, daß der Sachverhalt, der

die Erwartung von p befriedigt, durch den Satz p dargestellt wird? (Wittgenstein

(1964), remark no. 25).

Die Erwartung, der Gedanke, der Wunsch, etc., daß p eintreffen wird, nenne ich erst

dann so, wenn diese Vorgänge die Multiplizität haben, die sich in p ausdrückt, erst

dann also, wenn sie artikuliert sind. (Ibid., remark no. 32).

24 From Greek “ ˜ ” (“to think”), “ ” (“pertaining to mere opinion, as

opposed to knowledge”).

“language of thought” theorists.22 This is no shortcoming of our analysis: it
only says something about the influentiality of the Tractatus!23

Before proceeding with the formal semantics of thought-ascriptions, it
should be remarked that incomplete symbols should not really be admitted
in a logically perfect language (this was repeatedly emphasized by Russell).
We have made an exception to this by allowing “A” in DA , but we shall see
that allowing this operator does not increase the capacity of the language to
describe the world anyway – which is all the more justification to exclude
incomplete symbols from an ideal logical language!

IV.3. Formal semantics of propositional attitude ascriptions

The above insights may directly be incorporated into our formal semantics.

DEFINITION 19. A Tractarian interpretation for a doxastic24 pictorial system

Π = <E, TE, N, EB, ET, EL, BD , TD , LD > as described in Section

II.4 and Definition 18, is a triple I = <Σ, δ, ψA > such that Σ and δ are

as in Definition 14 and ψA : S → (S) is a function such that { σ(t): t ∈
T ∩ ψA(s) and ∆(t) = n } = { {σ(t): t ∈ T ∩ ψA(w) and ∆(t) = n}:

w s}.
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25 We might, but shall not, impose the following additional conditions on ψA . First,

ψA(s) s. Secondly, for every s′ ∈ ψA(s) there is a p ∈ LD such that s′ = σ(p).

Thirdly, Card(ψA(s)) ≤ ℵ0 . In this case, A would be locally definable: for each

s ∈ S, there would always be a true conjunctive sentence ps such that σ(ps ) = ψA(s).

A similar procedure may be hinted at in TLP 3.24.

Here (S) is the power-set of S. The set of situations ψA(s) is the “pseudo-

denotation” of the “pseudo-name” A at s.25 As remarked above, A does not

refer rigidly: ψA is not a constant function. ∆(b) is the doxastic degree of b,

a notion which is similar to the usual notion of modal degree: ∆(b) = 0 if

b ∈ EB, ∆(NP) = max {∆(b): b ∈ P}, ∆( b) = ∆(b), and ∆(DAp) = ∆(p)+1.

Notice that ∆(b) = 0 iff b ∈ B. The conditions on ∆ and ψA will be moti-
vated in a moment.

Definition 15 of σ is extended as follows:

DEFINITION 20. σ: BD → S is a function such that the conditions of Defini-

tion 15 hold and moreover σ(DAp) = {s ∈ S: there is a t ∈ T ∩ ψA(s)

such that σ(t) = σ(p) and ∆(t) ≤ ∆(p)}.

As Definition 16 is kept unchanged, Definition 20 ensures that TV(DAp, s) =

T iff there is a t ∈ T such that t ∈ ψA(s) and σ(t) = σ(p) and ∆(t) ≤ ∆(p).
This is precisely the truth-clause we arrived at in our informal analysis in
Section IV.2, except that we have extended our informal account with the

condition that ∆(t) ≤ ∆(p). We have done so because we want the definition

of the sense of DAp to be an explanatory analysis of DAp at the same time.
For this to be the case, the definition must be a reductive one, that is, one
in which the sense of DAp does not ultimately rest on the senses of other
thought-ascriptions. (Theorem 8 below shows that our definition is a
reductive one.) Otherwise, it could, e.g., be the case that TV(DAp, s) = T iff

there is a t ∈ T ∩ ψA(s) such that σ(t) = σ(p) and ∆(t) > ∆(p). In this case

it could be possible that the sense of DAp rests on that of DADAp, with the
sense of the latter in turn resting on that of DADADAp, etc.: this would be one
of the most mystifying analyses of DAp ever put forward!
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The special condition on ψA in Definition 19 only serves to bring the
doxastic interpretations into line with the non-doxastic semantics of Section
III. Using this condition, we may generalize the remarks on the senses and

truth-values of sentences p ∈ L in Section III (up to Theorem 4) to all

sentences p ∈ LD and prove such theorems as σ(DAp) = {w ∈ W:

TV(DAp, w) = T} and TV(DAp, s) = T iff TV(DAp, w) = T for all w s. This
would be impossible otherwise.

In order to gain a clear insight in the logical properties of thought a-
scriptions, we shall give a discussion exactly parallelling Section III.4-III.6
above.

IV.4. The interdependence of propositional attitude ascriptions

On this subject we may be very brief: as, e.g., DAp ≡ DA¬ ¬ p and

DA(p ∧ q) ≡ DA(q ∧ p) are valid, thought-ascriptions are clearly interdepen-
dent (i.e., not independent). In this respect they are similar to modal sen-
tences. Therefore, there are no doxastic elementary sentences (as is already
clear from the fact that DAp is not a concatenation of names).

IV.5. The supervenience of propositional attitude

ascriptions on elementary sentences

Although there are no doxastic elementary sentences, this does not affect the
capacity of elementary sentences to provide complete descriptions of all
worlds. Condition 2 and Theorem 2 still hold; therefore thought-ascriptions
are as redundant as modal sentences as far as the describability of worlds is
concerned. They partially describe persons by means of specifying the senses
of some of their thoughts, but persons are, just as the worlds they form part
of, already completely described by elementary sentences.

In modern parlance, this is expressed by calling thought-descriptions
supervenient on elementary sentences. As Haugeland (1982: 97) defines it:
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Two worlds in W are discernible with language L just in case there is a sentence of

L which is true at one, and not at the other. ... K weakly supervenes on L (relative

to W) just in case any two worlds in W discernible with K are discernible with L.

Accordingly, L, LD , T, TD , B and BD all weakly supervene on EL.
However, not all of Section III.5 applies to thought-ascriptions: Theorem

4 now no longer provides a definition of validity for all sentences. Sentences

p such that ∆(p) ≥ 1 (i.e., sentences not belonging to L) are not covered by
it. Indeed, it is readily seen that the validity of thought-ascriptions cannot be
recursively defined for all interpretations I because it may vary with I. For

example, we may have ψA(s) = ∅ (for all s) in I and ψA(s) = S (for all s) in

J, with the result that ¬ DAp is valid in I but invalid in J and that DAp is

valid in J but invalid in I (any p).

IV.6. The (indeterminate) truth-functionality of

propositional attitude ascriptions

Because Theorem 2 still holds, clauses (a) and (c)-(f) of Theorem 6 hold
under substitution of LD for L. Thus, the principle of truth-functionality
holds: the truth-value of a thought-ascription is a function of the truth-values
of the elementary sentences. However, clause (b) of Theorem 6 does not
hold for LD : as validity may now vary from interpretation to interpretation,
we have by Definition 17d:

THEOREM 7. Thought-ascriptions are indeterminate truth-functions of EL
(under Tractarian interpretations of LD ).

Thus, EL ∪ {DAp} is not independent, although the specific form of the
dependence varies from interpretation to interpretation; in any interpretation

either ¬ ( SD ∧ DAp) or ¬ ( SD ∧ ¬ DAp) is valid, although it

depends on the interpretation which one of both is valid. Of course, any p

such that ∆(p) ≥ 1 is an indeterminate truth-function of EL as well.
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26 Proof: Let ∆(b) = n (where b ∈ LD ∪ TA ). By Definition 20 and definition of ∆(b),

σ(b) only depends on ψA and σ {b ∈ LD ∪ TA : ∆(b) = n-1}. Repeating this argu-

ment as many times as necessary shows that σ(b) depends only on ψA and σ
{b ∈ L ∪ TA : ∆(b) = 0}. Since the latter function only depends on δ (N ∪ TEA ),

σ(b) is determined by δ (N ∪ TEA ) and ψA . As ℜ(EL, p) is known as soon as

σ( SD) and σ(p) are given for all SD and p, and σ( SD) is determined by δ N,

ℜ(EL, p) is fully determined by δ (N ∪ TEA ) and ψA , Q.E.D.

27 Even if N ∪ TEA were finite, this would not guarantee the definability (reducibility)
(continued...)

Because DAp is an indeterminate truth-function of EL, it is not sufficient
to know the truth-values of the elementary sentences in order to know
whether DAp is true. The case here is similar to the case of the description
of the world by elementary sentences. Each state-description uniquely
describes one world. But in order to know exactly which world it describes,

one has to know some semantical facts: in particular, one has to know δ N
– and this is all one has to know, for σ( SD) is fully determined by δ N.

The same is true for ℜ(EL, DAp), the function telling how the truth-value of

DAp depends on the truth-values of the elementary sentences (Definition 17):

ℜ(EL, DAp) is some function, but in order to know which function it is, one

has to know some semantical facts. In particular, one has to know δ (N ∪
TEA ) and ψA (knowing δ N does not suffice), where TEA is the set of

thought-elements occurring in the sentences of “A's language of thought”

TA = T ∩ {ψA(s): s ∈ S}. δ (N ∪ TEA ) and ψA are all one has to know

in order to determine ℜ(EL, DAp), for:

THEOREM 8. σ (LD ∪ TA ), and hence ℜ(EL, p), are fully determined by

δ (N ∪ TEA ) and ψA .26

Will it ever be possible to know the meanings of all elements of N ∪ TEA ,

and of “A”? Assuming that it is unlikely that we may ever know the mean-
ings of more than a finite number of pictorial elements, this depends on the

cardinality of N ∪ TEA ; only the eventual finiteness of N ∪ TEA (and

hence of G) would guarantee a humanly possible determinability of σ(DAp)
on the basis of denotations.27
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27(...continued)
of thought-ascriptions in terms of elementary sentences. The latter would obtain in

the two following two cases; however, both cases are ruled out by the Tractatus.

First, if SA were finite, then SS would be finitely generated by SA. In this case there

would be a q ∈ L such that ∆(q) = 0 and σ(q) = σ(DAp), and DAp would accordingly

be reducible to elementary sentences. However, the Tractatus assumes SA to be

infinite (Section I.1). Secondly, if we allowed uncountable disjunctions, with σ( P) =

{σ(p): p ∈ P}, then σ(DAp) = {w ∈ W: w σ(DAp)} = {σ( SD):

σ( SD) σ(DAp)} = σ( { SD: SD ⊃ DAp}), and we would, again, have explicit

definability (of a totally uninformative sort). However, such disjunctions are even less

Tractarian than countable conjunctions. (Notice that they would make definite

descriptions definable:

q( x)px = {q[a/( x)px] ∧ p[a/x] ∧ {¬ p[a′/x]: a′ ∈ N-{a}}: a ∈ N},

where q( x)px is introduced in the same way as (x)px in clause (d) of Definition 8.)

Because thought-ascriptions are indeterminate truth-functions of the ele-
mentary sentences, it may be objected that the truth-functional account we
have offered is not really a very illuminating one. We do not deny this; but
the extreme generality of the analysis may well be unavoidable. The asser-
tion that the truth-values of thought-ascriptions cannot vary unless some
other features (e.g., physical features ultimately describable by elementary
sentences) of the world do seems hazardous enough as it is. When doing
logic (philosophy), we can hardly venture beyond this; any other, more
specific systematic relationships there may be between elementary sentences
and thought-ascriptions may well be of an empirical (or at least partly empi-
rical) nature and should therefore be settled by empirical science. As a con-
sequence, the extreme generality of the truth-functional account (which
parallels the extreme generality of modern psychophysical supervenience
theories) is not a defect, but a point in favour of the Tractarian theory.
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28 Copi has reached essentially the same insights in his fine informal article on TLP

5.542 (Copi 1958).

IV.7. Tractatus 5.542 formalized

In order to demonstrate the adequacy of our formalization, let us show in
detail how it ties in with TLP 5.542 and related passages. First, let p be an

elementary sentence, p = a0 ... an , n ∈ , with σ(p) = g0 ... gn . Then we

have TV(DAp, s) = T iff there is a t ∈ T ∩ ψA(s) such that ∆(t) ≤ ∆(p) and

σ(t) = g0 ... gn . One t that would qualify is an elementary thought t =

e0 ... en such that δ(ei ) = δ(ai ) = gi for all i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n. It is clear that in

this case we have a darstellende Beziehung between two situations, namely

t and σ(p), by means of Zuordnungen of their elements, for σ(t) = σ(p)

because δ(ei ) = δ(ai ) for all i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n (cf. TLP 2.1514). Or to speak very
crudely, we have here a correlation of two “facts” (in the sense of “concat-
enations of elements”) by means of a correlation of their “objects” (in the
sense of “elements”: pictorial elements in the one case, objects sensu stricto

in the other), which is precisely what TLP 5.542 says. A's thought that p is

true if g0 ... gn is a fact, and it is false otherwise.28

Now let us define A's “soul” (Seele) at s as TA(s) = T ∩ ψA(s). Thus A's

soul (at s) consists of A's thoughts (at s); it is the currently entertained subset
(“theory”) of A's language of thought TA . And let us define “logical multi-
plicity” (logische Mannigfaltigkeit, TLP 4.04-4.0412, 5.475) as follows:

Mult(e0 ... en ) = n+1, Mult(NP) = Mult(P) = max {Mult(b): b ∈ P},

Mult( b) = Mult(DAb) = Mult(b). It will be clear that the logical multiplicity
of any non-empty set of pictures is at least 2, even if there existed only one
pictorial element (and object). Therefore as soon as A thinks anything at all
at s (i.e., DAp is true at s for some p) Mult(TA(s)) > 1: “It is just as imposs-

ible that [the subject] should be a simple as that `ϕ' should be” (NB p. 119;
cf. TLP 5.5421). This makes it clear that Wittgenstein's contention that the
soul is complex should definitely not be taken to mean that Card(TA(s)) > 1,
as Hintikka (1958: 90) considered admissible. Nor should it be taken to
mean that thoughts are not “combined” with each other in the soul, taking

“combination” in the sense of “conjunction” (i.e., if T ⊆ TA(s), then T ∈
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29 The soul we are talking about here is the “human soul, with which psychology deals”

(TLP 5.641). This empirical soul must be carefully distinguished from the “metaphys-

ical subject”, which is not a part of the world (5.641), and simple, not complex

(5.64).

30 Two prima facie different semantical analyses may be given of the propositional

attitudes Dn
Ap, n ≤ ω, other than DA (see note 20). First, we may distinguish between

various subsets (“dialects”) Tn
A , n ≤ ω, of the language of thought TA = {Ti

A :

0 ≤ i ≤ n}: in this case, perceptions, judgments, memories, etc., are special kinds of

thoughts. To perceive (judge, remember) that p is to have a perception (judgment,

memory) that says that p, etc. Secondly, we may distinguish between various “com-

partments” or “faculties” Tn
A(s), n ≤ ω, of the soul TA(s) = {Ti

A(s): 0 ≤ i ≤ n}, say

the faculties of perception, judgment, memory, etc. In this case, to perceive that p is

to have a thought saying that p in one's faculty of perception, etc. As mental faculties

may be defined in terms of mental dialects and vice versa (for Tn
A(s) = Tn

A ∩ TA(s)

and Tn
A = {Tn

A(s): s ∈ S}), both approaches are formally the same. Notice that

DAp ≡ {Di
Ap: i ≤ n} is valid (cf. note 20).

TA(s)): it is possible that the soul is “unified” in the sense that it is closed
under conjunction, and it is also possible that it is not. In the terminology
of psychologists of the time, Wittgenstein asserts that the soul is not einfach

(simple), while he does not commit himself on the question as to whether
it is einheitlich (unified).29

Because DA stands for all propositional attitudes, the remarks on percep-

tion in TLP 5.5423 can also be easily understood. If σ(a0 ... an ) =

g0 ... gn , then to perceive that a0 ... an is not just to have some isolated
psychical elements referring to g0 , ..., gn separately: instead, it is to have a
thought saying that g0 , ..., gn “are related to one another in such and such
a way” (TLP 5.5423). For example, it is to have a thought saying that g0 ,
..., gn are concatenated, in this sequence, or (if g0 = R) it is to have a
thought representing the R-configuration of g1 , ..., gn (to recall Suszko's

terminology from Section I.1). This explains why seeing that a0 ... an is

different from, say, seeing that an ... a0 : “for we really see two different
facts” in the two cases (TLP 5.5423).30

The above may suffice as a demonstration of the adequacy of our for-
malization. It will be seen that few if any mysteries remain. The only
unsolved problem is a historical one: which psychologists did Wittgenstein
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31 See, for example, the following quotations, from books which explain the concepts

of Einfachheit and Einheitlichkeit at greater length than we have done:

Unsere Untersuchung hat ergeben, daß, wo immer eine Seelentätigkeit besteht, eine

gewisse Mannigfaltigkeit und Verwickelung vorhanden ist. Selbst in dem einfachsten

Seelenzustande ist ein doppelter Gegenstand immanent gegenwärtig. ... Aber der

Mangel an Einfachheit war nicht ein Mangel an Einheit. (Brentano 1874: 221.)

Einheit [ist] der treffendere Ausdrück für die Natur der Seele ... als Einfachheit. (Fech-

ner 1860: 415.)

Woher schöpft man die Überzeugung, daß die Seele ein einfaches Wesen sei? ... Wir

[treffen] in dem Bewußtsein ... eine Mannigfaltigkeit an, die auf eine Vielheit seiner

Grundlage hinweist. ... Nicht als einfaches Sein, sondern als geordnete Einheit vieler

Elemente ist die Seele was Leibniz sie nannte: ein Spiegel der Welt. (Wundt 1874:

862-863.)

accuse of superficiality in TLP 5.5421? A search of the literature reveals that
all major psychologists of the period regarded the soul as einheitlich but
definitely not einfach!31

V. TRACTARIAN DOXASTIC MODAL LOGIC

Wittgenstein himself was hardly interested in axiomatization (TLP 5.132),
so we shall not go too deeply into this subject either. However, axiomatizing
gives us a clear picture of what the preceding results lead up to; therefore
we here present the doxastic modal logic DML (for a given Tractarian lan-
guage LD ) corresponding to the Tractarian semantics (for LD ) proposed
above.

V.1. Axiomatization of DML

AXIOM 1. Every axiom of finitary propositional logic is an axiom.

AXIOM 2. P ⊃ p, where p ∈ P.

AXIOM 3. p ⊃ p.

AXIOM 4. SD, for every state-description SD.
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32 See Hughes and Cresswell (1972: 127), where it is also shown that Axioms 1 and 3

and Rules 1 and 3 jointly constitute an axiomatization of S5.

33 Proof. “⇒” (soundness): by calculation. “⇐” (completeness): suppose that not p.

Then construct a “canonical model” as follows. S is the power-set of the set of maxi-

mally consistent sets of DML. , and – are set-theoretical intersection (sic), union

and complementation, respectively; 1 = ∅, 0 = the set of all maximally consistent

sets. O = N, δ is identity, σ(p) = {P ⊆ LD : P is maximally consistent and p ∈ P},

and ψA(s) = {p: DAp ∈ s}, where s is a set of maximally consistent sets. Pictures

may be identified with sentences, and these may be identified with arbitrary elements

of S in turn. The model defined in this way is a genuine Tractarian interpretation.

Axioms 4 and 5 jointly guarantee that Condition 3 on SS is satisfied; Axiom 6 guaran-

tees that ψA and σ(DAp) satisfy Definitions 19 and 20. Since p may be shown to be

invalid in this interpretation, the theorem is proved. Cf. Keisler (1971), Ch. 4, on

Lω10 , and Chellas (1980) on S5 and E (the latter is similar to the doxastic fragment

of DML).

AXIOM 5. ( SD ⊃ p) ∨ ( SD ⊃ ¬ p), for every state-description SD.

AXIOM 6. (p ≡ q) ⊃ (DAp ≡ DAq).

RULE 1. If p and p ⊃ q, then q.

RULE 2. If p ⊃ q, for all q ∈ Q, then p ⊃ Q.

RULE 3. If p ⊃ q, then p ⊃ q, provided p is fully modalized (i.e., pro-

vided every elementary sentence in p occurs within the scope of a modal
operator).32

Here p means that p is derivable in DML, i.e., that there exists a countable

sequence p0 , ..., pj , ..., pk such that pk = p and for each j ≤ k, pj is either an

axiom or is inferred from earlier formulas pi , i < j, by a rule of inference.

THEOREM 9. p iff p is valid in all Tractarian interpretations of LD .33

Theorem 9 holds regardless of the order of DML (which contrasts with the
general situation for higher-order logic). The reason is clear: Tractarian
interpretations correspond to Henkin's general models of higher-order logic
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(which enable completeness proofs), rather than to the so-called “natural”
models (which do not). (Cf. Skyrms 1981: 203-205.)

Because of the presence of , DML is undecidable. Without , DML

would conceivably be decidable. (Whether it would actually be decidable
depends on Card(N) and thus on Card(G); cf. Soames 1983: 588.)

V.2. Some observations on DML

DML is an extension of the familiar logical systems S5 and Lω10 (classical
propositional logic with countable conjunctions). The distinctive non-doxas-
tic axioms of DML are Axioms 4 and 5. Axiom 4 is the linguistic counter-
part of the thesis of the independence of states of affairs (Section III.4). This

axiom implies that P for any finite P ⊆ SD, which formula culminates
Suszko's discussion of the independence of states of affairs (Suszko (1968),
Axiom 8.16). Axiom 5 is the linguistic expression of the thesis of truth-
functionality (Sections III.6 and IV.6). Notice that the expressibility of these

theses within LD crucially depends on the presence of and .
There is one little problem involving Axioms 4 and 5: because of their

presence one might hesitate to regard DML as a logic at all. According to
some definitions, e.g., Perzanowski's (1985), a logic should be closed under
substitution. But in Axioms 4 and 5 SD may not be replaced by any arbit-

rary sentence q ∈ LD . Indeed, closure under substitution would have rather
unpleasant consequences here. In this case, Axiom 4 would imply

(p ∧ ¬ p) and as we have ¬ (p ∧ ¬ p) thus bring about the inconsist-

ency of DML. On the other hand, Axiom 5 would in this case imply

((p ∨ ¬ p) ⊃ q) ∨ ((p ∨ ¬ p) ⊃ ¬ q), whence q ∨ ¬ q, whence

q ≡ q ≡ q, and thus entail a collapse of DML to propositional or “Fre-
gean” logic (cf. Suszko 1968: 11-12). Now if one insisted on this point, we
could remove Axioms 4 and 5 and reintroduce their necessitations as special

extra-logical postulates; or we could introduce a set Z = {zi : 0 ≤ i ≤ ω} of
special sentential variables playing the role of conjunctions of state-descrip-

tions, and replace Axioms 4 and 5 by zi and (zi ⊃ p) ∨ (zi ⊃ ¬ p),
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34 That is, if t ∈ TA(s) and t′ ∈ TA(s), then (t ∧ t′) ∈ TA(s). (Here “∧” is a “mental con-

nective” in the sense of Harman 1973.)

respectively. However, the difference seems to be merely a terminological
one, for which reason we shall simply call DML a logic.

Some interesting formulae of DML (easily provable by Theorem 9) are
the following:

(a) P ≡ { p: p ∈ P};

(b) (x)px ≡ (x) px (the Barcan formula and its converse);

(c) ( SD ∧ p) ≡ ¬ ( SD ∧ ¬ p) ≡ ( SD ⊃ p).

It will be noticed that DML is rather weak as a doxastic logic, much weaker,
in fact, than contemporary doxastic logics based on possible worlds seman-
tics (e.g., Lenzen 1980). For example, we cannot prove any formula of the
form DAp. One of the few positive facts that may be noted is that Axiom 6
clearly reveals the interdependence of thought-ascriptions (Section IV.4).
Despite its weakness, one nevertheless may find DML too strong: doesn't
Axiom 6 imply the “logical omniscience” of A? For an argument that it does
not really do so, we refer to Stalnaker (1976).

V.3. Some correspondence results

DML turns into a stronger and more interesting doxastic logic if some addi-
tional restrictions are imposed on the interpretations. This is apparent from
the following correspondence theorems:

THEOREM 10. Axiom (DAp ∧ DAq) ⊃ DA(p ∧ q) corresponds to the condition
that TA(s) is closed under finite conjunction.34
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35 The appellation “systemic”, which means approximately the same as our einheitlich,

is due to R. and V. Routley (1975). According to the Routleys all thought is sys-

temic. In the next note we shall see that it is not.

36 For example, the question as to whether the soul is unified can only be settled by

empirical research. (Recent research suggests it is not always unified: “split-brain”

patients display manifestly non-systemic thoughts, perceptions and memories, as has

been noticed by Barwise 1981.)

THEOREM 11. Axiom {DAp: p ∈ P} ⊃ DA P (“systemic nature of

thought”) corresponds to the condition that TA(s) is closed under arbit

rary conjunction.35

Notice that this axiom in turn implies the doxastic Barcan formula

(x)DApx ⊃ DA(x)px. Therefore we have the remarkable result that the Einheit-

lichkeit of the soul entails the derivability of the doxastic Barcan formula (in
complete axiomatizations)!

THEOREM 12. Axiom DAp ⊃ DADAp (“self-reflexivity of thought”) corre-

sponds to the condition that if t ∈ TA(s), then there is a t′ ∈ TA(s) such

that σ(t′) = {s ∈ S: t ∈ TA(s)}.

To put it more transparently: the axiom “if A thinks that ϕ then A thinks that

A thinks that ϕ” corresponds to the condition that no thought belongs to the

soul unless the soul contains a thought which says that this thought belongs
to the soul.

However, the Tractatus does not contain the informal counterparts of
any of these additional semantical postulates or corresponding axioms. The
reason is clear: we are here once more dealing with issues which are to be
settled by empirical investigation (in this case: psychology), not by logic.36

VI. CONCLUSION

This ends our tortuous path through the Tractarian labyrinth. We certainly
have not discussed all topics we might have treated: for example, Wittgen-
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stein's views on functions and the theory of types may presumably also be
handled by formal means. However, with the above the foundations of for-
mal Tractarian semantics have been laid; in particular, we have achieved our
goal of giving simple truth-functional analyses of quantification, the
modalities and the propositional attitudes, which is something previous com-
mentators generally considered impossible. This may suffice for a first start.

How does the Tractatus look in the light of our formal analysis? From
a general point of view, we have obtained a better idea of the general nature
of the work: it anticipates Tarski's and Carnap's later work, but it does so in
a rather apodictic way. Deriving the consequences of the statements and
clarifying their interrelations is a task almost exclusively left to formal ana-
lysis. When carrying out the latter, several weaks points emerge. For
example, we encountered various inconsistencies; moreover, the work con-
tains various lacunae which must be filled in by our own imagination – just
recall the silence of the Tractatus on the syntax and semantics of non-ele-
mentary pictures and the conspicuously absent answer to TLP 5.54-5.541.

Nevertheless, however crudely it may sometimes have been formulated,
the work contains much that is still of interest today. Thus, the quantified
logic we have extracted from it is a complete higher-order logic, more com-
prehensive than standard first-order logic because it treats predicates as
names; the doxastic logic we arrived at is perfectly acceptable to contempor-
ary doxastic logicians of the “possible worlds” persuasion; the Tractarian
semantics of propositional attitude ascriptions strikingly anticipates modern
“language of thought” theories; and the Tractarian thesis of the complete
describability of the world by elementary sentences is a variant of the doc-
trine of the supervenience of the mental on the non-mental which is current-
ly coming into vogue.

From a philosophical point of view, the Tractarian philosophy of mind
is the most interesting subject we have discussed: here the Tractatus man-
ages to combine two (unrelated) theories – the “language of thought” and
“supervenience” theories – which certainly do not yet look antiquated today.
This is not to say that there are no differences with these modern theories.
First, Wittgenstein does not wrestle with the much-debated problem of cur-
rent “language of thought” theories as to whether thoughts are iconic (pic-
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37 See Kenny (1984) for an exposition of the Tractarian view, and Field (1978) as a

protagonist of the modern approach.

ture-like) or discursive (sentence-like), because according to him sentences
are iconic too. Secondly, modern psychophysical supervenience theories
postulate the supervenience of propositional attitude ascriptions on physical
descriptions of the world without imposing further restrictions on these
descriptions. The Tractarian theory is more specific in asserting that the
physical descriptions in question are, in the final analysis, elementary sen-
tences. Thirdly, according to Wittgenstein meanings are conferred to pictor-
ial elements by the “metaphysical subject”, whereas modern theories seek
to provide causal accounts of the attribution of meanings. To Wittgenstein
the latter route is blocked, for he regards believing in causality as a “super-
stition” (TLP 5.1361, 6.32 ff.).37 The main weakness of Wittgenstein's
account seems to lie in the latter feature, although this may still appeal to
some philosophers of a metaphysical bent. However, apart from this feature
(which does not belong to logic anyway) the Tractarian theory seems no less
attractive and viable than its related modern successors.

All in all, we think our effort has made it clear that the Tractatus may
fruitfully be discussed in formal terms; the formal approach uncovers various
viewpoints which are still interesting in their own right and thereby justifies
a greater appreciation of the work than would otherwise be warranted. One
may not always agree with the specific form our interpretation has taken: but
even in this case a formal account has the advantage over an informal one
that it may at least be precisely understood what it is one does not agree
with. So even if our analysis is not unantastbar und definitiv, it may at least
facilitate further understanding. Mögen andere kommen und es besser

machen!
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APPENDIX (1992)

A letter from G. Kreisel (Baden, Switzerland, October 21, 1990; quoted with
permission) puts some things we have said in the above in a slightly differ-
ent light. Kreisel writes as follows about a conversation which he had with
Wittgenstein “probably back in 1942”:

(a) It seemed to me too obvious even to mention that Tractatus was concerned with

a Boolean algebra; specifically, the algebra generated from the simples as elements.

Also Wittgenstein would have been horrified at such (for him) pretentious language:

one spoke of propositional combinations.

(b) His (only) remark to me was in reply to an observation. I said that what I found

in Tractatus was compelling only if one assumed that there were finitely many

simples. Otherwise things became contrived here and there.

(c) As so often, Wittgenstein seemed (to me) quite unduly pleased with me (and at

the time I had no idea, why). He said something to the effect: `Of course, I thought

of the primitive case, and if things are clear there, the rest will look after itself. If

a foundational scheme doesn't work out as simply as it looks, it's no good at all.'

(d) Today I think I know what he liked about (b). It was a straightforward comment

without any agonizing. In normal circumstances this would not be much to write

home about, but in `exact philosophy' a modicum of a sense of proportion was a

rarity; just think of Carnap's style (or Tarski's in the 30's, not after the 50's). Besides,

when it comes to agonizing, few can match Wittgenstein's particular talent for this

activity.
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In other words, Wittgenstein seems to have been thinking of a situational
Boolean algebra which is generated by a finite number of Sachverhalte. In
such an algebra, there is only a finite number of Sachlagen and only a finite
number of worlds.

It is hard, if not impossible, to reconcile this view with TLP 4.463, in
which it is said that logical space is “infinite”.

It is, however, not difficult to modify our reconstruction in the appro-
priate way: clause (b) of Definitions 3, 7, and 11 should be changed in such

a way that it becomes true that Card(SA) = Card(EL) = Card(ET) < ℵ0 .
As a result, the first point which is made in footnote 27 becomes relevant,
and the whole construction would indeed become “less contrived here and
there”.

The above has no effect on what is said in Definitions 2, 6 and 10. We
shall have to allow for the possibility that some “objects” have certain rela-
tions to themselves. Therefore we have to admit proto-Sachverhalte (in the

sense of Definition 2) like b a a, b a a a, and so on, and perhaps even

a a in case a is a property which applies to itself.
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3

TRUTH-FUNCTIONALITY AND SUPERVENIENCE
IN THE TRACTATUS

First published in P. Weingartner and G. Schurz, eds., Reports of the Thirteenth

International Wittgenstein Symposium, Vienna, Hölder-Pichler-Tempsky, 1989, 276-

278. © 1989 by Hölder-Pichler-Tempsky.

The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, I want to point out that Witt-
genstein's Tractatus contains a clear and remarkably modern example of a
theory of supervenience. And secondly, I want to argue that this theory of
supervenience may be interpreted as a weak form of a principle of truth-
functionality – which may exactly be the form of this principle which Witt-
genstein himself had in mind.

1. SUPERVENIENCE

“Supervenience” means something like “dependence”. When something
depends on another thing, we also say that that thing supervenes on the other
one. Modern supervenience theorists see a lot of relations of supervenience
between various domains. For example, it is often said that the moral super-
venes on the non-moral. When two organisms are alike in all non-moral
respects, they cannot possibly differ in some moral respect; when someone's
biography is exactly the same as that of the present president of Austria in
all biological, psychological and other non-moral respects, he or she cannot
fail to have the same moral status as that president has (whichever that may
be). No moral difference without some other difference. It may be the same
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with the mental: any exact physical duplicate of me must necessarily have
precisely the same mind as I have. No mental difference without some
physical difference.

The interesting thing about supervenience is that it is a much weaker
notion than reducibility. Moral facts may depend on non-moral ones, but no
one may be able to spell out the dependence of the supervenient superstruc-
ture on the basis in detail; no one may be able to give a “reduction” in terms
of non-moral facts. Similarly, the mental may fully depend on the physical,
but no one may ever be able to describe the mechanism (or logic?) of the
dependence in detail. This is an advantage of the notion, for physicalists
often want to defend only a vague, general form of dependence, without
wanting to posit any lawlike relationships.

Haugeland has given a definition of supervenience which nicely fits our
purposes:

Two worlds in a class of possible worlds are discernible with a given language just

in case there is a sentence of this language which is true at one, and not at the other.

... A language weakly supervenes on another language (relative to a class of possible

worlds) just in case any two worlds in the class of possible worlds which are discern-

ible with the former language are also discernible with the latter. (Adapted from

Haugeland 1982, p. 97).

2. SUPERVENIENCE IN THE TRACTATUS

On seeing the above definition, any reader of the Tractatus will immediately
be reminded of section 4.26 of this work:

If all true elementary sentences are given, the result is a complete description of the

world. The world is completely described by giving all elementary sentences, and

adding which of them are true and which false.

In other words, when you take any “possible world” (as Wittgenstein calls
it: Notebooks 19.9.1916) different from “the real world”, there is always at
least one elementary sentence which is true in only one of both worlds.
Wittgenstein does not state whether he would want to apply this principle
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to all possible worlds, but we may safely assume that he did. So let us
extend TLP 4.26 to the thesis that worlds may always be discerned by ele-
mentary sentences. No difference between worlds without some elementarily
describable difference.

Applying Haugeland's definition, it will be clear that we then have a
principle of supervenience here. Everything which may be discerned with the
whole language may already be discerned by means of the elementary sen-
tences alone, and therefore the whole language supervenes on its subset of
elementary sentences. We may extend the definition and likewise say that
all facts supervene on elementary facts (Sachverhalte, described by elemen-
tary sentences), that all properties supervene on elementary properties
(attributed by elementary sentences), etc.

3. TRUTH-FUNCTIONALITY AS SUPERVENIENCE

Wittgenstein states his thesis of truth-functionality in Tractatus 5 - 5.01:

The sentence is a truth-function of the elementary sentences. (The elementary sen-

tence is a truth-function of itself.) The elementary sentences are the truth-arguments

of sentences.

The principle of truth-functionality as stated here is weaker and more liberal
than the definitions which we have become accustomed to nowadays. Ac-
cording to present-day definitions, a sentence cannot be truth-functional
unless its truth-value is some function of the truth-values of the subsentences

it contains and of the way it is built up from these. The truth-values of other
sentences do not matter. However, the Tractatus does not say that only the
truth-values of the elementary subsentences of a sentence matter as to its
truth-value. The latter truth-value may as well be a function of the truth-
values of all elementary sentences.

Let us, for the moment, interpret the Tractarian principle of truth-func-
tionality in the latter way. Thus, this principle asserts that the truth-values
of all elementary sentences (not necessarily only the ones contained in the
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sentence as subsentences) jointly determine the truth-values of all sentences.
Given what Carnap called a state-description – a set which, for each elemen-
tary sentence, contains either this sentence or its negation, and no other
elements – any sentence may assume only one truth-value.

When we accept this weak formulation, the principle of truth-functional-
ity is easily seen to follow from the supervenience principle we have just
mentioned. For if the thesis of truth-functionality did not hold, two worlds
could verify the same elementary sentences and yet differ as regards the
truth-value of some other sentence. These worlds would hence not be com-

pletely described by elementary sentences and violate the principle of
supervenience.

The converse implication does, of course, not hold: we may conceive of
a language which is purely truth-functional but unable to describe any one
world completely. Such a language would, however, not be in accordance
with the Tractatus.

4. THE TRACTARIAN PRINCIPLE OF TRUTH-FUNCTIONALITY

Now did Wittgenstein really have such a weak principle of truth-functional-
ity in mind, or did he accept the principle in its stronger, full-blown modern
version? I think it is hard to find evidence for the latter view. Wittgenstein
never explicitly banishes modal and doxastic constructions from the ideal
language he had in mind. They seem to be perfectly in order, provided they
are truth-functional; for otherwise the principle of supervenience of language
on elementary language would be violated. And why should they be pro-
hibited, after all? This would not only lead to a drastic impoverishment of
language (which is nowhere explicitly advocated in the Tractatus), there is
also no justification for it on syntactic grounds. Modalizing a sentence is no
more mysterious than negating it. And indeed, most of Wittgenstein's
remarks on syntactic operators seem to apply equally well to all operators,
including modal and other ones which we do not longer call truth-functional
nowadays.
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Thus, I believe Wittgenstein's principle of truth-functionality, which
would be unduly restrictive otherways, may best be regarded as being only
such a rather weak claim. This also explains why Wittgenstein himself is so
silent about the truth-functionality of, e.g., intentional ascriptions. They are
simply no exception to the rule. They differ from what we still call truth-
functional compounds nowadays in that their truth-values are not fully deter-
mined by the subsentences they contain and the way they are built up from
these alone; the additional factors that play a role (according to the Tracta-

tus) are spelled out in my [1988]. But they are truth-functions of the elemen-
tary sentences nonetheless, so there is no need to pay special attention to
them. It is the same with modal sentences: their truth-values are the same
in all worlds and in all interpretations which are in accord with the demands
the Tractatus puts on such interpretations, as I explain in my [1988], and so
they are trivially truth-functional. (Unlike the case of intentional ascriptions,
their truth-values are, however, determined by their structure alone).

5. IN DEFENSE OF THE TRACTARIAN VIEW OF
TRUTH-FUNCTIONALITY

Far from being a drawback, the broad, general nature of the Tractarian
principle of truth-functionality is in fact a point in its favour. It is an envi-
able position to be able to claim that there are some sentences which are
basic from an epistemological or scientific point of view, and which jointly
determine all truths and falsehoods, without being obliged to say how they
manage to do just that. The long history of failed attempts at giving explicit
truth-functional definitions of modal and intentional language may indeed
suggest that it is well-nigh impossible to do the latter, while the thesis yet
remains attractive in its own right. Thus, Wittgenstein may have been wise
in going no further.

Modern theories of supervenience, which also argue for dependence
without committing themselves to reducibility, stem from the same motiv-
ation and share the same appeal. These theories show that it is possible to
be precise and yet not too specific when giving physicalistic accounts of
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morality and mind. The Tractatus shows that the same may be done when
one is formulating sweeping statements on the nature of the semantical
relations between various kinds of sentences.
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ABSTRACT. Tractatus 5.542-5.5421 should be read as follows: anything which represents is

complex; the soul is simple; so `the superficial psychologists of the present day' are mistaken

when claiming that the soul represents anything. In contrast to the `empirical self', with which

psychology is concerned, the `metaphysical' or `transcendental' soul, subject, or self is a purely

fictitious entity (or rather, non-entity) which does not have any positive function.

What is the most obscure remark in Wittgenstein's Tractatus?1 We have an
embarras de choix, but TLP 5.5421 may well lay claim to this epithet. In
this passage, Wittgenstein tells us which implications his analysis of proposi-
tional attitude ascriptions in TLP 5.542 has for our views on the `soul'
(`mind') or `subject':

5.542 It is clear, however, that `A believes that p', `A thinks p', `A says

p' are of the form `“p” says p': and this does not involve a correla-

tion of a fact with an object, but rather the correlation of facts by

means of the correlation of their objects.
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5.5421 This shows too that the soul2 – the subject, etc. – as it is conceived

in the superficial psychology of the present day is a monstrosity.

For a composite soul would no longer be a soul.

At least four conflicting interpretations have been given of TLP 5.5421:

(1) Some commentators claim that it shows that Wittgenstein regarded the
mind as a complex entity: it is a Humean `bundle or collection' of
thoughts.3 Perszyk calls this interpretation the `standard reading' of the
passage.4

(2) According to others, Wittgenstein precisely rejected this view: according
to them, he wanted to say that the mind is simple.5

(3) Some commentators want to have it both ways. For example, Hacker
enigmatically writes: `The claim should be interpreted thus: the soul
conceived of as a unitary simple subject does not exist. But conceived
of as a manifold, it is the legitimate subject-matter of psychology'.6

(4) Sluga, on the other hand, thinks that Wittgenstein wanted to show that
the soul is neither complex nor simple. He credits him with `the dis
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covery that the notion of the soul or subject is altogether incoherent and
that, consequently, there cannot be any such thing'.7

Kripke keeps an open mind: `the obscure passage Tractatus 5.5421 ... does
not appear to be directed primarily at Hume's theory'.8 Some commentators
see no solution at all: Urmson speaks of `almost impenetrable obscurity'.9

Others see no problem at all: `All this is commonplace and evident', Rosen-
berg remarks after quoting the relevant passages.10

The great variety of existing interpretations suggests that the key to TLP
5.5421 has hitherto not been found. After having thought about the passage
for many years, we believe that we have finally stumbled across a solution.
We think that our interpretation is the first one which really does justice to
the passage, in the sense of reconstructing it as a clear and cogent argument.
Moreover, it has all other virtues any good interpretation of the passage
should have: it is in accord with the textual evidence, it does not make
implausible assumptions about Wittgenstein's knowledge of `the psychology
of the present day', it does not treat the passage as just an isolated remark,
and it suggests what the historical and systematical sources of his view may
have been. Finally, our interpretation shows that the passage is more import-
ant than previous commentators have thought: it turns out to be closely
connected with the remarks on the perspectival character of the `metaphys-
ical subject' in TLP 5.631 ff.

All this does not imply, however, that our interpretation of TLP 5.5421
is a justification of it. We think that it is an unfortunate remark, which is
false (or misleading at best) and should never have made its way into the
Tractatus.
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1. THOUGHTS

As TLP 5.5421 is presented as a corollary of TLP 5.542 we have to under-
stand the latter passage first. Fortunately, this is not too difficult.

Wittgenstein begins by saying that `A thinks p' is of the same form as
`“p” says p'. What is the form of `“p” says p'? Well, it is an ascription of a
fact to a sentence: it says that the sentence `p' is a picture of the fact that p.
If `A thinks p' is to be similar to `“p” says p', it should also say that some
sentence is a picture of the fact that p. It does so if we analyze it as saying
that one of A's thoughts is a picture of the fact that p. We know that Witt-
genstein considered thoughts as similar to sentences; they consist of `psychi-
cal constituents that have the same sort of relation to reality as words'.11 So
`A thinks p' is in its analyzed form indeed analogous to `“p” says p': both
involve the ascription of a fact to a sentence-like picture.

After remarking that `A thinks p' is of the same form as `“p' says p',
Wittgenstein says that both sentences involve a `correlation of facts by
means of the correlation of their objects'. This remark may be understood if
we consider how a picture represents a fact. It is capable of doing so be-
cause it is a fact itself: it is the fact that certain pictorial elements are ar-
ranged in a certain way. Each pictorial element denotes a corresponding
object. The fact that the pictorial elements are arranged in such-and-such a
way says that another fact is the case, namely that the objects which corre-
spond to the elements are arranged in the same way. So when a thought
represents a fact, we have `a correlation of facts' (namely the thought on the
one hand, and the fact which is pictured by the thought on the other hand)
`by means of a correlation of their objects' (namely the `psychical con-
stituents' of the thought on the one hand and the objects of the pictured fact
on the other hand), which is precisely what TLP 5.542 asserts.

It is important to notice that pictures (including thoughts) are always
complex: the fact that certain elements are arranged in a certain way necess-
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arily involves at least two elements. We may call the number of components
of a fact its `logical complexity' (TLP 4.04). A picture and the fact which
it represents have the same `logical complexity', for there are no `multi-pur-
pose' pictorial elements denoting several objects or `empty' pictorial
elements which do not denote an object. This explains why a thought-ascrip-
tion `does not involve a correlation of a fact with an object': an object is
simple and does not have the `logical complexity' which is required to repre-
sent a fact.

The above is hardly controversial. Dozens of commentators have offered
similar analyses in the past three decades. The only peculiar feature of our
interpretation is that we want to read TLP 5.542 as a proposal for a seman-

tical analysis of thought-ascriptions. One should not say that `A thinks p' is
equivalent to `one of A's thoughts says p'. For if we did so, thought-ascrip-
tions would become nonsensical. In the ideal language Wittgenstein had in
mind, it cannot be expressed that a certain picture represents a certain fact;
any attempt to do so would result in metalinguistic nonsense. `“p” says p'
is a good example of such nonsense: it tries to say what can only be shown.
It is a correct expression in the ladder-language in which the Tractatus is
written, but it cannot belong to the object-language. However, there seems
to be no good reason to exclude thought-ascriptions from language. There-
fore, `A thinks p' should not be regarded as being equivalent to any sentence
of the form `“p” says p', `thought T says p' or suchlike. Rather, it says that

one of A's thoughts says that p; it is true iff one of A's thoughts says that
p. In this way thought-ascriptions remain ordinary sentences of language. An
additional attractive feature of a semantical analysis is that it may easily be
transformed into a truth-functional analysis.12
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2. THE EMPIRICAL SELF

How does the above account apply to TLP 5.5421? Let us begin by con-
sidering the first interpretation on the list presented above: the view that
Wittgenstein considered the soul or subject as being identical with a Humean
bundle or collection of thoughts.

We may call such a bundle of thoughts the `empirical self'. This is the
self which may be studied by psychology (TLP 5.641), and its identification
with a bundle of thoughts explains why it may indeed be studied empirical-
ly. There even are two ways in which psychology may study the empirical
self. First, thoughts are facts in the world. They may therefore be investi-
gated in the same way as other facts in the world are studied. And secondly,
thoughts may be studied by means of what they represent, that is, by way
of their contents. The latter approach would presumably be the method of
introspective (or at any rate `phenomenalistic') psychology.

There is no way to bridge the gap between the results of both methodol-
ogies. Psychology can never discover whether a given thought represents a
given fact, for a thought can only show what it represents, and any sentence
that says that this thought represents a certain fact can only be metalinguistic
nonsense which does not belong to language. Psychophysical laws in the
sense of sense-ascribing laws are as impossible to formulate as semantical
laws are.

3. THE SIMPLICITY OF THE SOUL (SUBJECT)

According to the adherents of the first standpoint on our list, the soul or
subject which is mentioned in TLP 5.5421 is identical with the empirical self
which we have defined above. However, there are at least two reasons why
this interpretation cannot be correct.

In the first place, Wittgenstein emphatically says that `a composite soul
would no longer be a soul'. The empirical self, however, is complex. It is
even doubly complex: it is complex because it is a bundle of several
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thoughts, and it is complex because each thought is complex in itself. There
fore the soul cannot be identical with the empirical self.

There is only one way to counter this objection. One might maintain that
Wittgenstein does not say that he himself regards the soul as complex; he
merely ascribes this view to the superficial psychologists of his time. Thus,
TLP 5.5421 should be read as `A composite soul would no longer be a soul
according to the superficial psychologists of the present day'. However, this
suggestion does too much violence to the text. The text certainly gives the
impression that Wittgenstein proclaims the just-mentioned view as his own
standpoint.

In the second place, this interpretation charges Wittgenstein with having
a caricatural view of the psychology of his time. There were almost no
psychologists in his time who considered the soul, mind or subject as
simple. The view that it is a bundle of thoughts was the most popular view
in psychology around the turn of the century. We cannot give a full survey
of the literature here, but only refer to Weininger's Geschlecht und Charac-

ter, a book which Wittgenstein read and admired highly. Weininger heaped
abuse on the psychologists of his time precisely because they regarded the
soul as being nothing but a bundle of thoughts. He argued that this view is
fine as far as women are concerned, but patently false when one takes male
Caucasian geniuses into account.13 It is quite possible that Wittgenstein got
his conception of the psychology of his time from Weininger; there are more
traces of his influence.14

In sum, we seem to be obliged to accept the second interpretation on our
list: the subject or soul is simple. Although it is simple, `the I is no object'
(Notebooks 7.8.16): for it `does not exist' (TLP 5.631) and `does not belong
to the world (TLP 5.632). We will return to a discussion of its nature below.
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The above interpretation is not only in accord with what the last sen-
tence of TLP 5.5421 literally says, it is also in accord with the Schopen-
hauerian remarks in TLP 5.64 about the shrinking of the subject into a point
without extension.

4. HOW WITTGENSTEIN CHANGED HIS MIND

Wittgenstein radically changed his mind on the issue of the complexity of
the subject between the time he dictated his notes to Moore (1914) and the
time he wrote the final version of the Tractatus (1918). The last sentence of
the notes dictated to Moore says: `The relation of “I believe p” to “p” can
be compared to the relation of “`p' says (besagt) p” to p: it is just as impos-
sible that I should be a simple as that “p” should be'.15

Here Wittgenstein still adhered to the view that the subject is a complex
entity similar to the empirical self we mentioned above. However, it is
obvious that he says just the opposite in TLP 5.5421. He probably changed
his mind as a result of reading Schopenhauer, who wrote in Die Welt als

Wille und Vorstellung that the self is `an indivisible point' which is the
`centre of all existence'. (The influence of Schopenhauer is very conspicuous
in the Notebooks.) Confusing TLP 5.5421 with the just-mentioned remark
in the notes dictated to Moore is one of the main causes of the `standard'
misinterpretation of TLP 5.5421.

5. THE SOUL (SUBJECT) DOES NOT REPRESENT

We have reached the conclusion that the soul or subject is simple. However,
as we have already seen in our list of previous commentaries, Sluga claimed
that the Tractarian soul cannot be simple. To quote him in full:
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He [i.e., Wittgenstein] raises a crucial difficulty for all those who argue that only a

simple substance can have mental attributes. If among those attributes is the ability

to have representations and if representations of complexes are, by nature, themselves

complex, we must ask how a simple substance is capable of having complex repre-

sentations.

But that suggestion, combined with the claim that a composite soul is not

a soul any longer, seems to lead to the discovery that the notion of the subject is

altogether incoherent and that, consequently, there cannot be any such thing.16

How do we reply to Sluga's analysis?
Sluga certainly draws attention to an important point. As he makes clear,

Wittgenstein's account of representation is, for example, obviously incom-
patible with Leibniz's theory of simple monads which are `mirrors of the
world'. According to the picture theory there can be no simple monads
which represent complex facts. The Many cannot be represented by the One.

However, a similar critique does not apply to Wittgenstein's own view
of the soul as a simple entity. For he never says that the soul represents.
Indeed, it is just the other way around: we want to suggest that TLP 5.5421
may most naturally be read as a straightforward rejection of the view that

the soul represents.
When we adopt this suggestion, the line of argument in TLP 5.542-

5.5421 suddenly becomes crystal-clear. Wittgenstein begins by noting that
anything which represents a fact must be complex. From this he draws two
conclusions. First, that Russell's and Moore's conception of the soul as an
(indivisible) object is false. And secondly, that the conception of the psy-
chologists of his time his wrong. For these regard the soul as something
which represents (or as a collection of representations). But that implies that
it is complex, and that is absurd, for `a composite soul would no longer be
soul'. Therefore the psychologists are wrong in saying that the soul repre-
sents.

This, then, is our new analysis of TLP 5.5421: it is a reductio ad

absurdum of the view that the soul or subject is a representational entity.
The soul is no `mirror of nature'; rather, it is a windowless Leibnizian
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monad which differs from a true Leibnizian monad in that it does not repre-
sent anything. The soul may perhaps be related in some way to thoughts
which represent facts (although it is not clear how we could conceive of
such a relation), but it does not represent facts itself.

Besides reconstructing TLP 5.5421 as a clear and cogent argument, our
interpretation has at least two other advantages over the `standard' interpre-
tation.

First, it does not imply that Wittgenstein had a superficial knowledge of
the psychology of his times. It is undoubtedly correct to suppose that most
psychologists thought that the mind has a representational character. Indeed,
most psychologists still think so today.

Secondly, our interpretation fits in very nicely with TLP 5.631. This
passage may even be regarded as the clincher for our analysis, for here
Wittgenstein unequivocally reaffirms the conclusion we have just ascribed
to him: `There is no such thing as the thinking, representing subject'. Even
if there were a subject, it could not think or represent, for then it would be
complex. In the same passage, Wittgenstein goes on to assert that `in an
important way there is no subject' at all. This statement also supports our
thesis that the Tractarian subject does not represent: for it would be hard to
imagine how something that does not exist could represent anything.

Thus, even if our suggestion may seem strange at first, there really is no
way to avoid it!

6. THE IDLENESS OF THE SOUL (SUBJECT)

The soul or subject as it is portrayed by Wittgenstein is a pretty useless
entity. It does not represent itself and cannot represent any other fact either.
Nor does it play any role in the attribution of propositional attitudes: `A
thinks that p' is true iff some of the facts (thoughts) constituting the person
A represent the fact that p. The soul does not come in anywhere. Moreover,
the Humean argument in 5.631 ff. is designed to show that the soul cannot
be represented by any other instance either. Thus, it seems to play no role
in representation whatsoever.
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Some commentators deny this: they argue that the soul is the necessary

precondition for representation. According to them, it is the instance which
confers meanings on symbols. Pictures, thoughts and sentences would be
senseless, lifeless facts in the world if the metaphysical subject did not
provide pictorial elements with denotations.17

However, this suggestion is not tenable. In the first place, it is utterly
incomprehensible. It is inconceivable how a metaphysical, non-worldly
instance could ever imbue facts in the world with worldly meanings. It
should at least partly `reach out' to the facts (`stick its fingers into the
world') in order to do this. Moreover, it cannot be simple if it is to do this.
It should have some internal structure corresponding to the structures of the
facts which it is relating to each other, for it would not be able to distinguish
between different facts otherwise.

In the second place, not the slightest evidence for the suggestion can be
found in the Tractatus. Wittgenstein discusses only interpreted symbols. The
interpretation is always considered as given beforehand. `The pictorial rela-
tion which turns a fact into a picture belongs to the picture itself.' (TLP
2.1513) It is not necessary to invoke a soul as a deus ex machina which has
to give meanings to symbols, for symbols are meaningful from the very
start. So `let's not imagine the meaning as an occult connection the mind
makes between a word and a thing'!18

Similar objections apply to the suggestion that the soul is the instance
which has thoughts. It is inconceivable how an extramundane entity can
have facts in the world. Furthermore, there is no reason why some
extramundane entity should have them. `Thoughts think themselves', in the
sense that everything that goes on in thinking is completely accounted for
by thoughts and what they represent. A soul could only be an inert homun-
culus, a bystander seeing nothing and doing nothing.
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So the hypothesis of the soul or subject seems to be completely super-
fluous. It does not have any useful property whatsoever beside its simplicity
– if that may be called a useful property. With his assumption that the soul
is simple, Wittgenstein puts it completely out of action. As William James
said in his criticism of the doctrine of Transcendental Egoism: `The Ego is
simply nothing: as ineffectual and windy an abortion as Philosophy can
show'.19 We might as well discard it – which is what Wittgenstein himself
ultimately does in TLP 5.64 ff.

7. WHY IS THE SOUL (SUBJECT) SAID TO BE SIMPLE?

Why did Wittgenstein have such a strong conviction that the soul or subject
is, if anything, simple? One superficial answer would be that he was misled
by the surface-grammar of language. He thought that the pronoun `I' is a
name denoting a simple object, the I. It is an indexical name, but no less
genuinely name-like for that. A Humean argument shows that the denotation
of this name is not in the world (TLP 5.631 ff.), and therefore it has to be
outside of it, or at least on the boundaries of it. And so he arrives at the
strange doctrine of the soul as a chimerical, imaginary object. It has disap-
peared as an object from the world, but its ghost remains as the “gaseous”
or “aethereal” denotation of the indexical `I'.20

We think that this answer is too easy. Wittgenstein would not have for-
gotten his own lessons on the misleadingness of language so quickly. He
will certainly have been sensitive to the possibility that `I' may be no more
a genuine name than `A' in `A thinks p' and that both names might have to
be replaced by long descriptions of complex facts in a completely perspicu-
ous language. After all, he showed such sensitivity in the notes dictated to
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21 The expression `geometrical eye' comes from the Blue Book, op. cit., pp. 63-64.

22 M.U. Coyne, `Eye, “I”, and Mine: The Self of Wittgenstein's Tractatus', Southern

Journal of Philosophy 20, 1982, 313-323, quotation from p. 317.

Moore which we have quoted above (§ 4). He must have had deeper reasons
for his opinion.

We suggest that the answer may be found in the visual metaphor of TLP
5.633 ff. Nothing in the visual field suggests that it is seen by an eye. But
its contents are such that we may introduce a fictitious `geometrical eye'
from whose standpoint it appears to be seen.21 Such an eye does not really
exist; it is a fiction similar to the `point of sight' (also called `central point'
or simply `eye') which is used in the theory of perspective.

There is a simple relationship between the geometrical eye and the
boundaries of its visual field: the latter determine the former, but not con-
versely. The eye may be seen as the vertex of an imaginary three-dimen-
sional cone containing the things which are seen in the visual field; the
surface of this cone is the boundary of the visual field. The boundary of the
visual field (including the geometrical eye) does not belong to the field
itself; it is unseen and unseeable. It will be clear that each visual cone deter-
mines exactly one `point of sight'. However, the converse does not hold, for
a cone starting from a vertex may fan out in various directions.

The I (the subject) is a fiction similar to the geometrical eye. It is the
imaginary standpoint (the `centre of the world', Notebooks 5.8.16) from
which reality is experienced. `Experience as a whole is the field to which the
philosophical I stands as does the geometrical eye to the visual field.'22 As
in the case of the geometrical eye, the `location' of the I is wholly deter-
mined by the `limits' or `boundaries' of reality (although the converse does
not hold): the I is the imaginary entity which precisely experiences this real-
ity. This explains why TLP 5.64 says that `the I of solipsism shrinks to a
point without extension and the reality with which it is correlated remains'.

Just as the surface of the visual cone (including the geometrical eye)
does not belong to the visual field which it encompasses, so the limits of
reality (including the metaphysical I) do not belong to reality itself. This
explains why TLP 5.632 says that `the subject does not belong to the world;
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23 Coyne (op. cit.) has no difficuly with TLP 5.632 because she regards the eye as the

limit of the visual field and the I as the limit of reality. We say that the eye and I are

only elements of these limits (namely, their vertices). We prefer our own interpreta-

tion because we do not see how one can make sense of Coyne's talk about the

`shapes' of the visual field and reality if these shapes are assumed to be bounded by

points. How could a point delimit a shape?

rather, it is a limit of the world'. It would have been more accurate to say
that the I does not belong to the world because it is an element of the limit
of the world (namely, its `vertex'), but this seems only a minor lapse.23

Now we want to suggest that the crucial point which led Wittgenstein
to his conception of the simplicity of the soul was his view that such virtual
points of view are necessarily simple (point-like). Thus, he seems not to
have thought of such expressions as `from the point of view (perspective)
of the present Government ... ', which involve collective viewpoints ascribed
to collective entities. He seems to have thought that all perspectives are per-
spectives from one point. It was this view which made him say in TLP
5.5421 that the I is point-like. (It is merely a virtual thing, but simple, if
anything.)

8. FURTHER EVIDENCE FOR THIS INTERPRETATION

The picture sketched above is clear and intuitively attractive. However, one
might well ask for more arguments and textual evidence. We think that these
are not difficult to give.

First, there can be no doubt at all that Wittgenstein regarded the soul or
subject as not really existing (virtual); we have already quoted the evidence
in § 3. This also explains why it does not do anything (§ 6): it has a purely
hypothetical nature.

Secondly, the suggestion that Wittgenstein saw the metaphysical subject
as the (fictitious) owner of experience becomes very plausible if we regard
some of his later writings as reactions to his earlier view. In the Philosophi-

cal Remarks in particular, he argued that the perspectival structure of the
experienced visual field does not provide one with reasons for postulating
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24 L.J.J. Wittgenstein, Philosophical Remarks, ed. by R. Rhees, Oxford, Blackwell,

1964, § 71.

25 G.E. Moore, `Wittgenstein's Lectures in 1930-33', in his Philosophical Papers, Lon-

don, Allen and Unwin, 1959, 252-324, quotation from p. 309. Wittgenstein may have

got the Lichtenberg quotation from Weininger, op. cit., part II, ch. 7.

a subject as its owner. `The visual space does not have an owner ... The
representation of visual space is the representation of an object and contains
no suggestion of a subject'.24 Or as Moore tells us: `He said that “Just as no
eye is involved in seeing, so no Ego is involved in thinking or having tooth-
ache”, and he quoted, with apparent approval, Lichtenberg's saying “Instead
of `I think' we ought to say `It thinks'” (“it” being used, as he said, as “Es”
is used in “Es blitzet”).'25 Here he came close to the `psychology (philos-
ophy) without a psyche' of Hume and Lichtenberg, in which the I is just a
`grammatical fiction'. He was apparently no longer impressed by Weininger's
vehement critique of this view.

Thirdly, the suggestion that Wittgenstein regarded the hypothetical centre
of experience as simple because he did not think of perspectives from col-
lective viewpoints, hardly needs textual evidence. The very word `viewpoint'
suggests that this is the most natural way of viewing perspectives. Moreover,
similar virtual points occur regularly in the fields of descriptive geometry,
projective geometry, geometrical optics, etc., which Wittgenstein must have
studied as an engineer, and he may well have had them in mind.

In view of the above three points, our interpretation seems to be backed
quite well by textual and general considerations.

In sum, we have come to the conclusion that TLP 5.5421 does not arise
from a misunderstanding of language. Rather, it is the result of viewing
one's view of reality more geometrico. The pronoun `I' refers to a geometri-
cal fiction, the I, which is the virtual centre of all experience. Such a centre
can only be point-like, never complex, and that is why it is said in TLP
5.5241 that a `composite soul would no longer be a soul'.

Thus, TLP 5.5421 expresses an opinion which is interesting in itself and
is closely connected with the remarks on the metaphysical subject in the
passages on solipsism. It is illuminated by them and illuminates them in
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26 A similar critique applies to Dewan's proposal to regard the mind as a virtual gov-

ernor of the brain of the same type as the virtual governors which are defined over

grids of electrical generators. The idea is useful in electrical engineering, but does not

have any explanatory value in the philosophy of mind. See E.M. Dewan, `Conscious-

ness as an Emergent Causal Agent in the Context of Control System Theory', in G.G.

Globus, G. Maxwell and I. Savodnik, eds., Consciousness and the Brain: A Scientific

and Philosophical Inquiry, New York, Plenum Press, 1976, 181-198.

turn. One might even say that these remarks can hardly be understood with-
out taking TLP 5.5421 into account. TLP 5.5421 plays a more prominent
role than previous commentators have usually thought.

9. WHY TLP 5.5421 SHOULD BE REJECTED

Nevertheless, it would have been better if TLP 5.5421 had never made its
way into the Tractatus.

In the first place, it mars the unity of the work. The soul or subject is
totally different from the other entities that populate the treatise. Nowhere
else do we encounter virtual entities virtually representing real facts. A
consequence of this is that the doctrines of the Tractatus do not apply to it.
The picture theory is a good example: it does not explain how virtual repre-
sentation by point-like virtual entities might work.

In the second place, the idea of a metaphysical soul or subject distinct
from the empirical self is unfortunate in itself. As long as its purely fictitious
character is stressed, the idea is innocent enough; but then why introduce it?
In geometry and physics, virtual entities may often be very convenient. A
good example in mechanics is offered by Hertz's `invisible masses' (which
Wittgenstein referred to in the Notebooks, 6.12.14). These pseudo-objects
(Scheingegenstände) enabled him to give a unified account of mechanics.
But in philosophy of mind nothing much seems to be gained by introducing
the pseudo-object of the metaphysical self.26 Moreover, postulating such an
entity is a dangerous thing to do. Even if its purely hypothetical character
is stressed, it is all too easily imaginable that someone might remark that his

mind does not seem imaginary to him. And thus it is all too easy to fall prey
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27 Compare Hintikka, op. cit. (1958).

to illegitimate reifications of the same sort as Schopenhauer's reification of
Kant's transcendental unity of apperception. As long as the idea has no
obvious value, it is best to avoid it.

In the third place, the introduction of a soul or subject distinct from the
empirical self is completely unnecessary within the framework of the Tracta-

tus. Everything which Wittgenstein says about `my language', `my world',
and the `truth of solipsism' may just as well, nay, better be said without
bringing a separate subject into play. We will devote the remaining part of
this paper to a demonstration of how this may be done.

10. THE EMPIRICAL SELF AS THE CENTRE OF EXISTENCE

Let us suppose that the pronoun `I' does not refer to an imaginary point, but
to a collection of facts; it is an indexical quasi-name of the collection of
facts which constitute me. (It is not a genuine name because collections of
facts cannot be named.) Thus, we return to Wittgenstein's remark in the
notes dictated to Moore that `it is just as impossible that I should be a
simple as that `p' should be'. Which consequences does this have?

First, we may easily make sense of the remarks about `my language' and
`my world' in TLP 5.6, as Hintikka pointed out a long time ago.27 `My
language' is just another expression for my empirical self, the collection of
thoughts I have or may have. (Remember that thoughts are similar to sen-
tences.) Or alternatively, `my language' may be regarded as the collection
of all sentences which express all the thoughts I may have. `My world' is the
collection of all (possible) facts which are represented by the thoughts I may
have. At any given time, I may entertain any given subcollection of my
collection of possible thoughts, which explains why `no portion of our expe-
rience is a priori' (TLP 5.634). But I cannot transgress the boundaries of
what I may think (I cannot have a thought which I cannot have), and there-
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28 `Ich kann mir nichts ausser meinem Denken denken; denn dadurch, dass ich es

denke, wird es ja mein Denken, und fällt unter die unvermeidliche Gesetze desselben.'

(`I can't think anything which goes beyond my thinking; for the very fact that I am

thinking it turns it into my thinking, and makes it fall under the inevitable laws of

thinking.') Wittgenstein? No, J.G. Fichte, Die Bestimmung des Menschen, Berlin,

Voss, 1800, p. 157.

fore `the limits of my language are the limits of my world' (TLP 5.6).28 As
my language is the language for me, `the only language which I understand'
(TLP 5.62), my world is the world for me, the only world which I experi-
ence (TLP 5.641).

Secondly, we may easily transpose the remarks we made above about
the `perspectival' character of the I to this new setting. The only difference
is that the `viewpoint' from which the world is experienced is no longer
simple, but complex. It is a plane or region rather than a point.

It is helpful to consider the case of the visual field again. It may be
possible to define a point-like `geometrical eye' as the point from which the
visual field is seen, although this should not be granted too quickly – how
should one, for example, account for stereopsis, seeing in depth, if one limits
oneself to one point-like geometrical eye? But even if it were possible to
define such an abstract eye, it is more realistic to consider the two eyes
taken together, which are both complex in themselves, as the standpoint
(region) from which the visual field is seen. The visual field is seen from the
collective perspective of a pair of eyes. Wittgenstein seems not to have
thought of this possibility, which is, however, completely clear in itself.

According to us, the case of the `I', `soul' or `self' is analogous. These
entities, too, may perhaps be defined as simple virtual points of perspective,
but it is more realistic to regard them as collections of various real elements
(thoughts), each of them complex in itself -- that is, to identify them with
the empirical self. We may grant that `the I enters into philosophy because
“the world is my world”', as Wittgenstein writes in TLP 5.641. However,
that does not tell us anything about the nature of the I. In particular, it does
not tell us that it is simple. The I may be as complex as the eyes jointly are.

Thirdly, it is easy to do justice to the remarks about the non-encounter-
ability of the self. The empirical self is a collection of facts, all of them
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29 Hacker, op. cit., pp. 77-78.

belonging to the world. It is, in principle, possible that this self may encoun-
ter itself in the world, in the sense that it could contain a picture of every
fact of which it is composed. It even does not have to be infinite to be
capable of this feat, as Hacker wrongly supposes.29 For we could envisage
circles of representation in the sense that a picture of a picture of a fact (or
a picture to the n-th degree of a fact) might be identical with this fact itself.
In this way, there could be a picture of every picture, while the total collec-
tion of pictures would yet remain finite.

However, even if the empirical self contained a picture of every picture
of which it consists, this would not guarantee that the empirical self is able
to recognize the facts of which it is composed as being elements of itself.
For as we saw above in our remarks about the impossibility of formulating
psychophysical laws, it is impossible to represent, say or think what facts
represent. Even if the self saw itself completely (for example, if it were
identical with the brain and observed itself in action with the celebrated
`autocerebroscope'), it would not be able to recognize itself as itself, because
it could never see, say or think that the facts which it observes represent
exactly the same facts which it is representing itself. Therefore the empirical
self is in a sense `invisible' or `unknowable' to itself, even if it saw and
knew itself completely.

Fourthly, our account has the (minor) advantage over the view of the
self as the purely imaginary centre of all experience that it does not exclude
the possibility that two minds might have exactly the same contents. Two
different collections of pictures might represent exactly the same facts,
whereas minds which are completely determined by their experiences can
only be different if they have at least one different experience.
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30 Quoted without reference by J. Hadamard, The Psychology of Invention in the Math-

ematical Field, 2nd ed., Princeton, N.J., Princeton U.P., 1949, p. 68.

31 I am ignoring the philosophers which have proclaimed themselves to be the philos-

ophers of modern cognitive science (Fodor, Pylyshyn and the like). First, cognitive

scientists themselves are usually bewildered by the claims these philosophers make

on their behalf, and secondly, this kind of philosophy is rapidly dying out anyway

(cf. note 33).

32 A good account of Hertz's influence on the picture-theory may be found in J. Griffin,

Wittgenstein's Logical Atomism, Oxford, Oxford U.P., 1964.

33 The `Boltzmann machine' is a device composed of simple elements analogous to

neurons whose collective behaviour is described by the laws of statistical mechanics.

It is able to make `dynamical internal models' of the statistical structure of its environment
(continued...)

11. LIVING WITH THE EMPIRICAL SELF

In short, all the things which Wittgenstein says about the metaphysical self
may just as well be said about the empirical self. It seems wise to use Oc-
cam's razor and excise the metaphysical self from the Tractatus.

This does not imply that everything which Wittgenstein says about the
empirical self is unobjectionable. For example, the idea that thoughts are of
a linguistic nature seems to be an unfortunate relapse to the mediaeval doc-
trine of a `language of thought' or its short revival in German Idealism
(Humboldt, Schelling, Hegel, Herder). Hegel30 boldly asserted that `we think
in nouns', and it is not unfair to suggest that Wittgenstein came rather close
to this view, which was repudiated by almost all major philosophers who
came before and after him.31

Wittgenstein seems to have been led to it because he only had a repre-
sentational theory of sentences. (His picture-theory of sentences might better
be called a sentence-theory of pictures.) He derived this theory from Hertz's
theory of `dynamical models'; the only modification which he made was to
give a linguistic (semantical) twist to it.32 With hindsight, this linguistic twist
seems regrettable. Hertz's notion of models (including his account of
dynamical mental models) is still applicable to modern psychological models
of mental representation such as the `Boltzmann machine', while a theory of
mental sentences is hopelessly out of date here.33
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33(...continued)
which exactly conform to the definition H. Hertz gave of such models in his Die Prinzi-

pien der Mechanik in neuem Zusammenhange dargestellt, Leipzig, Barth, 1894. See, e.g.,

D.H. Ackley, G.E. Hinton and T.J. Sejnowski, `A Learning Algorithm for Boltzmann ma-

chines', Cognitive Science 9, 1985, 147-169, repr. in J.A. Anderson and E. Rosenfeld, eds.,

Neurocomputing: Foundations of Research, Cambridge, Mass., MIT Press, 1988, 638-649.

This anthology contains many more examples of non-sentential psychological models of

a `Hertzian' kind.

But whatever the defects of the theory of the empirical self, these may
be amended, for this notion seems to have a good deal of substance. With
the metaphysical self it is different, and therefore we had better forget about
TLP 5.5421 and the passages related to it. The simple metaphysical self is
dead, but the complex empirical self is alive and well: l'âme est morte, vive

l'âme.
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MULTIPLY MODAL EXTENSIONS
OF DA COSTA'S Cn , 1 ≤ n ≤ ω,

LOGICAL RELATIVISM, AND THE IMAGINARY

First published in The Journal of Non-Classical Logic 5, nr. 2 (1989), 7-22. © 1989

Centro de Lógica, Unicamp, Campinas, São Paulo, Brasil. Reprinted with a few

amendments.

ABSTRACT. How should our logic express what other logics deem necessary? How should

we give a rational account of forms of rationality which are different from ours? The present

paper answers these questions. It shows how to enrich logical systems with operators which

describe what is necessary, rational and imaginary according to other systems. Although only

Da Costa's paraconsistent calculi are treated in detail, the construction is generally applicable.

As a result the thesis of logical relativism – people from different cultures may live in different

cognizable worlds – may henceforth be discussed in terms of modal logic and possible world

semantics.

Or, s'il y a plusieurs mondes, comme … presque toute la philosophie a pensé, que

sçavons nous si les principes et les règles de cettuy touchent pareillement les au-

tres? Ils ont à l'avanture autre visage et autre police.

M.E. de Montaigne, Apologie de Raimond Sebond

1. INTRODUCTION

When one does not restrict one's attention to just one logic, but bears in
mind that there is a plurality of logics around (intuitionistic logic, multi-
valued logics, paraconsistent logics, etc.), it seems obvious that notions such
as necessity, possibility and rationality are not absolute, but relative to the
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particular logical system under consideration. Yet, the logic-relative nature
of these notions is not generally recognized, and logical systems which take
it into account do not seem to have been constructed up to now. In this
paper, we will try to fill this lacuna. We have selected Da Costa's well-

known series of paraconsistent logics Cn , 0 ≤ n ≤ ω, to make a first study
of logic-relativized notions of necessity, possibility and rationality, and to
indicate some philosophical areas (Vasil'ev's “imaginary logic”, the logic of
belief, and Lévy-Bruhl's “logical relativism”) which are illuminated by the
relativistic and pluralistic analysis of these notions.

The general considerations motivating our enterprise are as follows.
In ordinary single-operator modal logic, the sentence “it is logically ne-

cessary that A” is given the following truth-condition.

“It is logically necessary that A” is true at world w (in model M) iff “A”
is true at all logically possible worlds accessible from w (in M).

But now suppose we consider several logical systems at once, say the Da

Costa series Cn , 0 ≤ n ≤ ω. In this case, the above truth-condition can no

longer be used. For to which one of the many systems does “logically neces-
sary” refer now? Any system from the Da Costa series may be meant. And
according to which one of the various logics are the worlds referred to logi-
cally possible? Again, any system from the Da Costa series may be meant.

To remove this ambiguity, one has to specify which logic one has in
mind in both cases. This is what we will do in the following. Each of the

systems we present has denumerably many modal operators n , 0 ≤ n ≤ ω,

corresponding to Cn , 0 ≤ n ≤ ω, respectively. The subscripts of the oper-

ators indicate the logical systems to which they are relativized; n A may be

read as “it is Cn -necessary that A”, or as “according to Cn , it is necessary

that A”. Semantically, we introduce various sets of worlds Wn , 0 ≤ n ≤ ω,

likewise corresponding to Cn , 0 ≤ n ≤ ω, respectively; Wn is the set of

worlds which are possible according to logic Cn , or stated otherwise, it is
the set of worlds in which Cn is valid. Having made these distinctions, we
are able to give the following disambiguated truth-condition:
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1 See Da Costa (1974) and Loparić (1977) on the indefinability of classical negation

and the unprovability of Peirce's theorem in Cω .

“It is Cn -necessary that A” is true at w (in M) iff “A” is true at all Cn -
possible worlds accessible from w (in M).

In this way, we explicitly recognize the fact that there is more than one logic
around. The truth-condition has the effect that Cn -axioms are Cn -necessary

but need not be Cm -necessary if m ≠ n, which is in accord with our intu-

itions on logic-relative necessity. Since Cn ⊆ Cm if n ≥ m, we will make the

plausible assumption that Wm ⊆ Wn if m ≤ n for all m, 0 ≤ m ≤ ω, n,

0 ≤ n ≤ ω (the stronger the logic, the less it will count as possible). Thus,

Cn -axioms are Cm -necessary if n ≥ m.
The series of the smallest logical systems arising from this semantic

condition will be denoted as Cn K, 0 ≤ n ≤ ω. We will study this series and
some related ones in § 2 below. The applications of the systems will be
discussed in § 3.

First, however, a preliminary remark. As we have said, it is our goal to
apply our systems to the analysis of Vasil'ev's views. Now according to
Arruda (1977), an imaginary logic in the sense of Vasil'ev must be adequate
to handle at least two sorts of negation, viz., classical (strong) negation, and
a weaker negation for which the law of contradiction is not valid. The for-

mer type of negation may be defined in Cn , 0 ≤ n < ω; however, it may not

be defined in Cω (Arruda mistakenly claims the contrary). In order to
remove this difficulty, we have enriched the language with a primitive sym-

bol for strong negation, notated as ≈. This has no effect on Cn , 0 ≤ n < ω,

except that conjunction and disjunction may now be defined in terms of ⊃
and ≈. However, it makes our Cω stronger than Da Costa's Cω . For example,

Peirce's law (((A ⊃ B) ⊃ A) ⊃ A) may now be proven in Cω (in the same

way as in classical logic), which is impossible in Da Costa's original Cω .1
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2 Cf. Da Costa (1974).

2. THE SERIES Cn K, 0 ≤ n ≤ ω

2.1. The language

Let AT be a denumerable set. The set of formulas WFF is the smallest set

such that AT ⊆ WFF and if A, B ∈ WFF then ~A, ≈ A, A ⊃ B, n A ∈ WFF,

for each n, 0 ≤ n ≤ ω.

Definitions: A & B, A ∨ B and A ≡ B are defined as usual. Ao is short

for ~(A & ~ A). An is short for Aoo...o, i.e., for A followed n times by o. A(n)

abbreviates Ao & Aoo & ... & An. Finally, ~(n)A stands for ~A & A(n), and n A

for ≈ n ≈ A.

2.2. Axiomatization of Cn K, 0 ≤ n ≤ ω

Each Cn K, 0 ≤ n ≤ ω, is axiomatized by adding the following axiom
schemes C1-C7 and rule schemes C8 to classical propositional logic (for-

mulated with classical negation, ≈):2

C1. A ∨ ~A.

C2. ~~A ⊃ A.

C3. ~A ⊃ (A ⊃ B), provided n = 0.

C4. B(n) ⊃ ((A ⊃ B) ⊃ ((A ⊃ ~B) ⊃ ~A)), provided n ≠ ω.

C5. (A(n) & B(n)) ⊃ ((A ⊃ B)(n) & (A & B)(n) & (A ∨ B)(n)), provided

n ≠ ω.

C6. m A ⊃ k A if m ≥ k, for each k, 0 ≤ k ≤ ω, m, 0 ≤ m ≤ ω.

C7. m (A ⊃ B) ⊃ ( m A ⊃ m B), for each m, 0 ≤ m ≤ ω.

C8. m A ⇒ n m A, for each m, 0 ≤ m ≤ ω.
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Here n A is an abbreviation for ∅ n A, where S n A (for S ⊆ WFF) in

turn means that A is derivable from S by means of the axioms and rules of
Cn K. Derivability is defined in the usual way.

The distinction between the constant n (of Cn K) and the variables k and
m should be especially noted in the above. Furthermore, notice the special
form of the denumerably many rules of necessitation (C8). In conjunction

with C7, these rules have the consequence that for each sequence Σ of

modal operators (including the null-sequence) and each k and m, {A:

k Σ m A} is a Cm K-theory. (A Cm K-theory is a set of sentences containing

Cm K and closed under modus ponens.) This justifies our reading of m A as

“it is Cm K-necessary that A”. Following the common doxastic interpretation

of modal logic as the logic of rational belief, it allows us to read m A as “it

is Cm K-rational to believe that A” or “a perfect Cm K-logician (adherent of
Cm K) believes that A”. (See § 3.2 below.)

It may be observed that, for any m, 0 ≤ m ≤ ω, the modal fragments

{A: n m A} of all Cn K are exactly the same. Furthermore, the {≈, ⊃, m }

fragment of each Cn K is exactly the same as the classical modal system K.

Finally, notice that Cn K ⊆ Cm K if n ≥ m. The strongest logic is C0 K,

while Cω K is the weakest one. In Cn K, 0 ≤ n < ω, strong negation may be

defined as ≈A =def ~(n)A. In Cω K it cannot be but primitive.

2.3. Semantics

A Kripke-style “possible-worlds” model for Cn K is a structure

M = < < Wm > 0 ≤ m ≤ ω , Wn , w0 , R, V >,

where:

• each Wm , 0 ≤ m ≤ ω, is a set (of Cm K-possible worlds);

• Wk ⊆ Wm if k ≤ m;

• Wn is the distinguished set of “really possible” (i.e., Cn K-possible)
worlds;
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• w0 (the actual world) is a member of Wn ;

• R ⊆ W × W, where W = {Wm : 0 ≤ m ≤ ω} = Wω ;

• V: WFF × W → {0, 1} is a function satisfying the following conditions:3

1. V(≈A, w) = 1 iff V(A, w) = 0;

2. V((A ⊃ B), w) = 1 iff V(A, w) = 0 or V(B, w) = 1;

3. V(~A, w) = 0 ⇒ V(A, w) = 1;

4. V(~~A, w) = 1 ⇒ V(A, w) = 1;

5. V(~A, w) = 1 ⇒ V(A, w) = 0, provided w ∈ W0 ;

6. For all m, 0 ≤ m < ω:

V(B(m), w) = V((A ⊃ B), w) = V((A ⊃ ~B), w) = 1 ⇒
V(A, w) = 0, provided w ∈ Wm ;

7. For all m, 0 ≤ m < ω:

V(A(m) & B(m), w) = 1 ⇒ V(((A ⊃ B)(m) & (A & B)(m) &

(A ∨ B)(m)), w) = 1, provided w ∈ Wm ;

8. V( m A, w) = 1 iff V(A, v) = 1 for all v ∈ Wm such that wRv.

For S ⊆ WFF, S n A means: for all Cn K-models in the above sense: if

V(B, w0 ) = 1 for all B ∈ S, then V(A, w0 ) = 1. For all m, 0 ≤ m ≤ ω, we

say that A is valid on Wm (in a particular model) iff V(A, w) = 1 for all

w ∈ Wm .

2.4. Completeness

Completeness theorem: S n A iff S n A.

Proof. From left to right: trivial. From right to left: a canonical model may

be constructed in the usual way. Let w0 ∈ Wn be a Cn K-maximal nontrivial

extension of S, let Wm be the set of Cm K-maximal nontrivial sets of the
language (this is is the only unusual part of the construction), and let

V(A, w) = 1 iff A ∈ w. It is not difficult to show that the canonical model
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4 One may compare the completeness proofs of classical multiply modal logics which

have been given by Fitting (1969) and Rennie (1970). On modal logic, see also Chel-

las (1980).

satisfies all conditions from § 2.3 and that, for any A which is not derivable

from S, V(B, w0 ) = 1 for all B ∈ S while V(A, w0 ) = 0. This completes the
proof.4

2.5. Some correspondence results

Seriality. If we add the axiom ω (A ∨ ~ A) to each Cn K, 0 ≤ n ≤ ω, we

obtain a series Cn K, 0 ≤ n ≤ ω, of systems which are complete with respect

to the class of serial models (i.e., models in which ∀w ∈ W ∃v ∈ W wRv).

Reflexivity corresponds to adding n A ⊃ A to each Cn K. (Notice that

ω A ⊃ A would be too weak and 0 A ⊃ A too strong.)

Transitivity corresponds to adding m A ⊃ ω m A (for all m,

0 ≤ m ≤ ω) to each Cn K.

Symmetry corresponds to adding A ⊃ ω n A to each Cn K.

2.6. The logic of the imaginary

In conformity with Vasil'ev's use of the term (see § 3.1 below), we say that

a world w ∈ W is imaginary from the point of view of Cn K if w ∉ Wn . So

w is imaginary according to Cn K if w is possible according to some logic,
but impossible according to Cn K itself. Imaginary worlds are the worlds
“lying beyond the horizon of the logical space” of Cn K.

Imaginariness may be expressed in the object-language by introducing
a new modal operator In . In A may be read as “according to Cn K it is
imaginary that A” or as “it is Cn K-impossible but (Cω -)imaginable that A”.
Thus:

In A =def ≈ n A & ω A.
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5 Bacon's operator N of purely physical necessity corresponds to our In ≈A. Bacon's

relation of physical accessibility S corresponds to our R Wn , while his relation of

logical accessibility R corresponds to our R. The main differences between Bacon's

systems and ours are threefold. First, we have replaced Bacon's axiom N3 by his

derived rule T3. (Both are easily seen to be interderivable.) Second, we have dropped

the condition that R is reflexive (corresponding to Bacon's axiom N1). Third, I1 and

I2 have no counterparts in Bacon's system; they are immediate consequences of our

definition of In and of axiom C6.

The stronger the logic, the more will be imaginary according to it. Classical
logic gives the verdict “imaginary” most easily, whereas nothing is imagin-
ary according to Cω K. (So imaginariness is as logic-relative as possibility
and necessity are.)

It may be of some interest to investigate what the logic of the imaginary
is like all by itself. Fortunately, the answer is easy, for the case is similar to
that of “purely logical (as contrasted to physical) possibility”, which has
been studied by John Bacon (1981).

Bringing Bacon's axiomatization into line with our notation, we may
axiomatize the notion of “it is imaginary according to Cn K” by adding the
following axiom schemes I1-I4 and rule schemes I5-I7 to Cω K (for all m,

n, 0 ≤ m ≤ ω, 0 ≤ n ≤ ω):5

I1. ≈Iω A.

I2. In A ⊃ Im A, if n ≥ m.

I3. (In A & In B) ⊃ In (A ∨ B).

I4. (≈In (A & B) & In A & In C) ⊃ In ≈(C ⊃ (A & B)).

I5. ω A ≡ B ⇒ ω In (A ≡ B).

I6. ω A ⇒ ω ≈In ≈A.

I7. ω A ⊃ B ⇒ ω In (A & C) ⊃ (In B ⊃ In A).

Some noteworthy theorems and derived rules are (for any n, 0 ≤ n ≤ ω):

T1. In (A ∨ B) ⊃ (In A ∨ In B).

T2. (In (A & B) & In ≈A) ⊃ In B.
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6 We follow Arruda's (1984) exposition of Vasil'ev's views.

7 This famous assertion of Putnam (1968) could have come straightly from Vasil'ev's

writings. Putnam (1968), Rescher and Brandom (1980), and various other modern

authors not only share Vasil'ev's view that classical logic could be empirically false,

they even claim that it has in fact been shown to be false (by quantum mechanics).

T3. ω A ⇒ ω In (A & B) ⊃ In B.

T4. ω A ⊃ B ⇒ ω In A ⊃ In (A & B).

If R Wn is serial, we have n A ⇒ ω ≈In A. If R Wn is reflexive we have

ω A ⊃ ≈In A.

3. APPLICATIONS

3.1. Vasil'ev's imaginary logics and worlds

The Russian physician Vasil'ev (1912) has become famous as one of the first
forerunners of paraconsistent logic.6 His viewpoints are clarified to a great
extent by our multiply modal approach.

Inspired by the existence of various imaginary (non-Euclidean)
geometries, Vasil'ev envisaged the possibility of constructing a great multi-
tude of “imaginary” logics. These logics would enable us to study a large
class of “imaginary worlds” which are impossible to classical logic, but
nevertheless quite well imaginable by our minds. According to Vasil'ev,
Aristotelian logic is an instrument of knowledge for only a limited class of
worlds, the “classical” worlds, in which, for example, the law of non-con-
tradiction holds. However, beyond the classical worlds there is a whole
range of imaginary worlds, which obey the laws of various imaginary logics.
Vasil'ev did not deny the truth of classical logic: he assumed that experience
has taught us that the real world we inhabit is classical. But we can imagine
that it could have been otherwise. The truth of classical logic is only an em-
pirical matter; “logic is as empirical as geometry”.7 The idea that classical
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8 On classical doxastic logic see, e.g., Hintikka (1962) and Lenzen (1978, 1980).

logic is universally valid is an illusion created by our particular place in
logical space and a lack of imagination to look beyond the classical horizon.

Vasil'ev did not give a formal development of his views. However, an
attempt to do this has been made by A.I. Arruda (1977). Arruda's formaliz-
ations indeed capture some of Vasil'ev's basic insights. However, her propo-
sals seem to have two shortcomings. First, they do not capture Vasil'ev's
central idea of a plurality of imaginary logics, “existing”, so to say, side by
side; she just presented several isolated systems. And second, she did not
clarify the idea of an “imaginary world” at all, let alone the idea of a plural-

ity of types of imaginary worlds, each of them possible according to some
different imaginary logic. Indeed, the term “imaginary world” did not even
occur in her formal exposition.

Our systems do not have these shortcomings. The introduction of several
modal operators, each of them corresponding to a different logic from the
Da Costa series, enables us to capture the idea of a plurality of logics exist-
ing side by side. As we have seen, this has even allowed us to express the
notion of “imaginary according to logic Cn ” within the language. Likewise,
the multitude of types of worlds in the semantics, each type corresponding
to one of the Da Costa logics, seems to be a fairly direct expression of
Vasil'ev's idea of a multitude of worlds described by various logics.
Vasil'ev's idea that the actual world is classical may be captured by the
condition that w0 is a member of W0 . But even if we stipulated this we
should not overlook the other worlds, and consider C0 K, rather than the
classical single-operator modal system K, as the logic of the imaginable or
the possible (in a wide sense).

3.2. The logic of belief

Apart from clarifying Vasil'ev's ideas, our systems are also interesting from
the point of view of doxastic logic.8 Classical doxastic logic (which simply

is modal logic with A read as “the agent believes that A”) has often
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9 See, e.g., Lewis (1982, 1986; 1978, postscript), Rescher and Brandom (1980), Stal-

naker (1984). Chellas' (1980) minimal deontic logic D is a good example of a

(deontic variant of a) doxastic logic that may be obtained in this way.

10 This criticism has been expressed by Belnap (1976).

wrestled with the problem of how to give an account of inconsistent beliefs
which does not imply that everything is believed. This is a problem for

classical doxastic logic, because it has the (doxastic variant of the) theorem

(A & ~ A) ⊃ B. The usual solution is to distinguish between “implicit”

inconsistencies of the form A & ~A and “explicit” inconsistencies of the

form (A & ~A) and to deny that the former imply the latter. Thus, the
“belief-set” (set of believed sentences) of the agent is generally not closed
under conjunction, and it may contain at least one type of inconsistencies
(implicit inconsistencies) without collapsing into the whole language.9 Now
this method of fragmentation or compartmentalisation may certainly be
applicable in a number of instances, although it may sometimes have the
drawback that it is extremely sensitive to the way the belief-set is broken
down into internally consistent subsets.10 But our account is simpler, for we
do not have to split up the agent. Even explicit inconsistencies are harmless

on our account, since for all m > 0, m (A & ~ A) ⊃ m B is invalid (in all

Cn K, 0 ≤ n ≤ ω).

Notice that our approach does not involve abandoning classical logic.
We may retain C0 as a valid description of the actual world, but we must
resist the temptation to regard the belief-set of an agent as necessarily being
a theory of the same logic. (See § 2.2 above for the meaning of “theory of
a logic”.) The belief-set need not be classical; the agent may adhere to
another logic than we (the belief-ascribers) do. Just as the ascription of
beliefs is, according to R. Clark (1976),

mainly a matter of keeping the references and concepts of those of us who are

scribes, recording the occurrences of psychical happenings, distinct from those of the

agents to whom we ascribe mental events, –
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11 The recognition of a variety of types of rational belief makes our systems different
(continued...)

so the ascription of beliefs is a matter of keeping the agents' and our (the
scribes') logics distinct as well. We should not be so narrow-minded (or con
ceited) as to foist our own logic on everyone.

Are agents having different logics than ours ipso facto irrational? We do
not think so. Rationality is as logic-relative as necessity. Whether a particu-
lar system of beliefs is rational or irrational just depends on the logic by
which this system is judged, just as a sentence may be necessary according

to one logic and contingent according to another. (For example, ≈(A & ~(n)A)

is necessary according to Cn K, but contingent according to Cm K if m > n.)
Let us say that a belief-set is rational iff it is a theory of some logic; it is
rational according to logic Cn K iff it is a theory of Cn K. So a belief-set
containing (A & ~(n)A), for example, cannot be rational according to Cn K

while it may be rational according to Cm K, m > n. (Whether it actually is
rational according to Cm K depends, of course, not only on this sentence
itself, but also on the rest of the belief-set.)

Thus, if our systems are given a doxastic interpretation, they represent
various types of rational belief. For each logic Cn of the Da Costa series
there is a corresponding type of believer, whose beliefs are rational with
respect to just that logic. The belief-sets of these various types of believers
are semantically modelled by different types of worlds. For each type of
believer there is a different class of “doxastic alternatives” (as they are
commonly called), worlds the believer “mentally lives in”; these worlds may
be different from the type of worlds we imagine ourselves to be living in
and they may accordingly be merely “imaginary” to us.

The range of forms of rationality we admit is, of course, rather limited:
we have not included intuitionists, followers of Łukasiewicz's three-valued
logic, etc. But our approach is at least not as parochial as that of the classi-
cal doxastic logicians, who see classical rationality as the only form of
rationality, by which everyone is to be judged, even if the objects of the
judgment themselves explicitly disavow the standards by which the judgment
is made (as the intuitionists do).11
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11(...continued)
from the non-classical doxastic logics to be found in R. and V. Routley (1975) and

Da Costa and French (to appear). Similarly, it makes them different from modern

“situation semantics” and “discourse representation theory”, which are nowadays

often put forward as successors to the modal, possible-worlds approach to doxastic logic.

Our critique of single-operator “modal” doxastic logic applies with the same force to the

latter approaches: even if we consider much weaker systems than classical logic – as these

modern analyses do –, we should distinguish between the scribes' logics and the logics of

the agents to whom the beliefs are ascribed. (One should distinguish between situations

scribes and agents think they live in, or between discourses of scribes and agents, respect-

ively.)

3.3. Logical relativism

Now, this recognition of a plurality of types of rational belief brings us close
to the thesis of “logical relativism”, which has received a tremendous
amount of discussion within anthropology during the last 75 years. And
indeed, we think our account manages to throw some long-needed light on
this notoriously unclear thesis.

Logical relativists typically make the following claims.
(1) “People of different cultures may have specifically different logics

(for example, [there may be] a peculiarly Chinese logic distinct from West-
ern logics)” (Lévy-Bruhl 1949). People of different cultures who follow
different logics than ours should not be considered irrational: their “beliefs
are on our standards irrational, but on other [...] standards they are about
`real' phenomena and `logical'” (Lukes 1967). “The standards of rationality
in different societies do not always coincide” (Winch 1964).

(2) In an “ontological” formulation, logical relativism is the claim “that
people of other cultures live in other worlds, so that what is rational in their
world may well appear irrational in ours” (Sperber 1982). Sperber elabor-
ates: “The relativist slogan, that people of different cultures live in different
worlds, would be nonsense if understood as literally referring to physical
worlds. If understood as referring to cognized worlds, it would overstate a
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12 As the textbook by Cole and Scribner (1974) states, “The most firmly based [...] con-

clusion we can reach [...] is that [...] there is no evidence for different kinds of rea-

soning processes such as the old classic theories alleged – we have no evidence for

a `primitive logic'.” By the way, the thesis was also repudiated by its originator

towards the end of his life (Lévy-Bruhl 1949).

very trivial point. [...] If, however, the worlds referred to are cognizable

worlds, then the claim need be neither empty nor absurd.” (Ibid.)
(3) To these claims, it was, originally, often added that “the primitive

mind is not constrained above else, as ours is, to avoid contradictions. What
to our eyes is impossible or absurd, it sometimes will admit without seeing
any difficulty.” (Lévy-Bruhl 1925). “It does not bind itself down, as our
thought does, to avoiding contradiction” (Lévy-Bruhl 1910).

It is of course an empirical matter to decide whether the thesis of logical
relativism is true. Current opinion no longer seems to favor it.12 However,
this may at least partially be due to its unclarity: the thesis of logical rela-
tivism hinges on such notions as “logic”, “rationality”, “(cognizable) world”,
“consistency” and “contradiction”, but anthropologists have always ignored
the clarification of these notions in logic, while logicians showed no interest
in clarifying the anthropological debates either. Therefore the thesis may
have been abandoned too early. The merits and defects of a hypothesis
cannot be properly judged until the hypothesis is sufficiently understood.

We think our “doxastic Vasil'evean” systems precisely enable us to clar-
ify the three claims of logical relativism. First, we have seen how the claim
that different people have “different logics” and “different standards of
rationality” may be understood: their belief-sets are theories of different
logics. Second, we have seen that theories of different logics describe differ-
ent types of worlds. People having different logics do not have the same
“doxastic alternatives” and may therefore be said to “live in” different kinds
of worlds (mentally). Sperber's “cognizable worlds” are just the same as our
“imaginable worlds”. And finally, we have seen that some of the belief-sets
we have considered (viz., the theories of the systems Cn K, n > 0) are toler-
ant of contradictions, which provides a formal underpinning of the third
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13 The author wishes to thank professors N.C.A. Da Costa and K. Sadegh-zadeh for

their stimulating comments.

claim. Therefore we think our analysis goes a long way in providing a clear
and adequate explanatory model of the central traits of logical relativism.

4. CONCLUSION

This completes our exposition of multiply modal logics based on Da Costa's

Cn , 0 ≤ n ≤ ω. We have not indicated all areas to which our systems might
be applied. For example, the analysis of “truth in fiction” bears a close
resemblance to doxastic logic (Lewis 1978), and our approach may be used
to give an account of truth in fictional or non-fictional texts which do not
subscribe to the canons of classical logic, but follow, describe or proclaim
different logics. Think, for example, of tales written in accordance with
paraconsistent logic, or simply of intuitionistic textbooks: it would be unfair,
it would not be in accordance with the spirit of the texts, and it may even
be seen as a sign of misunderstanding them, to judge such texts by classical
logic. Deontic logic (which is also close to modal logic) would be another
area of application. Various cultures might not only be pluralistic in their
ethical norms (e.g., in the way described by Menger 1934), but also in the
logical standards by which they judge adherence to these norms.

Without doubt, there are more applications to be found. However, we
hope the above may suffice to demonstrate the usefulness of the pluralistic,
relativistic approach to modal logic. As Lewis (1986) has stated, the realm
of possible worlds is “a philosophers' paradise”, but he went on to argue that
we do not need impossible worlds to carry out any interesting philosophical
tasks. We hope to have shown that impossible worlds are as useful as possi-
ble worlds, and, moreover, that we do not need just one type, but lots and
lots of varieties of them.13
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NOTE ADDED IN PRINT
(TO THE ORIGINAL ARTICLE)

As has already been pointed out in the text, the restriction to the Da Costa
series is inessential: our account may be extended to other systems of logic.
Indeed, we have also constructed a system consisting of (1) Arruda's (1977)
formalization of Vasil'ev's imaginary logic, (2) intuitionistic logic and (3)
Łukasiewicz's three-valued logic.*

Professor N.C.A. Da Costa has indicated how the above construction
may be made completely general in one fell swoop. Loparić and he have
demonstrated that any system of logic whatsoever has a two-valued sem-
antics of valuations relative to which it is sound and complete.** This has the
consequence that all logical systems may be treated in exactly the same way
as the Da Costa systems have been treated here.



* The author wishes to thank Professors F.G. Asenjo, N.C.A. da Costa and K. Fine for

helpful comments.

1 An antinomy is, syntactically speaking, a provable statement whose negation is also

provable; semantically, it is a statement that is both true and false at all possible

worlds in all models.
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THE MODAL STATUS OF ANTINOMIES*

First published in The Notre Dame Journal of Formal Logic 29 (1988), 102-105. ©

1988 by the University of Notre Dame.

ABSTRACT. In order to study the modal status of antinomies (provable contradictions), we

present two modal extensions of the antinomic calculus proposed by F.G. Asenjo and J. Tam-

burino in their “Logic of antinomies”, Notre Dame Journal of Formal Logic 16 (1975), pp.

17-44. Both systems are proved to be absolutely consistent and to be sound and complete with

respect to certain Kripke-style models. It is shown that antinomies are both necessary and

impossible in any case. They are provably contingent as well when serial accessibility relations

between possible worlds are assumed.

What is the modal status of antinomies?1 Classical modal logic provides no
interesting answer to this question because it lets antinomies turn all well-
formed formulas (including all modal formulas) into theorems. In the present
note, we propose two nonclassical modal systems which do not suffer from
this defect. Both systems are obtained by supplementing the semantics of
Asenjo's and Tamburino's antinomic propositional logic L (see [1], familiar-
ity with which will be assumed in this article) with a very natural-sounding
truth condition for modal formulas. The surprising result is that antinomies
are in any case both necessary and impossible: according to the second
system we propose, they are both non-necessary and possible as well. It may
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be doubted whether these results are in accord with our intuitions. However,
it should be remembered that our intuitions were formed during centuries of
classical slumber; acquiring the right intuitions in antinomic thinking may
simply be a matter of time.

1. THE SYSTEMS

1.1. The language

The language is as in [1], p. 19, but add to formation rule 2: if B1 is a state-

ment form, B1 is a statement form. Definitions:

¬* B1 =df B1 ⊃ (A1 & ¬ A1); B1 =df ¬ ¬ B1.

1.2. Semantics

An antinomic model is a triple <W, R, V >, where W is a set (of “possible

worlds”), R ⊆ W × W, and V: AT × W → {0, 1, 2}. (Here AT is the set of

atomic statements.) V(Ai, w) = 0 or 1, whereas V(Bi, w) = 2.
The interpretation function I is defined as follows:

1. I(Ai, w) = V(Ai, w), I(Bi, w) = V(Bi, w).

2. I(¬ B1, w), I(B1 $ B2, w), where $ is a truth-functional connect-
ive: as given in the tables in [1], p. 18, suitably relativized to the
world w.

 0 if ∀w′ (wRw′ ⇒ I(B1, w′) = 0)


3. I( B1, w) =  1 if ∃w′ (wRw′ and I(B1, w′) = 1)

 2 otherwise.
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2 Using the definition of , the corresponding condition for B1 turns out to be: B1

is true at w (in M) iff B1 is true at some w′ such that wRw′ (in M); B1 is false at

w (in M) if B1 is false at all w′ such that wRw′ (in M). Similar truth conditions (for

tensed instead of modalized formulas) are to be found in [2], Section 3.2.

3 M15a is interderivable with ¬ (B1 ⊃ B2) ⊃ B1.

The motivation for the latter clause is straightforward. Like [1], we read

“I(B1, w) = 0 (1, 2)” as “B1 is true and not false (false and not true, true

and false) at w”. Hence clause 3 is merely another way of stating the famil-

iar and intuitively plausible condition 3′:

 true at w (in a model M) iff B1 is true at

 all w′ accessible from w (in M)

3′. B1 is 
 false at w (in M) iff B1 is false at

 some w′ accessible from w (in M).2

We say that B1 is valid in <W, R, V > iff for all w ∈ W, I(B1, w) ≠ 1 (i.e.,

iff B1 is true at all w ∈ W in the model).
A serial antinomic model is an antinomic model satisfying the condition

that ∀w ∃w′ wRw′.

1.3. Axiomatization

A-formulas are determined as in [1], pp. 20-21, but add to C2a: if A1 is an

A-formula, A1 is an A-formula.
The axioms of M are as follows. M1-M13 are the same as L1-L13 ([1],

p. 21). To these we add:

M14 (B1 ⊃ B2) ⊃ ( B1 ⊃ B2).

M15a ¬ ¬* B1 ⊃ B1.
3

M15b B1 ⊃ ¬ ¬* B1.

The axioms of MD are those of M plus:
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D B1 ⊃ B1.

The rules of both M and MD are modus ponens (R1) and B1 / B1 (R2).

1.4. Soundness and completeness

Theorem. B1 is valid in the class of all antinomic models (all serial

antinomic models) iff B1 is derivable in M (MD).

Proof: from right to left: trivial.
From left to right: we define the canonical model <W, R, V > for M

(MD) as follows:

1. W is the set of all subsets of the language absolutely consistent
and complete with respect to M (MD).

2. R = {<w, w′> ∈ W × W: for all B1: w B1 ⇒ w′ B1}.

(Here and in the following, stands for M– (MD–) derivability.)

 0 if w B1 and w / ¬ B1
3. V(B1, w) =  1 if w / B1

 2i f w B1 and w ¬ B1.

Lemma. For all B1 and all w ∈ W in the canonical model:

 0 if w B1 and w / ¬ B1
I(B1, w) =  1 if w / B1

 2i f w B1 and w ¬ B1.

Proof of lemma: The proof is by induction on the length of B1. In case B1

is atomic, the lemma holds by definition. Inductive Hypothesis (I.H.): the

lemma holds for B1, B2. (i) Then it holds for ¬ B1, B1 $ B2, where $ is
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a truth-functional connective: see [1], proof of Proposition 4.12 (pp. 33-37).

(ii) Then it holds for B1. There are three subcases.

Subcase 1. Suppose w B1 and w / ¬ B1. The first conjunct

implies ∀w′ (wRw′ ⇒ w′ B1) by definition of R. The second conjunct

implies w / ¬ ¬* ¬ B1 by M15a and R1, hence w ¬* ¬ B1 by com-

pleteness of w, hence ∀w′ (wRw′ ⇒ w′ / ¬ B1) by definition of R and

absolute consistency of w′. Combination of both consequents and application

of I.H. and definition of I yields I( B1, w) = 0.

Subcase 2. Suppose w / B1. Consider N(w) = {B2: w B2}. Sup-

pose N(w) ∪ {¬* B1} A1 & ¬A1. Then N(w) ¬* ¬* B1 by deduction

theorem, hence N(w) B1 by antinomic propositional calculus L, which

means there are B3, …, Bn ∈ N(w) such that B3 ⊃ (B4 ⊃ … ⊃ (Bn ⊃
B1) … ) by definition of derivability and deduction theorem (n–2 times). R2

yields (B3 ⊃ (B4 ⊃ … ⊃ (Bn ⊃ B1) … )), whence { B3, …, Bn}

B1 by M14 and R1 (n–2 times), whence w B1 by completeness of

w – a contradiction. Hence N(w) ∪ {¬* B1} is absolutely consistent. There-

fore ∃w′ ∈ W (wRw′ and w′ ¬* B1) by Lindenbaum's lemma (compare

[1], Lemma 4.11), whence ∃w′ (wRw′ and w′ / B1) by absolute consistency

of w′, whence I( B1, w) = 1 by I.H. and definition of I.

Subcase 3. Suppose w B1 and w ¬ B1. The first conjunct

implies ∀w′ (wRw′ ⇒ w′ B1) by definition of R. The second conjunct

implies w ¬ ¬* ¬ B1 by M15b and R1. ¬ ¬* ¬ B1 is an A-formula

by C1b and C2a, hence w / ¬* ¬ B1 by absolute consistency of w. By

the same reasoning as in Subcase 2 we have ∃w′ (wRw′ and w′ / ¬* ¬ B1),

whence ∃w′ (wRw′ and w′ ¬ B1) by completeness of w′. By I.H. we have

not ∃w′ (wRw′ and I(B1, w′) = 1) and not ∀w′ (wRw′ ⇒ I(B1, w′) = 0),

whence I( B1, w) = 2 by definition of I.
This completes the proof of the lemma.

Completeness follows (compare [1], p. 39): Suppose / M B1 ( / MD B1).

Then there is a w ∈ W in the canonical model for M (MD) such that

w / M B1 (w / MD B1) by Lindenbaum's lemma, whence I(B1, w) = 1 by our
Lemma. The canonical model for M (MD) is an antinomic model (serial
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antinomic model), hence B1 is not valid in the class of all antinomic models
(all serial antinomic models).

2. THE MODAL STATUS OF ANTINOMIES IN M AND MD

Observation 1. If B1 is an antinomy, the schemas k
B1 and ¬ k

B1 are

theorems of M and MD for every k ≥ 0 (k ∈ ). (Proof: by induction on
length of formula, using R2).

Observation 2. If B1 is an antinomy, every instance of the schema Σ B1,

where Σ is any (!) sequence of occurrences of ¬ , , and , is a the-

orem of MD. (Proof: by induction on length of formula, using R1, R2,
and D.)

The latter observation does not imply, however, that every statement con-
cerning the modal status of antinomies is provable in MD. In fact, there are
infinitely many of such statements which are unprovable; for example, each

statement of the form ¬* Σ B1, where Σ is any sequence of occurrences of

¬ , , and , is invalid in the class of all serial models and therefore nei-
ther provable in M nor in MD. Hence:

Observation 3. M and MD are absolutely consistent.
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SAMENVATTING

In de zes artikelen waaruit dit proefschrift bestaat, worden formeel-logische
analyses gegeven van de volgende onderwerpen op het gebied van de filoso-
fie van de geest:

(1) Aristoteles' opvattingen over perceptueel zelf-bewustzijn, het feno-
meen dat zich voordoet wanneer we “waarnemen” dat we iets waarnemen.
In Hoofdstuk 1 laten we eerst zien hoe de ogenschijnlijk tegenstrijdige theo-
rieën die te vinden zijn in De anima III.2 en De somno II met elkaar ver-
zoend kunnen worden. (Geen commentator is hier tot nu toe in geslaagd.)
Vervolgens geven we een axiomatisering van Aristoteles' fundamentele
ideeën over de zintuiglijke waarneming. We laten zien dat de – tot dusver
veelal onbegrepen – argumenten in beide werken gereconstrueerd kunnen
worden als correcte bewijzen binnen de resulterende axiomatische stelsels.
We eindigen met het geven van bewijzen voor de consistentie van deze
stelsels. Aristoteles' ideeën zijn niet slechts van historisch belang, maar
kunnen gebruikt worden om de theorieën van zulke uiteenlopende moderne
auteurs als de bioloog Richard Dawkins, de filosoof Keith Gunderson en de
wiskundige Rudy Rucker – volgens wie compleet zelf-bewustzijn buiten het
bereik van eindige wezens ligt, omdat het noodzakelijkerwijze een “onein-
dige regressie” van mentale fenomenen met zich meebrengt – te weerleggen.

(2) Wittgensteins vroege opvattingen over mentale representatie. (Hoofd-
stuk 2, 3 en 4.)

(2a) Wittgensteins “taal van het denken” theorie. Volgens Wittgenstein
kan de geest worden opgevat als een verzameling zinnen, die de werkelijk-
heid op dezelfde manier weerspiegelen als zinnen dat doen. In Hoofdstuk 2
en 4 presenteren wij een precieze theorie die beschrijft hoe dit in zijn werk
gaat.
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(2b) Wittgensteins analyse van propositionele attitude toeschrijvingen
(zinnen zoals “A gelooft dat p”, “A weet dat p”, “A denkt dat p”, en “A ziet
dat p”). Volgens Wittgenstein is de zin “A denkt dat p” vergelijkbaar met de
uitspraak “zin `p' zegt dat p”. Wanneer we zeggen dat A gelooft dat p, bewe-
ren we dat A's geest minstens één gedachte g bevat die zegt dat p; omdat
gedachten vergelijkbaar zijn met zinnen is de tweede helft van deze bewe-
ring (gedachte g zegt dat p) vergelijkbaar met “`p' zegt dat p”. De laatste
uitspraak is echter unsinnig. We kunnen niet zeggen wat een zin betekent
maar dat uitsluitend tonen; “`p' zegt dat p” behoort niet tot de taal en heeft
geen waarheidswaarde. Zijn propositionele attitude toeschrijvingen ook
unsinnig? Dit zou een eigenaardige opvatting zijn, en er zijn geen aanwijzin-
gen dat Wittgenstein haar zelf aanvaardde. Een theorie waarin propositionele
attitude toeschrijvingen vergelijkbaar zijn met uitspraken zoals “`p' zegt dat
p” maar niettemin gewone zinnen van de taal zijn, zou aantrekkelijker zijn.
De grootste moeilijkheid bij het opstellen van een dergelijke theorie is dat
we zullen moeten laten zien dat propositionele attitude toeschrijvingen geen
inbreuk maken op Wittgensteins waarheidsfunctionaliteitsprincipe, dat stelt
dat de waarheidswaarden van alle zinnen volledig worden bepaald door de
waarheidswaarden van de zogenaamde “elementaire zinnen”. Niemand is er
tot dusver in geslaagd om een theorie op te stellen die aan deze desiderata

voldoet, maar in Hoofdstuk 2 en 3 presenteren wij er een. Onze theorie is
in feite een superveniëntie-theorie van dezelfde soort als tegenwoordig zo in
de belangstelling staat.

Omdat Wittgensteins ideeën over mentale representatie en propositionele
attitude toeschrijvingen niet begrepen kunnen worden zonder aandacht te
besteden aan zijn fundamentele semantische en ontologische opvattingen,
bespreken en formaliseren we deze ook, althans voor zover dat mogelijk en
nuttig is.

(2c) Wittgensteins opmerkingen over het “metafysische” of “transcen-
dentale” subject. In tegenstelling tot het “empirische” zelf, dat door de psy-
chologie bestudeerd wordt (en dat in Hoofdstuk 2 en 3 aan de orde komt),
is dit geen verzameling zinnen: het representeert niet en vervult ook geen
enkele andere functie. (Hoofdstuk 4.)
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(3) Lévy-Bruhls theorie van het “logisch relativisme” – de theorie dat
verschillende volkeren verschillende logica's kunnen aanhangen, hun eigen
maatstaven van rationaliteit kunnen hebben, en in verschillende “denkbare
werelden” kunnen leven. In Hoofdstuk 5 laten wij zien dat deze these binnen
de logica ondergebracht kan worden: wij gebruiken Da Costa's paracon-

sistente (inconsistentie-tolererende) calculi Cn , 1 ≤ n ≤ ω, om een oneindig
aantal systemen te construeren die het allemaal mogelijk maken om over de
overtuigingen van volkeren te spreken die er andere logica's op na houden
dan wij.

We hebben een kort technisch artikel toegevoegd (Hoofdstuk 6) waarin
volledigheidsbewijzen worden gepresenteerd van twee systemen die lijken
op de systemen uit Hoofdstuk 5; net zoals de laatste, zijn het paraconsistente
modale logica's.

De formele analyses die we van al deze verschillende filosofische opvat-
tingen geven voldoen aan alle eisen van precisie, objectiviteit en controleer-
baarheid die gewoonlijk aan formele theorieën worden gesteld. We denken
dat een filosofische analyse pas voltooid is als ze in een dergelijke logische
vorm is gegoten. We betrekken alle verkregen theorieën op moderne discus-
sies in de filosofie van de geest – en sommige zelfs op het gebied van de
kunstmatige intelligentie.

Hoewel de logische benadering die we volgen op een traditie van dertig
jaar kan bogen, zijn alle formele theorieën die we opstellen nieuw. Dit toont
aan dat de filosofie niet het enige gebied is dat profiteert van de logische
benadering: deze activiteit kan ook een stimulerend effect op de logica zèlf
hebben. Dit is niet verwonderlijk, omdat de verdiensten en tekortkomingen
van de theorieën die zij heeft ontwikkeld pas aan het licht kunnen treden als
we er een nuttig gebruik van proberen te maken.

We denken daarom dat het een betreurenswaardige zaak is dat oude
filosofische theorieën slechts zelden vanuit een modern logisch perspectief
worden beschouwd. We hopen met dit proefschrift enige verbetering in deze
situatie te hebben gebracht.
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Stellingen bij het proefschrift
Logical explorations in the philosophy of mind

door G.J.C. Lokhorst

1 Aristoteles' opmerkingen over “waarnemen dat we zien en horen” in De

anima III.2 en De somno II zijn niet in tegenspraak met elkaar, maar
vullen elkaar aan.

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 1.

2 Brentano, Husserl, Chisholm en vele anderen hebben beweerd dat men-
sen niet kunnen zien zonder zich ervan bewust te zijn dat ze zien. De
“blind sight” experimenten tonen aan dat zij ongelijk hebben.

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 1.

3 Het is mogelijk om een waarheidsfunctionele analyse van propositionele
attitude toeschrijvingen te geven die in overeenstemming is met wat
Wittgenstein in zijn vroege geschriften over dergelijke toeschrijvingen
beweert.

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 2 en 3.

4 In Tractatus 5.5421 neemt Wittgenstein stelling tegen Leibniz's bewe-
ring dat de ziel een spiegel van de wereld is.

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 4.

5 De these van het logisch relativisme kan met logische middelen worden
geëxpliciteerd.

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 5.

6 De weerstand tegen niet-klassieke logica's berust grotendeels op onwen-
nigheid.

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 6.



7 De tot dusver voorgestelde formele dialectische logica's zijn niet ge-
schikt om het systeem van Hegel te formaliseren.

G.J.C. Lokhorst, “Het formaliseren van Hegels dialectische logica”, in G. Vande-

nakker, C. Leijenhorst en J. Prinsen, red., Filosofiedag Utrecht 1989, Delft, Ebu-

ron, 1989, blz. 116-125.

8 De theorie dat de twee helften van de grote hersenen van de mens func-
tioneel van elkaar verschillen werd reeds ver vóór de negentiende eeuw
verkondigd.

G.J.C. Lokhorst, “An ancient Greek theory of hemispheric specialization”, Clio

Medica 17 (1982), 33-38; “Hemisphere differences before 1800”, Behavioral and

Brain Sciences 8 (1985), 642.

9 De filosofische interpretatie van de hersenwetenschappen dient niet te
worden overgelaten aan gepensioneerde hersenonderzoekers.

G.J.C. Lokhorst, Brein en bewustzijn: de geest-lichaam theorieën van moderne

hersenonderzoekers, 1956-1986, Delft, Eburon, 1986.

10 De materialistische opvatting van het geest-lichaam probleem is bevor-
derlijker voor het verantwoordelijkheidsgevoel van de medicus practicus
dan de dualistische.

G.J.C. Lokhorst, Arts en Fiets 7 nr. 5 (1990), 4-8.

11 De gezondheidsraadcommissie “Neurochirurgie op psychiatrische indica-
tie” houdt er een mythisch beeld van de psyche op na.

Gezondheidsraad, Commissie Neurochirurgie op psychiatrische indicatie,

Neurochirurgische behandeling van patiënten met zeer ernstige psychische aan-

doeningen, 's-Gravenhage, Gezondheidsraad 1990, publicatie nr. 90/21. G.J.C.

Lokhorst, “Psychochirurgie en het geest-lichaam probleem”, in M.J. van den
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De notatie heeft al vaker een rotatie ondergaan: zie G. Beaujouan, “Étude paléo-

graphique sur la `rotation' des chiffres et des apices du Xe au XIIe siècle”, Revue

d'Histoire des Sciences 1 (1947), 301-313.
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tallen, vervolgens de eenheden en dan pas de tientallen worden ge-
noemd, is ondoordacht en verwarrend. Het is beter om “vierendertig en
tweehonderd” te zeggen.


